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City of Sherwood 
PLANNING COMMISSION 

Sherwood City Hall  
22560 SW Pine Street 
Sherwood, OR  97140 

May 27, 2014 – 7:00 PM 

 

 

AGENDA 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call  

2. Agenda Review 

3.  Consent Agenda 

a. January 28, 2014 Planning Commission Minutes 
b. February 11, 2014 Planning Commission Minutes 
c. March 11, 2014 Planning Commission Minutes 
d. April 8, 2014 Planning Commission Minutes 
e. May 13, 2014 Planning Commission Minutes 

4. Council Liaison Announcements (Robyn Folsom) 

5.  Staff Announcements (Brad Kilby) 

6. Community Comments  

7. New Business  
 

a.   Public Hearing – PA 14-01 Transportation System Plan Update (Brad Kilby) 

 
The City proposes to adopt the 2014 Sherwood Transportation System Plan (TSP)  
as an element of the City Comprehensive Plan and amend the policies in Chapter 6, 
Transportation, of the City Comprehensive Plan.  To implement the TSP, 
amendments to the following chapters of the City Zoning and Community 
Development Code are proposed: Chapters 16.10, 16.80, 16.90, 16.94, and 16.106. 

For more information visit the City website at: 
http://www.sherwoodoregon.gov/planning/project/transporation-system-plan-update 

9. Adjourn  

 

http://www.sherwoodoregon.gov/planning/project/transporation-system-plan-update


 

 

Consent Agenda 
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City of Sherwood, Oregon 

Planning Commission 

January 28, 2014 

 
Planning Commission Members Present:  Staff Present:  
Chair Jean Simson Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director 
Vice Chair James Copfer     Bob Galati, Civil Engineer 
Commissioner Michael Cary    Brad Kilby, Planning Manager 
Commissioner Russell Griffin Michelle Miller, Senior Planner 
Commissioner Lisa Walker Kirsten Allen, Planning Dept. Program Coordinator 
  Karen Brown, Building Permit Specialist  

Planning Commission Members Absent:     
Commissioner John Clifford    
Commissioner Beth Cooke     
   
Council Members Present:     Legal Counsel:  
Councilor Robyn Folsom   Chris Crean 
  

1. Call to Order/Roll Call 

Chair Jean Simson called the meeting to order at 7:11 pm.   

2. Agenda Review 

The agenda consisted of the Consent Agenda, and two Public Hearings under old business; PA 13-03, TSP 

Amendment for Adams Ave N and PA 13-04, TSP Amendment for Baler Way. 

3. Consent Agenda:    

a. December 10, 2013 Planning Commission Minutes 

Commissioner Walker indicated there was an error regarding quorum on page 11 of the minutes.  Chair 

Simson agreed that there were some errors and read her suggested changes aloud.   

Motion: From Vice Chair James Copfer to accept the corrected Consent Agenda with corrections 

as stated.  Seconded by Commissioner Russell Griffin.  All present Planning Commissioners voted 

in favor (Commissioners Clifford and Cooke were absent). 
 

4. Council Liaison Announcements 

Councilor Robyn Folsom, Council Liaison alternate said the Council has had a work session so 

far this year and one of the topics was medical marijuana dispensaries.   

5. Staff Announcements 

Brad Kilby, Planning Manager, stated that the City is underway with the Transportation System Plan (TSP) 

Update with the next Citizen and Technical Advisory Committee meetings scheduled for February 12th, 

with an Open House on February 13, 2014.   
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Brad said there was a tentative schedule for the Planning Commission and the City Council to meet 

together on February 18th to give a progress report on the TSP Update process to date.  Several 

Commission members indicated there availability to attend.   

Brad said that on February 11, 2014 there is a scheduled a hearing with the Planning Commission to 

discuss front yard setbacks that will need a Planning Commission recommendation to Council.   

There will not be a Planning Commission meeting on February 25, 2014 in lieu of the joint session on the 

18th.   

6. Community Comments 

Ann Reid, Roses Restaurant and Bakery in Sherwood said they were looking for an update regarding how 

Tualatin Sherwood Road would change.  She said Roses was located in the Sherwood Cinema Center and 

the Tualatin Sherwood Road and Baler Way extension would have a huge impact on the restaurant.  Ms. 

Reid said that ODOT had verbally approved a right in option off of Hwy 99W and combined with the 

Baler Way extension they felt it would be a great alternative for the signal being removed.  She said they 

were looking for updates regarding where they were and how they could help. Ms. Reid asked that the City 

keep Rose’s and other small businesses in mind when making decisions.  She said Rose’s had been serving 

Sherwood for over ten years and hoped to be included in future decisions when determining access to the 

restaurant. Ms. Reid stressed that access and timing were huge issues for the restaurant.   

7. Old Business  

a. Public Hearing – PA 13-03 Transportation System Plan Amendment for Adams Avenue North 

Chair Simson read the public hearing statement and indicated that the Planning Commission’s decision 

would be a recommendation for action by the City Council.  She asked for any conflict or bias.   

Commissioner Michael Cary stated he had a potential conflict and since he had recused himself at the 

previous hearing he would continue to recuse himself for the project.   

Chair Simson asked for the staff report.   

Brad Kilby, Planning Manager gave a presentation (see record, Exhibit 1) said the application, from 

Washington County, was to amend the Transportation System Plan to include an extension of SW Adams 

Avenue North, which is now known as SW Langer Farms Parkway per a resolution from City Council.  He 

said the intent of the amendment was to serve the commercial properties near the corner of Hwy 99W and 

Roy Rogers Road.  Brad said the properties included property that was not yet annexed and those within 

the city are zoned General Commercial or Light Industrial.  He said there is a seventy foot deep ravine at 

the back of the properties and it is not financially feasible that there will be enough development to justify 

putting a bridge across the ravine adjacent to Hunter’s Ridge or the wildlife refuge. The road is proposed 

to only connect to a signalized intersection on Hwy 99W at the Home Depot.  Brad said the applicant was 

proposing that the road be placed on the TSP as a collector street for the purpose of providing access to 

those properties and to address capacity and safety issues in the area. Brad said that Hwy 99W and Roy 

Rogers / Tualatin Sherwood Road are designated freight routes by the State and Washington County so it 

is desired to minimize the number of accesses onto those streets.   
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Brad explained that the road would be an addition to the Functional Classification Plan in the TSP and 

said the forecasted traffic generation of the area was about 5000 average daily trips. He said that staff 

recommends that the Planning Commission forward a recommendation to the City Council to place the 

proposed collector onto the City’s TSP function classification map.   

Commissioner Copfer asked for confirmation that the road would not go through but would be a cul-de-

sac and strictly for access.  Brad confirmed and said it was basically a line on the TSP map that shows the 

connectivity. There would not be any highway access back onto Roy Rogers so the likely scenario is a cul-

de-sac. He said the actual location and configuration would be determined when a development proposal 

is received.   

Chair Simson asked for applicant testimony.   

Stefanie Slyman with Harper Houf Peterson Reghillis (HHPR), the applicant’s representative, and Dan 

Erpenbach of Washington County came forward.  Ms. Slyman explained that the amendment would add a 

new collector street to the TSP map and the design would not be determined at this time and the 

amendment was a high level planning level approval to show how connectivity in the city would be served.   

She remarked that the Planning Commission’s role was to provide a recommendation to the final decision 

maker, the City Council.  

Dan Erpenbach said that the project area is partially developed.  He said that 50,000 cars go through the 

Tualatin Sherwood / Roy Rogers/ Hwy 99W intersection per day and the property is valuable in that it is 

one of the most seen properties in the county.   Mr. Erpenbach asserted that traffic was jamming up the 

intersection and the potential development would create more cars.  He said the County was trying to get 

ahead of the curve by showing the road in the TSP.  Mr. Erpenbach explained that access was important 

and the current access off of Roy Rogers Road was not capable of handling a commercial development.  

He said he could not answer whether that access on Roy Rogers would remain but safety is a concern for 

the County and, as is, the driveway is too close to the intersection.  Mr. Erpenbach said that Hwy 99W is 

under ODOT jurisdiction with Tualatin Sherwood/ Roy Rogers being under County jurisdiction.  He said 

the proposed road is designated a collector so that is comes to a signalized intersection and addresses the 

safety aspect.  Mr. Erpenbach said the County’s approach to dealing with traffic the area is a four pronged 

approach.   

1. Widen Roy Rogers/ Tualatin Sherwood Road.  

2. Implement an Intelligent Traffic System (ITS). This has partially been implemented on the eastern 

half of Tualatin Sherwood Road and there is an ITS system in design that will go from Baler street 

to the existing system towards Tualatin.   

3. Manage access along Tualatin Sherwood/Roy Rogers Road and Hwy 99W and limit the number of 

driveways off of arterials. 

4. Create off corridor circulation which is being addressed with the TSP Amendment.   

 

Mr. Erpenbach expressed that the County wanted to get people to the businesses in a safe manner and to 

control how that happens.   
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Ms. Slyman asked the Commission if they had any questions regarding the traffic study.  She added that 

the County met with City Staff twice to ensure that the approval criteria was met and there was a 

neighborhood meeting before the proposal was put together. She said the County had listened to the 

Sherwood citizens at the neighborhood meetings, because the County was considering having the road 

continue all the way through, but amended the proposal so it stops to only serve the commercial and 

industrial properties and not cross the ravine.   

Chair Simson indicated that the applicant had 23:24 remaining.  She asked for public testimony from any 

proponents.   

John Anderson, Sherwood property owner, said he was representing his wife, Barbara, and sister, 

Katherine Shack and recounted that he grew up on the property and was a lifetime resident of Sherwood.  

Mr. Anderson explained that they have had the property up for sale since 1991, after the intersection of 

Roy Rogers /Hwy 99W went in. He said the property had five accesses to the highway when ODOT put 

that in, but they were taken away and only given one.  Mr. Anderson commented that the property has not 

sold because there is no access to the property.  He related that he has worked with Dan Erpenbach 

before and he appreciated getting access to the property because it will continue to sit unsold without 

access. Mr. Anderson expressed that his personal preference would be to have a road parallel to Hwy 99W 

and behind Sherwood Business Park for a more efficient use of the land and a cost effective way of getting 

access to the whole property.  He said a road cost $1000 per foot and he was not in favor of high 

development costs for the property.  Mr. Anderson said he was in favor of access.  He stated that he was 

told by ODOT, in a meeting with the City and Washington County, that it was still a possible option to 

open a driveway on the south side of Sherwood Business Park depending on the development.   

Vice Chair Copfer asked staff about the alignment of the road.  Brad responded that the alignment would 

be dependent on how the property develops and a new development would, at a minimum, be required to 

provide a right of way and possibly the road depending on the intensity of the development.  Typically the 

road is brought to the edge of the property.      

Brad spoke about Mr. Anderson’s comment on the access south of the business park and said he did not 

think the County or ODOT would be opposed to a private agreement between property owners.  

Mr. Anderson asked that it be taken into consideration that the Fire Marshall often requires two accesses.  

He said he would like this to be considered before the existing access is vacated.   

Brad clarified that Mr. Anderson was asking that the access on Roy Rogers Road remain for potential fire 

access.  He said the access was not on the TSP map now so there is no need to take any action until a 

development application comes in for the property.   

René Duricka, Sherwood resident, indicated that she attended the neighborhood meeting with 

Washington County in July where the road was shown as connecting onto Borchers Drive.  She said she 

wanted to ensure that there would not be any future interest in connecting the proposed road to the 

neighborhood.   Ms. Duricka expressed her concern that the County talked about light to light access 

between Borchers and the light at Home Depot.  She said the County was originally looking to reduce 

peak traffic flow from Hwy 99W to Roy Rogers Road by adding this road and said she did not want the 

road to connect in the future.  Ms. Duricka commented about the connection being cost prohibitive and 
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asked who would fund the road.  She said that with enough money a developer could build a bridge across 

and indicated that the neighbors would like to see the property become a park because there are no major 

parks on that side of Roy Rogers Road.  Ms. Duricka repeated her opposition for access from Hwy 99W 

to Borchers Drive for the reason that it would be dangerous for the kids and there is already so much 

traffic coming through the neighborhood using Borchers.   

Amber Dahl, Sherwood resident said she lived in the same subdivision as Ms. Duricka and said she was 

concerned that it was vague as to whether the road might go through in the future and asked that the cars 

not be diverted into her neighborhood, ever.  She said that physical constraints and expense are hurdles 

that can be crossed and she would prefer that the plan was firm on this point.  Ms. Dahl said she was 

confused that it was called off corridor circulation and asked how the traffic would circulate on a dead end 

street and if it was to circulate she did not want it to come to Borchers Drive.   

Robert James Claus, Sherwood resident came forward and said he wanted to point out to the 

Commission that the whole area was non-conforming, illegal.  He commented that Home Depot was low 

density industrial, was then zoned as a lumber yard and turned into Retail Commercial. Mr. Claus 

commented on the legality of development on the other side of the highway and said he did not think that 

mattered in Sherwood. He held that the Planning Commission was a façade and decisions made by the 

body are made outside of this room.    Mr. Claus commented on the business operations and patronage of 

Walmart.  He commented regarding Washington County planners contacting Walmart for circulation 

information. Mr. Claus commented on the city having two light industrial areas with one of them not legal 

per the IRS. He remarked that the Planning Commission was putting a collector status road into an area 

that was created illegally over a situation that caused a former City Manager to be dismissed.  Mr. Claus 

suggested that city planning in Sherwood was done on a case by case basis having nothing to do with what 

the law says and if the City wants a collector, it is put there.  He commented on the construction of 

Meinecke by ODOT, and suggested there were payments for silence.  Mr. Claus indicated he did not care 

what was done and commented that the decision is already made.    

Chair Simson asked for applicant rebuttal.   

Stefanie Slyman of HHPR and Dan Erpenbach of Washington County came forward and addressed 

questions raised in public testimony.   

Ms. Slyman informed the Commission that the alignment of the road was illustrative and the actual map 

amendment was shown in the Traffic Study has a flattened alignment into the area (see record, page 56, 

December 10, 2013 Planning Commission Meeting packet). She said the actual alignment design will be a 

function of whatever development comes in and the County would have no issue with the road moving 

slightly either way.  

Ms. Slyman described that the intent was for the road to stop as shown in the alignment and the County 

has no interest in it continuing it further.   She said that light to light comment from the County was 

referring to bringing traffic to a signalized intersection and not necessarily taking it across to another light 

(Borchers Drive).  Ms. Slyman responded that the circulation is achieved through the east end of Langer 

Farms Parkway that creates a loop [to Tualatin Sherwood Road] as well as internal circulation to nearby 

properties served by the road.   She confirmed with Chair Simson that without going through the 
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intersection at Hwy 99W and Roy Rogers Road, the proposed road would provide a safe crossing from 

Hwy 99W to Tualatin Sherwood Road or the businesses that will be served by the Baler extension.  

Ms. Slyman asked if Mr. Erpenbach had anything to add. He answered that he did not.   

Chair Simson asked about a second access that may be required by the Fire Marshall.  Brad Kilby 

responded that the TSP does not address fire access to every piece of property.  However, if someone 

were to inquire of City regarding developing Mr. Anderson’s property with an industrial use and the Fire 

Marshall said two accesses were required, one access could be through the proposed road and the second 

access could be limited fire and emergency access off of SW Roy Rogers Road.  He added that if the Fire 

Marshall did not get his hydrant flow or mitigation (measures that can be used to fight fires) he will require 

two accesses for a clear in and out.  Brad stated that this action would not prevent a second access.   

Chair Simson asked if the Planning Commission could add language to the recommendation to City 

Council to ensure that there would not be a future connection to Borchers Road.   

Brad responded that this action was a legislative decision and the extent of the request was to show the 

alignment in its current location and said it was highly unlikely that the connection will ever be made. He 

acknowledged that Ms. Duricka and Ms. Dahl were correct in that a road could be created across the 

ravine, but that it would require another development review and a public process.  Brad commented that 

it would be uncharacteristic of the Planning Commission to say that a street would never go through, 

because circumstances change.  

With no other questions for the applicant, Chair Simson closed the public hearing and asked for final 

comments from staff.   

Brad said that in the Traffic Study the road runs parallel to Hwy 99W and he would suggest that the 

recommendation to Council include that figure as an example of how the TSP map should be amended.   

Commissioner Walker explained that she would like the Commission’s intention that the road not go 

through be indicated in writing.   

Commissioner Griffin added that showing the alignment and having it stub at the end with verbiage 

supporting what the County said about it not being feasible or reasonable to continue the road shows the 

Commission’s position.   

The following motion was received. 

Motion: From Vice Chair James Copfer to forward a recommendation of approval to the Sherwood City 

Council on PA 13-03, Adams Avenue North TSP Amendment with the following modifications; that the 

map where is shows stubbed on page 56  shows the intent that the Commission is not looking at having 

that road go through to Borchers at any time, knowing that somebody may come in the future to look at 

that, but currently the intent of the Commission and the residents of the Hunter’s Ridge area do not 

wish to have that go through, based on the applicant testimony, public testimony received,  and the 

analysis, findings and conditions in the staff report and applicants materials. Seconded by 

Commissioner Russell Griffin.  All present Planning Commissioners voted in favor (Commissioners 

Clifford and Cooke were absent). 
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Note:  See page 56 the December 10, 2013 Planning Commission Packet for the map specified in the motion or page 5 of 

the Traffic Report by DKS Associates dated September 17, 2013. 

Commissioner Cary returned to the dais.   

b. Public Appeal Hearing - PA 13-04 Transportation System Plan Amendment for Baler Way 

Chair Simson called to order the public hearing for PA 13-04 and read the public hearing statement.  She 

indicated that this was a continued hearing and the applicant had twenty minutes remaining from the 

previous hearing to split between presentation and rebuttal.  Chair Simson reminded that the Planning 

Commission would be making a recommendation to the City Council and asked for a staff report and 

update.  

Brad Kilby, Planning Manager gave a presentation and explained that the proposal would be for an 

extension of Baler Way (see record, Exhibit 2).  He showed the location of Les Schwab, underdeveloped 

property next to it, and Sentinel Storage.  He said that there was currently a signal at the intersection of 

Baler Way and Tualatin Sherwood Road.   Brad explained that the proposal was to designate an extension 

of Baler Way on the TSP as a collector that would go from the Baler Way signal, behind the Sentinel 

Storage to the Langer Farms Parkway that is being constructed.   

Brad showed that there was already an extension of Baler Way to connect with Langer Farms Parkway 

further north by the Home Depot shown on the TSP because of the Adams Avenue North Concept Plan.   

He explained that there were power lines from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and Portland 

General Electric (PGE) in the area which made it difficult to develop, but by leaving that road on the TSP 

gives the city the future option of a local street up to the northern extension of Langer Farms Parkway [by 

Home Depot].  Brad described that it is important to have this northern connection because the property 

in that area is zoned for Commercial and Light Industrial development in the Concept Plan and it is likely 

that connectivity would be needed. 

Brad ensured that the proposed road gets a collector to a collector at a signalized intersection. He advised 

that the County has asked that the Planning Commission leave the northern portion as a local connector 

and designate the new portion of the road that goes behind the sentinel storage as a collector. 

Brad showed a map of the Adams Avenue North Concept Plan that has been adopted by the City and 

relayed that a large portion of the land will remain undeveloped (under the power lines). 

Brad said the proposed road is not currently in the Transportation System Plan and the County has 

requested that it be put on the TSP and designated as a collector.  He explained that a collector was a 

higher classification of road and that it makes sense to have a wider, higher class road there if the signal is 

removed at the cinema and Albertsons location, because there will be more traffic in that corridor.   

Staff recommended that Planning Commission forward a recommendation of approval to the City Council 

to place the proposed collector onto the City’s TSP Functional Classification Map.   

Chair Simson asked for bias or conflict of interest.  
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Commissioner Cary said he was curious what the landowners thought of the proposal and indicated that 

he spoke at length about the project with city councilman, Matt Langer about Baler Way going through 

Les Schwab to his property.   

Chair Simson said that Ty Wyman had contacted her the previous Friday to ask about the process and 

time permitted for testimony.  She said she did not engage in a discussion about the project.   

No conflicts or bias were declared and Chair Simson asked for application testimony.   

Stefanie Slyman with Harper Houf Peterson Reghillis (HHPR), the applicant’s representative, and Dan 

Erpenbach of Washington County came forward. 

Ms. Slyman stated that there was no new information for the Commission and the County had not met 

with TakFal Properties.  She said that Russ Knoebel had pointed out at the start of the previous hearing 

date that those design details TakFal had asked for would not be forthcoming in this timeline.  Ms. Slyman 

said the details were not relevant to the approval criteria nor was it the level of detail that is required in a 

TSP Amendment.   She repeated that the application was for the alignment and functional classification 

designation of a road and deferred the rest of their time for questions and rebuttal.   

Chair Simson asked for public testimony beginning with proponents.   

Phil Grillo, from Davis, Wright, Tremaine representing, the owner of Sherwood Cinema Center, TakFal 

Properties, handed out written testimony (see Planning file PA 13-04, Exhibit D). Mr. Grillo said he 

wanted to update the Commission on the status of conversations with Washington County since the 

hearing on December 10, 2013.  He said WH Pacific was hired to help refine the alternative access needed.  

A drawing of the alternative access was provided to the Commission as Exhibit A of the letter.  Mr. Grillo 

expressed that they had hoped to have discussions with the County and City in order to bring an 

agreement that could be integrated into the Commission’s decision, but the County did not want further 

discussions until the LUBA decision was completed and the TSP Amendment approved.   

Mr. Grillo stated that TakFal’s position was to continue to support the TSP Amendment conditionally.  

He showed two conditions pages on 2 and 3 of the letter that he wanted to have added if the decision was 

approved.  The first condition stated that prior to the elimination of TakFal's existing traffic signal and left 

turn lanes on Tualatin Sherwood Road, Washington County would provide alternative access that was 

reasonably consistent with the alternative access plan shown in Exhibit A.  Mr. Grillo said that Exhibit A 

was a conceptual idea of what the access should be as it refines how the Cinema Center would connect 

with the extension of Baler Way and shows the entrance off of Hwy 99W that has been orally approved by 

ODOT.   

Mr. Grillo explained that the second condition asks that prior to the elimination of the traffic signal and 

left turn lanes the applicant: 

a. Amends TakFal’s site plan approvals to be consistent with the alternative access plan. Mr. Grillo 

said the access is governed by the approved Site Plan and they wanted to be sure that the Site Plans are 

consistent with the access that happens. 

b. Amends Figure 8-10 of the Sherwood TSP.  Mr. Grillo felt that if the Commission was going to 

allow the signal and left turns to be eliminated the figure should be amended.    
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c. Amends Figure 8-11 of the TSP to eliminate Project 15 which calls for the elimination of the signal 

at Baler Way and blocks the crossing of Tualatin Sherwood Road.   

Mr. Grillo ended with a letter to the Commission that explains why what TakFal’s position is relevant to 

the applicable policies of the cities TSP and Comprehensive Plan (see Planning file PA 13-04, Exhibit E).   

Ty Wyman, attorney for Merlone Geier Partners came forward.  Mr. Wyman explained that Merlone 

Geier was the managing member of MGP X Property LLC which owns and operates the Sherwood 

Market Center (by Albertsons).  He introduced Barron Caronite as Merlone Geier Partners’ Director of 

Land Development with a background in Civil Engineering and said Merlone Geier owns and operates 

retail centers up and down the west coast.  Mr. Wyman stated that his background was in Land Use 

process.  He said they were testifying in opposition because Washington County is determined to remove 

the traffic signal that constitutes the main entrance to the Sherwood Market Center.  He asserted that the 

removal of the signal would decimate the center.  Mr. Wyman said the legislative process before the 

Commission afforded them some luxury, particularly after the testimony of Mr. Grillo and as a legislative 

process, was not under the 120 day rule.  Mr. Wyman asked the Commission to think about what they 

would do and stated that timing has not been the County’s strong suit.  He explained that the County 

rendered a decision, last September, to remove the signal and widen the traffic lanes in front of the MGP 

X and TakFal properties and said that the decision has been appealed at the Land Use Board of Appeals 

(LUBA), but may end up in circuit court.  Mr. Wyman specified that the removal of the signal was a 

serious matter and the problem with the amendment before the Planning Commission was that it was 

premised on the removal of the signal at Tualatin Sherwood Road, which is not a forgone issue.  He stated 

that the removal of the signal directly contradicts the Sherwood Transportation System Plan.  Mr. Wyman 

said that land owners across the state, like Merlone Geier depend on comprehensive planning and for a 

Comprehensive Plan to have meaning, that property owners must be able to put reasonable expectations 

into it and to be able to rely on plans that show the existence of the traffic signal.  Mr. Wyman commented 

that what was before the Commission was not comprehensive planning, but ad hoc traffic engineering 

with a summary signal removal decision; the proposed TSP Amendment premised on that decision; and a 

TSP process underway that may remove the signal from the TSP in the process of the update.    

Barron Caronite commented in terms of the County’s four pronged approach and said that what was 

before the Commission was only the off corridor issue and suggested that in order to modify [the TSP] 

they would like to see all those issues addressed.  He said that if the traffic signal is to be removed, public 

notification should be made for the removal of the signal and there should be a discussion of that.  Mr. 

Caronite advised that the removal of the signal from the TSP, as reflected in Figure 8-10 in the Traffic 

Control Master Plan should be in the County’s proposal and said that the analysis from DKS assumes the 

traffic signal has been removed, but no action has been taken to do that.  He said all four issues should be 

bundled together as a modification to the City’s TSP and addressed as part of the Tualatin Sherwood Road 

Project.  Mr. Caronite expressed that they did not feel that adding a road and making a modification to the 

Plan had been fully vetted, because the traffic analysis assumes the traffic signal has been removed and the 

impact that the syncing of the signals would have on the corridor through the Intelligent Traffic System 

(ITS) had not being fully analyzed.    
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Ty Wyman offered his regrets that they opposed the action.  He said they have spoken with the County for 

many months and would be happy to continue those discussions. He asked the Commission not to 

forward a recommendation to City Council.   

James Copfer asked if the Commission was being asked to continue the hearing. Mr. Wyman responded 

that they would like the Commission to forward a strong negative recommendation, but would be open to 

a continuance.  Mr. Wyman suggested that everyone “go into the hallway” and sit at the table because it 

was an important issue.  He explained that both Merlone Geier and TakFal Properties had retained traffic 

professionals and presented alternatives to the County.      

Michael Cary asked if the loss of the signal would leave two entrances into the property.   

Mr. Caronite responded that the loss of signal represents no left movements; no left turn out or in to the 

property.  He said that people know there is more than one driveway into the property, but with the 

removal of the light the circulation for the property can only be approached from one aspect.  Mr. 

Caronite commented on the testimony from Rose’ Restaurant that expressed concern about how access 

works and how it will impact their business. He said Merlone Geier remains very concerned for their 

tenants and their ownership as to access modifications to the property.   

Robert James Claus, Sherwood resident noted that he marked other on the form, because he did not 

have an opinion regarding the application and said it was a problem created by the Planning Commission 

and the City Council.  He commented that the Commission did not have enough data to make a decision 

and suggested that decisions in Sherwood were made economically and not professionally.   Mr. Claus 

asked regarding what the origin destination of the trips was and what the timelines were.  He commented 

about the number of people that pass the intersection daily and said there was not a dot map for the area, 

but one could be put together.  Mr. Claus said the area was more square footage than Washington Square 

and the proposed amendment would change the profile of the city, coming into Sherwood. He said a dot 

map should have the origin destination, profile of the motorists, and the hours they would come.     

Mr. Claus commented that the stop sign was the only sign that has ever been traced to cause accidents as 

identified by Travis Brooks, author of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices.  He commented 

regarding the Home Depot and said that the “transportation net” was being dragged behind that decision.  

Mr. Claus commented on the state of the wildlife refuge and suggested that someone from the National 

Academy of Science should attest to what has been done.  He asked where [the County] was when 

Walmart went in and commented that on certain days 37,000 cars would be generated.  

With no other public comments, Chair Simson asked for rebuttal from the applicant.   

Stefanie Slyman, the applicant’s representative from HHPR and Peter Coffey, Traffic Engineer from DKS 

Associates came forward.  She thanked Mr. Grillo and Mr. Wyman for their testimonies and commented 

that they have put thought into it.  Ms. Slyman said there was new information received from the 

testimonies.   

Chair Simson commented that it was a good point.  In order to review the new information, she called for 

a recess at 8:34 pm and reconvened at 8:42 pm.   
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Stefanie Slyman addressed the new information submitted by Mr. Grillo by stating that the land use action 

was a high level plan map amendment about creating better access in the area through the addition of 

Baler Way and not about access details or site development.  She said the issues that are brought forth in 

the letter regarding site and access details are being handled through a separate Right-of-Way process for 

Tualatin Sherwood Road.  Ms. Slyman argued that “apples and oranges” were being mixed together and 

the conditions for Site Plan approvals are not part the application 

Ms. Slyman commented about further amending the TSP and said the County did not have any problem 

with doing that, but would not like to include them as part of this TSP amendment which is about creating 

access at Baler Way. She said that if the city could entertain those suggestions as part of its current TSP 

update.  Ms. Slyman related that the items that deal with access and design in Mr. Grillo’s letter could be 

handled through the Right-of-Way process for the Tualatin Sherwood Road widening and commented that 

off-site property impacts were being comingled in a larger discussion of the City’s circulation.   

Peter Coffey added that the proposed amendment was a stand-alone project to add a collector facility to 

the TSP in order to improve circulation.  He said the questions should ask if it improves access and 

circulation to the area and if it meets the requirements of the State’s Transportation Planning Rule found 

in OAR 660.012-0060.  He confirmed that it did.  Mr. Coffey commented that the transportation analysis 

did the appropriate level of traffic analysis and has met the requirements.  He supported Ms. Slyman’s 

assertions that the details about site circulation and access were not part of the process for the TSP 

amendment.   

Commissioner Griffin asked if the stoplight (in front of the cinema and Albertsons) was not removed in 

the remodeling of Tualatin Sherwood Road, would the County still be recommending the extension of 

Baler Way in this TSP amendment. 

Ms. Slyman confirmed and added that in rebuttal to Ty Wyman’s testimony, this amendment was not 

premised on the removal of the signal, but premised on the fact that the County is trying to manage access 

and circulation in four different ways, and this is one of those ways.  She remarked that when you look at 

the map it make sense to continue Baler Way northward through the North Adams Concept Plan area.  

She listed that the road aligns with the City’s previous plans for circulation in the area, helps to manage 

circulation onto Tualatin Sherwood Road, and provides more access for existing businesses.      

Ms. Slyman commented that it would be a bad precedent to condition a high level planning TSP 

amendment with on the ground details to be used for a separate project.   

Commissioner Cary asked regarding the spacing of the lights on Tualatin Sherwood Road and asked 

regarding the impact of a signal at Langer Farms Parkway.   

Mr. Coffey responded that the intersection at Tualatin Sherwood Road and Hwy 99W was the critical 

bottleneck intersection of the corridor and where the longest vehicle queues formed.  He said that the 

issue was the close spacing of signals and the long vehicle queues extending from one intersection to 

another.  Mr. Coffey commented that the Baler and [Langer Farms Parkway] signals are closer than 

desired, but there is still enough capacity at the intersection to service the vehicles without the long vehicle 

queues; the long queues out there today are caused from Hwy 99W and head east.   
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Chair Simson noted that the design presented at the open house, with the removal of the lights, included 

the removal of turn lanes, which will improve the storage space and get more lanes moving straight.   

Mr. Coffey described that they would get longer left turn pockets [at Hwy 99W] and were adding capacity 

with more left lanes and through lanes.       

Commissioner Cary questioned how Baler Way would be impacted, said that he used the road in his daily 

commute, and commented that the traffic will just back up further down Tualatin Sherwood Road.    

Commissioner Russell commented on first time travelers of Tualatin Sherwood Road who may not be 

aware that there is only one lane across to Roy Rogers.  He said that space is being taken up by the left 

turn lanes and those lanes need to go further back.  He said he agreed with that, but not necessarily with 

taking away the light.   

Mr. Coffey commented that the County was trying to focus on the Baler Way extension and not the other 

elements.  Commissioner Cary voiced that they were tied together.   Mr. Coffey said that whether the 

signal is removed or not, doing this TSP amendment was relevant and beneficial to the circulation to the 

area.   

Ms. Slyman said it was one piece of the puzzle and there are many elements and because you cannot do 

them all, does not mean you do not do any.   

Commissioner Cary asked if so much has changed in 22-24 years and asked if the traffic was poorly 

forecasted.   

Mr. Coffey responded that the close proximity of the shopping center signal to Hwy 99W was discussed 

before it was put in and how long it would stay.    He informed the Commission that if you go back to 

studies a long time ago, they knew the signal was too close to Hwy 99W, but that is where they could gain 

their access.  They gained their access and documented that alternative access needed to be developed in 

the future. Mr. Coffey said that this TSP amendment to extend Baler Way helps develop that. 

Commissioner Cary asked who was responsible for allowing the light to go in if it was known that it was in 

the wrong spot.  Mr. Coffey supposed that you have to consider the time when those decisions were made, 

and at the time, there were no options for alternative access. He said that traffic volumes are significantly 

greater today then when the signal first went in and you can see the ramifications of it. Mr. Coffey 

explained that the left turn lanes are too short and there needs to be more space for queuing, there needs 

to be more distance between signals.  Those are all the things that the county has been going through and 

analyzing.   

With no further questions for the applicant, Chair Simson closed the public testimony and asked staff for 

additional comments.   

Brad Kilby deferred to City Engineer, Bob Galati.  Bob asked for specific questions the Commission may 

have.   

Commissioner Cary asked if the decision by Planning Commission on this matter had any effect on the 

signal at the cinema and Albertson’s.   
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Bob answered that the decision today should be taken independently, but in context for the rest of the 

project. He commented that Transportation System Plan amendments are geared toward helping the 

whole system work by analysis with given constraints.  Bob said the extension of Baler Way was a system 

improvement that was not based on any one item and you could not attribute it to just the signal, because 

the whole project affects the whole area.  He added that the proposed amendment would benefit the 

system operation with better capacity and improved functionality.   

Chair Simson asked regarding the review done by Engineering staff on the traffic information provided.  

Bob replied that the project met the criteria set forth for the Regional Transportation Plan requirements 

for connectivity.  Chair Simson commented that the extension would do no harm and it remained to be 

seen if it would do any good.   She followed that the expectation to provide additional connectivity to 

those commercial and industrial areas up to Home Depot frontage road was envisioned in the North 

Adams Comprehensive Concept Plan.   

Chair Simson asked staff what the process was for citizens of Sherwood to be engaged at the next level; 

changes to the site plan or lanes being added or removed.   

Bob responded that it would be through the County’s right-of-way negotiations with the local business and 

property owners.  He explained that the expectation the City has always presented to the County was that 

the functionality and viability of the businesses remain during construction and during this phase of the 

design and right of way acquisition the business and property owners are going to be negotiating these 

things with Washington County.  To support them and make them whole the City will work with them to 

ensure that this is accomplished.  Bob explained that the second aspect of this was that when development 

occurs there will be public input as part of this whole process for site development.  Bob commented that 

this project will be a part of the TSP update itself.  He stated there was an opportunity for the community 

to respond through public hearings as part the TSP update process at the Planning Commission and City 

Council levels.   

Commissioner Cary asked how it would impact the Tualatin Sherwood Road widening project if the 

amendment did not get approved.  Bob responded that he would need to ask the applicants and the main 

question was what this TSP amendment would do.  He said that Tualatin Sherwood Road project is a 

major change that is impacting a very large system and the amendment is trying to help connectivity on 

that system wide change.  Bob said that it would help mitigate the connectivity to an extent and bring the 

system back into balance.  

Commissioner Cary said he had concerns about the Baler Way and Langer Farm Parkway lights being too 

close together twenty years down the road. He commented that it was not foreseen that this light being 

close to Hwy 99W being an issue and now it is and asked if it would be the same problem in 2025.   

Bob offered that Mr. Coffey could discuss how Walmart was forecasted to impact traffic and how much 

delay there would be to get through all the intersections with or without the project going through.  He 

said it was not a perfect fix for the next one hundred years and he did not think any system could survive 

that long in its original configuration and still work appropriately.  Bob stated that he believed that the 

County has looked at it well enough to know that if something is not done, based on simple growth 

patterns, we are looking at significant issues in the short term.  Bob said the growth may be outside of 
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Sherwood.  He said that the calculations that DKS Associates provided gave him confidence that the 

County is doing the right thing in trying to provide alternatives to the system. 

Commissioner Walker expressed that her concern was for the business owners and the removal of the 

light.  She discerned that the Planning Commission’s decision about the TSP amendment would not have 

any bearing on whether the light is going away or not.   

Chair Simson suggested that a the language in the findings on page 6 of the staff report where it identified 

that future development or improvements would likely require the City to evaluate and possibly relocate existing access 

locations for the purposes of improving safety along the future collector be changed to add language to the TSP that 

said the process for doing that would be an engaged public process. Chair Simson expressed her 

understanding that it is Washington County’s facility, but that the road goes through the heart of our city 

and she felt as though, between ODOT with Hwy 99W and the County with Tualatin Sherwood Road, the 

citizens do not have a say on what happens in our community.   

Brad explained that the access that he was speaking of in the staff report had nothing to do with the signal 

on Tualatin Sherwood Road, but had to do with the access location of Les Schwab onto Baler Way which 

would be a collector.   He said the driveway for Les Schwab was at, or close, to an intersection and those 

impacts had to be evaluated.     

Brad added that the Commission was asking fundamental and valid questions that the Commission was 

right to ask.  He requested that they keep in mind that every Comprehensive Plan document including the 

Transportation System Plan is a living document, so what is in place today may not work twenty years 

down the road.  Brad asserted that we have to adjust as time goes on and conditions change, and to be 

cognizant of that.  He stated that he did not want to hurt any businesses, but those hard decisions have to 

be made by somebody.  Brad said the Commission could add language, but the question was if the TSP 

amendment to include a Baler Way extension as a collector street should be included, independent of what 

happens with the light.  He related that City Council had expressed support for the removal of the light to 

the County and adding language may not change that.  Brad reminded the Commission that there was a 

question before LUBA regarding if the removal of the light was a land use decision.   He asked if the 

Commission thought it made sense to have a collector in this location and suggested the Commission 

forward a recommendation to Council accordingly. 

Chair Simson asked for any further questions for staff to answer or comments from the Commission. 

Vice Chair Copfer commented he did not disagree that it was a bad precedent to condition a high level 

TSP amendment, but argued that it was not time sensitive and there is a lot of information that the 

Commission did not have.  He said he believed the two projects were tied together and acknowledged that 

there was conflicting plan language.  Vice Chair Copfer endorsed continuing the hearing.   

Commissioner Walker commented that there was a push to make a decision without all of the information.  

Discussion followed.   

Chair Simson commented that the collector would add the connectivity that was in the Langer Farms 

Parkway (Adams Avenue North) Concept Plan. 
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Commissioner Walker asked if there would be public process when it was time for the street to be put in 

and if access to the back of the theater would be discussed then. 

Brad answered that it would be through site plan modification process; any time you modify the access in 

such a way to affect off site traffic you go through a major or minor modification to an approved site plan.    

He said there may be other opportunities for public involvement through the process of establishing 

access points and locations.  Brad said that if the Commission concurred to continue the hearing in order 

to receive additional information, the direction to staff should be specific.   

Vice Chair Copfer asked if they could look at Figures 8-10 and 8-11 in order to see the how the Baler Way 

extension and the other intersection correlate in the current TSP based on those figures. Brad confirmed 

that he had it available.  Vice Chair Copfer expressed interest in reading the TSP language with the figures 

per Mr. Grillo’s testimony.   

Commissioner Walker commented that whether or not the Commission holds this decision hostage based 

on the light makes no difference.  It needs to go through based on our previous approval of the concept 

plan.   

Chair Simson called a recess at 9:14 pm to look at the figures and in order to answer the question if it 

provides a conflict.  She said the two documents would be added as exhibits.  The hearing reconvened at 

9:17 pm.   

Chair Simson asked Brad Kilby to explain the information provided to the Commission during the recess.  

Brad responded that he showed the commission Figure 8-10 and Table 8-11.  Brad described Figure 8-10 

as the Traffic Control Master Plan which shows the locations in the City of Sherwood that are signalized.  

He said the conflict is that it shows in the Transportation System Plan that there is a signal at the shopping 

center. Brad explained that the City was in the process of updating the Transportation System Plan and if 

during that process the signal is removed the dot will have to come off the map.  He compared it to 

Elwert Road being changed from a County rural collector to an urban collector.  

Brad described Table 8-11 as a listing of projects.  He said Project 15 is a city funded project to remove a 

traffic signal and install raised medium at Langer Drive and Tualatin Sherwood Road.  The project is slated 

to cost $100k.   Brad remarked that the last evaluation of the TSP was in 2005 and one of the planned 

traffic control enhancements was to remove the traffic signal at Tualatin Sherwood Road and Langer 

Drive, but there is not a signal there.   

Bob clarified that Langer Drive connects into Baler Way at the Target site.  He said there is a signal at 

Baler Way and Tualatin Sherwood Road, but development took a different course in that area and the land 

use actions changed how the road structure was put in.  

Vice Chair Copfer asked if the TSP amendment was a separate decision from the intersection at the 

theater.  Bob confirmed.  

Chair Simson asked for further discussion.   

Commission Griffin commented that he often used the shortcut through the shopping center to get to the 

theater and would often stop for gas, groceries or banking while he was there.  He said he did not like to 

see that option go away, however we cannot control the amount of traffic on Tualatin Sherwood Road, 
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which will only get worse with the Walmart shopping center.  Commissioner Griffin noted that the County 

was being proactive and the light is a separate issue.  He said he was already planning how he would get to 

Home Depot from his house without having to drive on Tualatin Sherwood Road or Hwy 99W.  

Commissioner Griffin commented that he was pro-business and did not want to hurt anyone, but felt it 

was top level enough.  

Commissioner Walker commented that the Commission will have some oversight when development 

comes in.    

Commissioner Griffin commented on who would develop the road and recounted his driving patterns 

through Tualatin’s recently developed light industrial areas and the foresight used.   He inferred that 

Sherwood should think ahead also.   

With no further discussion the following motion was received.   

Motion: From Vice Chair James Copfer to forward a recommendation of approval to the 

Sherwood City Council on PA 13-04 Baler Way TSP Amendment based on the applicant 

testimony, public testimony received,  and the analysis, findings, and conditions in the staff report 

and applicants materials. Seconded by Commissioner Michael Cary.  All present Planning 

Commissioners voted in favor (Commissioners Clifford and Cooke were absent). 

Vice Chair Copfer expressed that if the Commission was making a decision on the signalized intersection 

at Albertsons he would feel differently.  He said the amendment was for the Baler Way connector and he 

felt the signal to be a serious issue.  Commissioner Cary concurred.   

8. Planning Commission Announcements 

Commissioner Griffin commented that Sherwood was such a great city to live in and spoke of a character 

from the television show, The Good Wife, who hails from Sherwood.   

9. Adjourn 

Chair Simson adjourned the meeting at 9:29 pm. 

Submitted by: 

_________________________________________     

Kirsten Allen 

Planning Department Program Coordinator 

Approval Date: __________________________________ 
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City of Sherwood, Oregon 

Planning Commission 

February 11, 2014 

Planning Commission Members Present:  Staff Present:  

Chair Jean Simson Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director 

Vice Chair James Copfer     Bob Galati, Civil Engineer 

Commissioner Michael Cary    Brad Kilby, Planning Manager 

Commissioner John Clifford    Kirsten Allen, Planning Dept. Program Coordinator 

Commissioner Russell Griffin  

   

Planning Commission Members Absent:     

Commissioner Beth Cooke     

Commissioner Lisa Walker 

   

Council Members Present:     Legal Counsel:  

Mayor Bill Middleton    Chris Crean 

  

1. Call to Order/Roll Call 

Chair Jean Simson called the meeting to order at 7:11 pm.   

2. Agenda Review 

The agenda consisted of the Consent Agenda and a Public Hearing for PA 13-05 Front Yard Setbacks.    The 

minutes for January 14, 2014 were added through an amended agenda and emailed to the Planning 

Commission earlier in the day.  Chair Simson called a recess at 7:14 pm to allow time for Commission 

members to review the minutes and reconvened the meeting at 7:28 pm.  

3. Consent Agenda:   

a. December 18, 2013 Planning Commission Minutes 

b. January 14, 2014 Planning Commission Minutes  

Chair Simson indicated two corrections on the January 14, 2014 minutes:  on page 13 changing the first 

sentence of 3rd paragraph to Chair Simson asked for a final staff report and the last paragraph of the same page 

changing it to read the Commission chose to review the parts of the site that would be impacted.  On page 15, the exhibit 

was changed from Exhibit 15 to Exhibit 16.   Chair Simson and Commissioner Russell Griffin gave staff some 

scrivener’s errors.   

Motion: From Vice Chair James Copfer to accept the Consent Agenda with changes as stated.  

Seconded by Commissioner John Clifford.  All present Planning Commissioners voted in favor 

(Commissioners Walker and Cooke were absent). 
 

4. Council Liaison Announcements 

Mayor Middle deferred his announcements to the Planning Manager to discuss the zone change and text 

amendment that was recently passed by the City Council.   
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5. Staff Announcements 

Brad Kilby, Planning Manager, reminded that the Planning Commission recommendation was to approve the 

rezone, but to prohibit apartments or multi-family and to deny the text amendment unless there was a sunset 

clause.  He reported that the City Council approved the rezone with no limitation on uses and approved the 

text amendment only in the high density residential zone with a one year sunset clause.  Brad commented that 

the ordinance was primarily targeted towards a specific property, but there may be other properties that would 

be subject to the same limitations within that one year time frame.  He noted that the Planning Commission 

should reconsider adding conditions to rezones because a note has to be placed on the zoning map.  He gave 

the example of the mobile home property on Hwy 99W that was rezoned and the applicant did not want to go 

through the Transportation Planning Rule analysis so the property was conditioned; to this day the City has 

struggles with implementing that property separately.  Brad stated that it may be better to deny a rezone than to 

try to condition it.   

Brad informed the Commission that there was a Citizen’s Advisory Committee and Technical Advisory 

Committee meetings for the Transportation System Plan Update on February 12, 2014 and a public open 

house on February 13, 2014 in the mezzanine at City Hall.   

6. Community Comments 

There were no community comments.   
 

7. New Business  

a. Public Hearing – PA 13-05 Front Yard Setbacks  

Chair Simson read the public hearing statement and indicated that the Planning Commission would be making 

a recommendation to the City Council.  She said because the action was legislative there was no ex parte 

contact and asked for any conflicts of interest or bias.  Chris Crean, city legal counsel, clarified that there was 

no bias, just conflicts of interest.   

Chair Simson disclosed that the company she works for supplies materials that are sold to DR Horton.   She 

said that the company has multiple customers and many people provide materials to DR Horton so she was 

not in an exclusive class, but there was a limited potential conflict.   

Chair Simson asked for the staff report.  

Brad Kilby, Planning Manager explained that Exhibit 2- Proposed Development Code Changes - Clean Format in the 

packet was not the clean format, but the existing code language. He directed the Commission to use Exhibit 3- 

Proposed Development Code Changes Track Changes Format for the proposed language.   

Brad gave a presentation for PA 13-05 (see record, Exhibit A) said the application was a proposal received by 

DR Horton to amend the front yard setbacks within the Medium Density Residential Low (MDRL), Medium 

Density Residential High (MDRH), and High Density Residential (HDR) zones.  He said that all residential 

zones currently have a minimum front yard setback of twenty feet with a few exceptions; primarily in Planned 

Unit Developments.  Brad related that the City has some residential areas with setbacks at fifteen feet and some 

at ten feet.  He indicated that the proposal does not include amending the side or rear yard setbacks.  Brad 

explained that the proposal asks for a setback to the primary structure to change to fourteen feet; the face of 

the garage remains twenty feet which is customary with variable setbacks, because there needs to be room in 

front of the garage to park a car on the driveway; and to allow ten feet to the front of a porch.   
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Brad had some points of consideration for the Planning Commission before making the recommendation to 

the City Council: 

 Setbacks were originally put in to American zoning standards to ensure light and air could circulate in 
and around buildings.  

 Setbacks were increased in the U.S. to promote larger yards and suburban development. 

 The City requires an eight foot Public Utility Easement along the front property lines of all new lots 
/parcels (The proposed would not encroach on this easement). 

 The City currently allows architectural features to project five feet into a front and rear yard setbacks in 
16.50.050.   For example: if the face of the house at 14 feet, with a 5 foot projection into the setback, 
the setback is down to 9 feet.    

Brad gave some examples of setbacks from surrounding jurisdictions.    

Zoning Tualatin 
Lake 

Oswego 
Tigard Beaverton* Newberg 

Low 
Density 

15 feet 
(12 feet to an 
uncovered porch) 

25 Feet 30 Feet 10 Feet 15 Feet 

Medium 
Density 

20 feet for 1 story, 
25 feet for 1 1/2-
story, 30 feet for 
2-story, and 35 
feet for 2 1/2-
story 

20 Feet 20 Feet 15-17 Feet 12 Feet 

High 
Density 

Same as Above 10-20 Feet 10 Feet 25 Feet 12 Feet 

  

Brad explained that Lake Oswego has variable setbacks in high density zones and the ten foot setback 
typically applies to the attached single family developments, but allows reduced setback standards. He said 
that Beaverton has a tiered system where you can ask for reduced setbacks based on neighborhood 
consent.   

Brad remarked that from a staff prospective, planners are generally in favor of flexible and variable 
standards because it affords the developer an opportunity to provide a variety of types of housing at 
different price points.  He related that in this case the developer could move the house forward and get a 
bigger house or a bigger back yard.  Brad indicated that there is plenty of air and space that flows around 
the development and the proposal does not include the side or rear yard setbacks.   

Brad suggested that if the Commission chose to allow the reduced setbacks, they should consider the 
provision in the code that allows for projections into the front yard setback (see 16.50.050).  He 
recommended an asterisk in the dimensional table for the applicable zones that says if the house is built to 
fourteen feet then no projections would be allowed beyond fourteen feet.  

Chair Simson clarified that the provision for projections was in a different location in the code and the 
asterisk would be below the setback grid in the code.  Brad added that the strictest standard applies and 
the provision to allow projections would remain in the code, because it would apply in other zones, not 
included in the amendment. 
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Commissioner Clifford asked for a clarification of what a front porch was and if livable space above would 
be considered the porch.  Brad responded that something with a roof over it would be considered a front 
porch and livable space that projects out would be considered part of the primary structure as an 
architectural feature. Brad explained that the Planning Commission could allow the architectural features 
to come five feet into the front yard setback, but that would drop the setback to nine feet.   

Vice Chair Copfer asked where the setback is measured from.  Brad responded that it is measured from 
the property line or the back of the sidewalk from the street. 

Chair Simson asked how a variance would impact the setbacks.    

Brad explained that there are three basic adjustments to the setback found in Section 16.84.  He explained 
that a Class A Variance was the most difficult to obtain, not used a lot with setbacks, allowed the 
minimum relief necessary, and the situation had to be outside of the owners control which is difficult for 
new construction.  Brad said an adjustment allows a 10% increase in the front yard and that it is fairly easy 
to meet the requirements with a $50 application fee; on a ten foot setback they would be allowed an 
additional foot.  Brad explained that a Class B variance was more difficult and expensive and allowed up to 
a 20% reduction in the front yard setback.   

Julia added that subdivisions are specifically exempt in some variances.  Brad confirmed that a Class A 
Variance could not be utilized for lots yet to be created and said it was typically a homeowner adding to 
their house that asks for an adjustment to the setbacks. Brad said there are variances to some site plan 
applications, like the Community Center, but we would not grant a variance to the setback requirements 
because it is something within the owner’s control.   

Commissioner Clifford commented that the language in Section 16.142.060 regarding street trees will have 
to be adjusted because it refers to front yard setback and that will be changing.   

Brad responded that there will still be front yard setbacks, but the front yard may be smaller.    

Chair Simson pointed out that Front Yard Setbacks was changed to Building Setbacks and said there are 
probably many references in the code to Front Yard Setbacks.   

Brad responded that it would be listed under the Front Yard Setback standards in the table and Front 
Porch, Garage Entrance and Building setbacks would be further defined in the table.     

With no other questions for staff, Chair Simson asked for applicant testimony.   

Andy Tiemann, Project Manager for DR Horton, 4380 SW Macadam Ave, Ste. 100, Portland 97239 said 
DR Horton was currently building a subdivision called Daybreak in Sherwood and had been through a 
subdivision process with the Hearings Officer.  He said they were aware that the front yard setback was a 
twenty feet, had inquired about variances or adjustments to setbacks, and decided to take the opportunity 
for a code amendment to apply to all zones.  Mr. Tiemann indicated that over the years there has been a 
trend to have more pedestrian oriented homes, which means the porch closer to the street.  He stated that 
most of their house plans in the Portland metropolitan area have porch dominant homes for a better street 
scene; the front door and porch are in front of the garage. Mr. Tiemann related that a code amendment 
was applied for a couple of months ago and said it would help in the subdivision currently being built. He 
explained that it would allow a larger buildable area for homes in a higher price range or allow a larger 
back yard which customers would rather have.   

Mr. Tiemann gave a presentation (see record, Exhibit B) which showed a plot plan with the proposed 
setbacks.  He summarized that Washington County and the cities of Happy Valley and Hillsboro also have 
flexibility in their front yard setbacks and further define the front yard setback to covered porches and the 
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front of the dwelling wall.  Mr. Tiemann showed several examples of houses, some of them in Sherwood, 
and discussed the porch dominant design that still enables front yard landscaping and a street scene.   He 
said DR Horton would like to build the same type of homes in the Daybreak subdivision.     

Commissioner Clifford asked regarding street trees and asked if there was any concern that the reduced 
setback would intrude on the tree canopies.   

Mr. Tiemann responded that street trees usually have a canopy around thirty feet and when they are 
planted in the planting strip with a five foot sidewalk and ten feet to the porch, it still allows for a full tree 
canopy.   

Commissioner Clifford asked if most of DR Horton’s projects had planter strips.   

Mr. Tiemann responded that most subdivisions had planter strips in the low and medium density zones.  The 

higher density subdivisions have a trend for narrow streets in Portland that attempts to minimize development 

impacts and save trees in topo-constrained areas.  He added that other trees are available that have a smaller 

canopy and are more columnar that can be used for curb tight sidewalks.   

Commissioner Clifford commented on a situation where that there might be a four foot sidewalk and stairs 

leading up to a porch the front yard is essentially eliminated.   

Mr. Tiemann replied that with the porch up front and the front door in close proximity to the driveway, it 

allows a larger area for the front yard.  He reviewed some of the pictures from his presentation and said with 

larger homes the space between the garage and front door is greater.  He asserted that there was still space for a 

green area and decent landscaping.  

Commissioner Clifford asked if the homes would use random setbacks in the Daybreak subdivision.   

Mr. Tiemann responded that they would like to use the proposed setbacks on all of the homes, that DR 

Horton had eight different floor plans, each with different elevations so the porches would be different.  He 

said he did not think a ten foot setback would be used on every lot, but the varied setbacks gave them flexibility 

to push the houses closer to utilize living area and rear yards in order to maximize those areas.  

Chair Simson pointed out that the garage would still have to be set back twenty feet, and with the porch at ten 

feet, and the front door at fourteen feet there would still be some articulation from the street. 

Mr. Tiemann added that the neighborhood would have a variety of architectural plans so it would not be the 

same thing over and over, because the trend is also to have a variety of architectural styles.  He added that 

“snout houses” look similar to each other and with flexibility in front yard setbacks there is a variation in the 

architecture to get a nice street scene.   

Commissioner Cary asked Mr. Tiemann who wanted pedestrian friendly setbacks.   

Mr. Tiemann answered that it was the general public and Metro.  He said Metro wanted higher density 

developments.   

There were no more questions for the applicant; 17:45 remaining for rebuttal.   

Chair Simson asked for other testimony for or against the application.  There was none.  Chair Simson closed 

the public hearing and asked for final comments from staff.  
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Brad commented that Sherwood generally asks for a planter strip between the curb and sidewalk in all new 

developments.  There may be curb tight sidewalks in older existing or approved Planned Unit Developments.   

Commissioner Copfer indicated that there were streets in the Woodhaven neighborhoods that did not have 

planter strips.  Brad confirmed and said that it has been an evolution.  He said that engineers like the curb tight 

sidewalks, but as a community, the City has adopted standards that generally require planter strips.  Brad added 

that the County may not always require planter strips, like on Edy Road, but will require a visual corridor.   

Chair Simson asked if the Commission was ready to forward a favorable recommendation to the City Council.  

She expressed concerns about a fourteen foot setback for high density residential for the attached versus 

detached houses.  Brad responded that the code does not differentiate between attached and detached, because 

it speaks to lot sizes when differentiating between product types.   

Chair Simson said that she lived in a “snout house” and her personal observation was that it was better to have 

the eyes of the neighborhood where people can see them; the windows and front door out front where it feels 

like a small community and everyone can see what is going on.  She said a better product could be realized by 

not having the garage as the prominent feature.   

Commissioner Clifford agreed and said many of the craftsman and bungalow style houses built in the 1920’s 

and 30’s had front porches with garages set back.  He said his concern was having the porches so close to the 

street that the beauty of the landscape would be lost to row after row of houses.   

Vice Chair Copfer commented regarding existing communities with 20 foot setbacks and changing all the new 

development to reduced setbacks.  

Brad commented that the City does have neighborhoods with setbacks other than twenty feet, although they 

are primarily approved through a Planned Unit Development.  He said Woodhaven was an example of that, as 

there are variable setbacks throughout Woodhaven.   

Chair Simson asked if the concern was the front porch at ten feet, not the fourteen feet to the front of the 

structure.   

Commissioner Clifford confirmed and said ten feet was too close. He added that once you get the sidewalk in 

or a utility vault by the driveway you lose the opportunity for the homeowner to do anything with the front 

yard.  

Vice Chair Copfer acknowledged that he supported the change, but was unsure about the ten feet.   

Commissioner Cary concurred, alluded to the look of Sherwood, and commented that he would have liked 

more public input in order to know what the community wanted.   

Commissioner Griffin said that he thought the twenty foot setback to the garage should remain and expressed 

that the front of the building or porch could be somewhere between twelve and fourteen feet.  He said he 

would not want anything closer than twelve feet which is more for appropriate for a city more urban than 

Sherwood.     

Vice Chair Copfer commented that he did not think Sherwood was the Metro urban “cookie cutter” type of 

town and that we are different. 

Commissioner Cary commented that he did not think the community wanted to be influenced by Metro.   
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Commissioner Griffin added that in some cases like the PUD development by Target it was okay, but he felt 

that it filled a specific nitch, with a specific need.  He said the Daybreak neighborhood was farther out and 

needed room to breathe.   

Vice Chair Copfer  said he did not want to take away the ability to have a variance for specific lots, if a ten foot 

porch was wanted,  but he was not comfortable changing the code for every project going forward.      

Chair Simson demonstrated that the fourteen foot building setback variance on a building would be 20% or 2.8 

feet and said it would be pushing that ten foot envelope.   She said changing the setbacks as proposed would 

encourage people to build neighborhood friendly communities by allowing the front door closer and the garage 

further back.  Discussion followed with the general consensus that a ten foot setback was too close.      

Chair Simson moved to the discussion to the architectural features.   

Brad commented that a fourteen feet setback allowing the architectural features to project into the setback, 

(porches and canopies are included in that language) then there is a potential of having a structure set nine feet 

back.  He recommended that if the Commission’s intent was to have the minimum distance at fourteen feet, 

then a footnote should be added to the table that says it would not include the architectural features of 

16.52.050 in MDRL, MDRH, and HDR zones.   

Brad spoke to Commissioner Cary’s concern about public outreach and pointed out that Staff was also 

concerned about not having more input from the public.  He said there was an article in the Gazette, The 

Archer city newsletter, and on the website but had not heard from anyone.  The Commission commented that 

they had no idea how the community felt about it.   Brad remarked that there are some setbacks within the city 

at that distance and there are not many complaints associated with it.   

Vice chair Copfer asked if those setbacks were in pockets of Sherwood.  

Brad confirmed and recounted that there is a variation of housing types in the city and he suspected that 

neighborhood monument signs were no longer permitted, because one community was wanted as opposed to 

individual neighborhoods.  He acknowledged that there are some neighborhoods that pre-date that, but that it 

gives a sense of the community as a whole.   

Commissioner Cary asked how many acres of undeveloped property were available in Sherwood.  Brad 

responded that there currently was not a great deal of vacant land, however the change could apply to vacant 

land, land that can be redeveloped, or land annexed into the city.  He stressed that it does not apply to all 

zones, but to MDRL, MDRH, and HDR that have smaller lots and in the lower density residential zone the 

twenty foot setback remains.  

Commissioner Clifford suggested that a covered porch be defined, because other architectural elements besides 

a porch could be by a front door such as a stoop, or an overhang.  Brad responded that if the ten foot setback 

for a porch is removed from the recommendation, then any portion of the structure must be outside the 

fourteen foot setback.  Brad gave the example that eaves generally project away from the house, so with a two 

foot eave the structure would start at sixteen feet and the eave would meet the fourteen foot setback. 

Chair Simson went over the changes discussed: 

 The title Front Yard Setbacks would remain on the table, because it is reflected in other portions of the 
code.  
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 The proposed Front Porch Setback was eliminated; Garage Setback and Front Building Setback would 
remain.   

 A Fourteen foot setback would be the recommendation going forward to the City Council with a 
numbered footnote that says that 16.50.050 Architectural Features was not allowed in the reduced 
setback zones.   

  

The following motion was received. 

Motion: From Vice Chair James Copfer to forward a recommendation of approval to the Sherwood City 

Council on Front Yard Setbacks Amendment PA 13-05 based on the applicant testimony, public 

testimony received,  and the analysis, findings and conditions in the staff report with the following 

modifications: keep the title of Front Yard Setbacks, remove front porch, leaving garage and front 

building with the garage set at twenty feet across the board and with front building set at fourteen for 

medium, medium high, and high residential.  With an annotation that states 16.050.50 does not apply.  

Seconded by Commissioner Michael Cary.  All present Planning Commissioners voted in favor 

(Commissioners Clifford and Cooke were absent). 

8. Planning Commission Announcements 

There were no Planning Commission Announcements. 

9. Adjourn 

Chair Simson adjourned the meeting at 8:33 pm. 

 

Submitted by: 

_________________________________________     

Kirsten Allen 

Planning Department Program Coordinator 

 

 

Approval Date: __________________________________ 
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City of Sherwood, Oregon 
Planning Commission 

Work Session Meeting Minutes 
March 11, 2014 

 
Planning Commission Members Present:    Staff Present:  
Chair Jean Simson   Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director  
Vice Chair James Copfer       Brad Kilby, Planning Manager 
Commissioner John Clifford      Kirsten Allen, Planning Dept. Program Coordinator 
Commissioner Lisa Walker   
    
Planning Commission Members Absent:     
Commissioner Michael Cary    
Commissioner Beth Cooke     
Commissioner Russell Griffin   
 
Council Members Present:     Legal Counsel:  
Mayor Bill Middleton  None 

 

1. Call to Order  
Chair Simson called the meeting to order at 7:03 pm.   

Brad Kilby, Planning Manager informed the Commission that there were two Planning Commission terms 
expiring at the end of April 2014 and applications were currently being accepted.   

Brad explained that there was a hearing with the Hearings Officer on Monday, March 17, 2014 for Threat 
Dynamics a firearms training facility. He said it was a permitted use in the zone, but was a Conditional Use 
Permit because of the retail space requested.   

Brad said there were two meetings for the Southwest Corridor Project: March 19, 2014 at the Tigard Town 
Hall beginning at 6:30 pm and March 20, 2014 at the Tualatin Police Department at 6:00 pm.   

Brad passed on that there was a Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) decision regarding Washington 
County’s decision the removal of a signal on Tualatin Sherwood Road.  LUBA remanded the decision 
indicating that it was a Land Use action.  Discussion followed.   

2. Preparation for Public Workshop 

Brad began the preparation about the workshop by giving out a worksheet for the discussion (see record, 
Exhibit 1) and went over some of the options for public outreach. Discussion followed.  

There was a dialog about how to set up the room to accomplish the purpose of allowing the Planning 
Commission members to engage with the public to get their views about the subject matter.  Brad gave out 
an example of some of the material that is available to the Commissioners on Plannersweb.com (see 
record, Exhibit 2) and opened the conversation about the discussion topics for the Public Work Session 
on April 8, 2014.   
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Discussion Topics:  

Medical Marijuana – Planning Commission members were aware that this may be a hot topic and 
wanted to provide rules already placed on dispensaries by the state to the public.  A representative from 
the Police Department will be available at the meeting.    

Sherwood Transportation System Plan Update – Brad gave an article about Transportation Plans to 
the Commission (see record, Exhibit 3) and said Engineering staff will be present to give an overview of 
the project to the public.  Planning Commission members expressed an interest in knowing more about 
the update before discussing it with the public and a work session with DKS (consultant on the TSP 
Update) will take place prior to the public meeting.   

Development Code Issues (Code Clean up) – Brad provided a list of proposed staff amendments for the 
development code clean up (see record, Exhibit 4).   

Staff secured a list of questions the Commission would like to ask the public and gave direction regarding 
how a handout or questionnaire might look.   

Before adjourning, Chair Simson asked if the public present at the work session had any additional 
comments.  Gene Stewart asked regarding any changes for a Citizen Involvement Plan.  Discussion 
followed that included the possibility of forming sub-advisory groups for code or Comprehensive Plan 
Updates.   

3. Adjourn 

Chair Simson adjourned the meeting at 8:12 pm.  

 

Submitted by: 

_________________________________________     
Kirsten Allen 
Planning Department Program Coordinator 
 

Approval Date: __________________________________ 
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City of Sherwood, Oregon 

Planning Commission 
Work Session Meeting Minutes 

April 8, 2014 

Planning Commission Members Present:    Staff Present:  
Chair Jean Simson   Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director  
Commissioner John Clifford           Brad Kilby, Planning Manager 
Commissioner Beth Cooke       Bob Galati, city Engineer  
Commissioner Lisa Walker   Kirsten Allen, Planning Dept. Program Coordinator 
   
Planning Commission Members Absent:    Legal Counsel: 
Vice Chair James Copfer     None 
 
Council Members Present:      Others Present:  
Councilor Robyn Folsom   Chris Maciejewski, DKS Associates 

  Darci Rudzinski, Angelo Planning Group 
 

Note: The term for Commissioners Russell Griffin and Michael Cary expired on March 31, 2014.  
Commissioner Griffin attended the meeting. Commissioner Cary did not.    
 

Planning Commission Work Session 
1. Transportation System Plan Update Overview 
Brad Kilby, Planning Manager, started the meeting at 6:10 pm with an introduction of Chris Maciejewski 
from DKS Associates and Darci Rudzinski from Angelo Planning Group; the consultants for the City’s 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) Update.  Mr. Maciejewski gave a presentation (see record, Exhibit 1) 
and said it contained a high level overview of the Transportation System Plan of the update process.  He 
said the update looks twenty years out to the year 2035 and is intended to be more user friendly.  A draft 
of the update is available online at http://www.sherwoodoregon.gov/engineering/project/transportation-
system-plan-tsp-update-project  and comments will be received through April 9, 2014 and a public hearing 
with the Planning Commission is tentatively scheduled for May 27, 2014. 
 
Public Work Session 
Brad Kilby, Planning Manager began the work session at 7:05 pm.  Members of the community, Planning 
Commissioners, Staff and Consultants split up into four table groups.  Groups discussed three topics: 
Medical Marijuana, The Transportation System Plan, and the Development Code.   Each table was 
provided information about the topics (see record, Exhibit 2). After the roundtable each group gave a 
summary of the ideas and concerns expressed in the dialogue.   
 

Sherwood Transportation System Plan Update – Bob Galati  

 Time was used to inform the public of proposed changes to the Transportation System Plan.  

 Main concern is Safety 

 Brookman Road will need to be addressed 

 General support for the removal of the  Capacity Allocation Program 

 Keep Sherwood open on all sides 

 Use and modify transportation system best and most affordable ways possible 
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 Hwy 99 crossing should improve pedestrian safety and balance with traffic movement  

 Concerns about using the Target and Albertsons parking lots as cut through areas 

Development Code Issues (Code Clean up) – Julia Hajduk 

 The Conditional Use process can be cumbersome and expensive 
o Possible staff level process with reduced fee structure 

 Ideas for Multi-Family Development include:  
o Having an architectural variety on the front facade  
o Providing Open space 
o Should be proportionate to adjacent properties 
o Incentives for courtyards 
o Parking concerns 
o Process for converting existing buildings into multi-family 

 Density increases should happen in the Sherwood Town Center area 
Old Town Standards 
 Buildings should have cohesive architectural features similar to existing buildings 
 Different development process for buildings without significant changes within the overlay 
 Pedestrian only streets at center 
 Thematic areas 

Medical Marijuana Dispensaries– Brad Kilby  

 City has a moratorium through May 2015 

 There are just over 4000 Medical Marijuana card holders in the Washington County 

 Dispensaries should be 1000 feet from parks, residential areas, and daycare facilities  

 Utilize the Conditional Use Process 

 Use should be treated similar to liquor stores 

 Similar to adult regulated businesses 

 Locations should be out in the open, not hidden 

 Not allowed in Neighborhood Commercial zones 
  

Before adjourning, Brad reminded the public that there would be other opportunities to be involved in the 
processes as each of the topics discussed will need to go through the public hearing process with the 
Planning Commission and the City Council.     
 
3. Adjourn 
The meeting adjourned the meeting at 9:13 pm. 
 
Submitted by: 
 
 

_________________________________________     
Kirsten Allen 
Planning Department Program Coordinator 
 
Approval Date: __________________________________ 
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City of Sherwood, Oregon 
Planning Commission 

Work Session Meeting Minutes 
April 8, 2014 

 
Planning Commission Members Present:    Staff Present:  
Chair Jean Simson    Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director  
Vice Chair James Copfer           Brad Kilby, Planning Manager  
Commissioner John Clifford    Bob Galati, city Engineer 
Commissioner Beth Cooke        Kirsten Allen, Planning Dept. Program Coordinator 
Commissioner Russell Griffin 
Commissioner Sally Robinson     
Commissioner Lisa Walker   
 
Council Members Present:     Others Present:  
Mayor Bill Middleton  Chris Maciejewski, DKS Associates 

        Darci Rudzinski, Angelo Planning Group 

  
1. Transportation System Plan Update Overview 

Chair Simson called the meeting at 7:03 pm and welcomed the new Planning Commissioner, Sally 

Robinson.   

Brad Kilby, Planning Manager, announced upcoming meetings for the Budget Committee on May 14, 

2014, a DEQ Informational meeting regarding the Ken Foster Farms Site, the Charter Review Committee 

Meeting and the Cedar Creek Trail Local Trail Advisory Committee (LTAC) were meeting on May 15, 

2014.   

Brad explained to the Commission the different chapters of the Sherwood Comprehensive Plan, how it 

tied in with the Transportation System Plan (TSP), and that the last TSP update was in 2005.   

Brad turned the time over to Chris Maciejewski, from DKS Associates, and Darci Rudzinski, from Angelo 

Planning Group; the consultants for the City’s Transportation System Plan (TSP) Update.  Mr. 

Maciejewski gave a presentation (see record, Exhibit 1) recapping the Transportation System Plan update 

process to date.  He said the update addresses the city’s transportation needs to the year 2035 and folded 

in Concept Plans and Plan Amendments that have been approved since the last update.   

Ms. Rudzinski discussed code and policy amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and commented that 

they were intended to make sure the policy language reflected language that was wanted and that most of 

the changes were refinements of existing language.   She explained that text language that was struck out 

was removed language, underlined was added language, and text with nothing was existing language.   

Discussion followed with the Commission going through work session packet page by page indicating 

questions they had regarding the text.  The Commission was cautioned in discussing proposed language or 
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making decisions.  Staff was directed to fix scrivener’s errors and provide a new draft prior to the public 

hearing so that the Commission could focus on the content of the draft.   

Chair Simson called a recess at 8:35 pm and reconvened at 8:42 pm.   

Upon reconvening Chair Simson explained the project list contained in the Draft TSP and explained how 

the list was ranked and classified as Conservatively Funded, Projected Fundable, or Aspirational.  She 

asked regarding Figure 5 on page 18 of the draft that showed projections of jobs or households through 

2035.  The Commission was informed that the projections were based on potential build out and the 

analysis assumed the highest case scenario.   

A draft of the update is available online at 

http://www.sherwoodoregon.gov/engineering/project/transportation-system-plan-tsp-update-project a 

public hearing with the Planning Commission is scheduled for May 27, 2014 at 7 pm. 

3. Adjourn 

The meeting adjourned the meeting at 8:58 pm. 

  

Submitted by: 

_________________________________________     
Kirsten Allen 
Planning Department Program Coordinator 

Approval Date: __________________________________ 
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CITY OF SHERWOOD 

Staff Report 
PA 14-01 -Transportation System Plan Update 

To: SHERWOOD PLANNING COMMISSION 

From: PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Brad Kilby, AICP, PI nn1ng Manager 

Date: May 20 2014 

Proposal overview: The City of Sherwood is updating the City's Transportation System Plan (TSP) to 
address community needs and regional requirements. The TSP provides a framework for the long-term vision 
of Sherwood's transportation system and includes strategies and planned improvement projects for a variety 
of travel modes (pedestrian, bike, auto, and transit). In addition to addressing local needs, the proposal 
includes updating the plan so that it is consistent with state and regional policies, such as the Oregon 
Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), Metro's Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), Metro's Regional 
Transportation Functional Plan (RTFP), and complements other local plans, such as the Washington County 
TSP. There is also a map amendment associated with this request that would remove a trip cap that was 
applied under City Ordinance 2008-003. This trip cap is no longer necessary given that the appropriate 
modeling has been completed through update process and proposed Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) 
requirements will help protect the function of Highway 99W. 

A. Applicant: 

I. OVERVIEW 

This is a City initiated amendment to the City Transportation System 
Plan. 

B. Location: The City's Transportation System Plan (TSP) is a long term guide for the City's 
transportation system, and applies city wide. 

G. Review Type: The proposed plan amendment requires a Type V review, which involves 
public hearings before the Planning Commission and City Council. The Planning 
Commission will make a recommendation to the City Council who will make the final 
decision. Any appeal of the City Council decision would go directly to the Oregon Land Use 
Board of Appeals. 

H. Public Notice and Hearing: The project is a legislative amendment. Notice of the first 
evidentiary hearing was provided to the Department of Land Conservation and 
Development (DLCD) and Metro on April 11, 2014. Notice of the May 2ih Planning 
Commission hearing was published in the May edition of the Sherwood Gazette, the May 
edition of the Sherwood Archer, and in the Times on both May 151

h, and May 22, 2014. 
Notice was also posted in 5 public locations around town and on the web site on May 6, 
2014. 

I. Review Criteria: 
The required findings for the Plan Amendment are identified in Section 16.80.030 of the 
Sherwood Zoning and Community Development Code (SZCDC). In addition, the 
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amendment must be consistent with Goals 1, 2 and 12 of the Statewide Planning Goals and 
Chapter 6 of the Comprehensive Plan. 

J. Background: 
The TSP went through its last major update in 2005. Since that time, there have been eight 
amendments; four for concept plan areas, one amendment to change the functional 
classification of Columbia Street (related to Cannery project) from a collector to a local 
street, one amendment to identify the future classification and designation of SW Cedar 
Brook Way, one amendment to identify and classify a future extension of SW Baler Way, 
and one amendment to identify and classify a future extension of SW Langer Farms 
Parkway north of Highway 99W. 

Sherwood has grown significantly and experienced numerous changes since the current 
Sherwood TSP was adopted in 2005. The updated TSP is intended to address these 
changes as well plan for conditions and needs over a 20-year planning horizon. The 
update, funded through a state Transportation and Growth Management grant, will bring the 
current TSP into compliance with the latest requirements of the Oregon Transportation 
Planning Rule (TPR), Metro's Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), and Metro's Regional 
Transportation Functional Plan (RTFP). At the outset of the project, it was determined that 
the following key questions would be addressed through the process: 

• How is the transportation system today? (Existing conditions) 
• What needs are present today and in the future? (Needs assessment) 
• How do we address the needs? (Project options) 
• What changes to our TSP and implementation documents are needed to address local 

needs and regional requirements? 

II. PUBLIC COMMENTS 

The City posted notices of this public hearing in five locations around the city on May 6, 2014. Notice was 
also published on the City's website, in the May edition of the Sherwood Gazette, the May edition of the 
Sherwood Archer, and in the Tigard Times on May 15th and May 22nd_ It should be noted that there have been 
several other opportunities for public involvement throughout the past six months including two Planning 
Commission work sessions, two public open houses, and three meetings with the Citizens Advisory 
Committee. In addition, the City has maintained a project website with monthly updates in both English and 
Spanish. The draft version of the Transportation System Plan has been made available to the public since late 
March 2014. Comments that were received through any of the events listed above have been incorporated 
into the draft version of the TSP. Community Comment Cards collected during the process have been 
compiled and are attached as Exhibit A. The comments have been considered and, where the comment could 
be incorporated with good reasoning, they were. 

Ill. AGENCY/DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS 

The City requested comments from affected agencies. The following information briefly summarizes those 
comments: 

• The Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) provided an e-mail from Anne 
Debbaut, dated March 13, 2014 indicating that the DLCD transportation staff did not have any 
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concerns at this time, and appreciate the City's efforts to develop a multi-modal approach to identifying 
transportation solutions. 

• Metro, the Oregon Department of Transportation, Washington County Transportation and Land Use, 
The City of Tigard, the City of Wilsonville, and the City of Tualatin have all been partners in the review 
and preparation of the Transportation System Plan. To date, no comments were received from these 
jurisdictional partners, aside from their input on the Technical Advisory Committee. 

Clean Water Services, Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue (TVF&R), Kinder Morgan. Pride Disposal, Bonneville 
Power Administration, The Sherwood Building Department, Portland General Electric, Northwest Natural Gas, 
and Raindrops to Refuge were provided the opportunity to comment on this application but did not provide 
written or verbal comments. 

IV. APPLICABLE DEVELOPMENT CODE CRITERA 

16.80.030 - Review Criteria 
A. Text Amendment 
An amendment to the text of the Comprehensive Plan shall be based upon a need for such an 
amendment as identified by the Council or the Commission. Such an amendment shall be consistent 
with the intent of the adopted Sherwood Comprehensive Plan, and with all other provisions of the 
Plan, the Transportation System Plan and this Code, and with any applicable State or City statutes and 
regulations, including this Section. 

The last Transportation System Plan update for Sherwood occurred in 2005. The 2014 update became a 
priority for the City to address growing transportation needs. This update was funded through an Oregon 
Department of Transportation -Transportation and Growth Management grant. In addition to addressing local 
needs, the plan is intended to be consistent with state and regional policies, such as the Oregon 
Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), Metro's Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) , Metro's Regional 
Transportation Functional Plan (RTFP), and the Washington County TSP. 

Key items that were studied through this process were the existing conditions, an assessment of the 
community's transportation needs to the year 2035, and identification of projects needed to address those 
transportation needs. The specific amendments proposed through the proposed language would amend the 
goals and policies of Chapter 6 in Volume II of the Comprehensive Plan. The proposed amendments to the 
goals and policies reflect direction provided by regulations such as the RTFP, establish a policy basis for 
implementing the recommended projects and standards in the updated TSP, and incorporate policies and 
strategies from planning work adopted since the 2005 TSP, in particular the Town Center Plan. Those 
amended goals and policies are included in Exhibit B of this report. 

The proposed amendments also affect Volume Ill of the Comprehensive Plan, which is the Development 
Code. The changes to the language within the Development Code are to Section 16.10 Definitions, 16.80 Plan 
Amendments; 16.90 Site Planning; 16.94 Off-Street Parking, and 16.106 Transportation Facilities. All of the 
amendments proposed within these sections are intended to implement the changes to the goals and policies 
of Volume II, to comply with regional and state (TPR and RTFP) provisions related to the Development Code, 
to assist in implementing the improvements recommended in the updated TSP, and to provide consistency in 
references and standards between the TSP, the Engineering Design Manual, and the Development Code. The 
proposed Code amendments are included in Exhibit C of this report. 

FINDING: The proposed amendments are needed to address the City's transportation needs based on 
forecasted growth in the region, and to be consistent with state and regional policies. Findings of compliance 
with the RTFP and TPR are provided in the TSP, Volume II, Section H (Exhibit F). 
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B. Map Amendment 
An amendment to the City Zoning Map may be granted, provided that the proposal satisfies all 
applicable requirements of the adopted Sherwood Comprehensive Plan, the Transportation System 
Plan and this Code, and that: 

1. The proposed amendment is consistent with the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan 
and the Transportation System Plan. 

2. There is an existing and demonstrable need for the particular uses and zoning proposed, taking 
into account the importance of such uses to the economy of the City, the existing market 
demand for any goods or services which such uses will provide, the presence or absence and 
location of other such uses or similar uses in the area, and the general public good. 

3. The proposed amendment is timely, considering the pattern of development in the area, 
surrounding land uses, any changes which may have occurred in the neighborhood or 
community to warrant the proposed amendment, and the availability of utilities and services to 
serve all potential uses in the proposed zoning district. 

4. Other lands in the City already zoned for the proposed uses are either unavailable or unsuitable 
for immediate development due to location, size or other factors. 

The proposed map amendment would affect the zoning map as it applies to WCTM 2S130D, tax lot 001200 
also addressed as 21305 SW Pacific Highway. In 2008, the zoning of the property was changed from Medium 
Density Residential Low to Retail Commercial (Ord. 2008-003) with a finding that stated that the rezone would 
not be consistent with the TPR without a condition that would limit development on the site to no more than 
460 vehicular trips per day until the City's Plan was amended consistent with Statewide Planning Goals to 
provide otherwise. The modeling that was completed with the proposed amendment to the TSP considered 
traffic that could be generated by developing this property as zoned Retail Commercial, and identifies 
mitigation measures within the project list to offset potential impacts of redevelopment of the property under 
that designation. 

FINDING: Provisions of 82 and 84 above are not applicable to the request. Provisions 81 and 83, are 
addressed through the adoption of the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan. Considering this 
premise, the proposed map amendment would be consistent with the goals and policies of the applicable 
plans and is timely considering the future provision of transportation services that would be constructed with 
any future development allowed under the Retail Commercial Zoning designation. As discussed above the 
proposed amendment is consistent with the TSP and comprehensive plan elements. Ordinance 2008-003 is 
attached as Exhibit D to this report. Proposed TSP Volumes I and II include the background data and project 
list to support the request. See Exhibits E and F to this report. 

C. Transportation Planning Rule Consistency 
1. Review of plan and text amendment applications for effect on transportation facilities. Proposals 
shall be reviewed to determine whether it significantly affects a transportation facility, in accordance 
with OAR 660-12-0060 (the TPR). Review is required when a development application includes a 
proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan or changes to land use regulations. 

2. "Significant" means that the transportation facility would change the functional classification of an 
existing or planned transportation facility, change the standards implementing a functional 
classification, allow types of land use, allow types or levels of land use that would result in levels of 
travel or access that are inconsistent with the functional classification of a transportation facility, or 
would reduce the level of service of the facility below the minimum level identified on the 
Transportation System Plan. 

3. Per OAR 660-12-0060, Amendments to the Comprehensive Plan or changes to land use regulations 
which significantly affect a transportation facility shall assure that allowed land uses are consistent 
with the function, capacity, and level of service of the facility identified in the Transportation System 
Plan. This shall be accomplished by one of the following: 
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a. Limiting allowed uses to be consistent with the planned function of the 
transportation facility. 

b. Amending the Transportation System Plan to ensure that existing, improved, 
or new transportation facilities are adequate to support the proposed land 
uses. 

c. Altering land use designations, densities or design requirements to reduce 
demand for automobile travel and meet travel needs through other modes. 

The TPR requires that the City inventory the existing system, identify deficiencies that would negatively affect 
state facilities, and identify alternatives to address those deficiencies. The proposed amendments to the TSP, 
the Comprehensive Plan, and the Development Code are intended to maintain or improve the safety, mobility, 
and accessibility of the overall transportation system based on forecasted growth and traffic patterns. For 
these reasons noted, this amendment is consistent with the TPR. 

The City sent notice of the proposed updated TSP and associated amendments to the Comprehensive Plan 
and Development Code to the State Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD), the Oregon 
Department of Transportation (ODOT) and Washington County. Since the notice was sent, revisions to the 
proposed updated TSP have been made to classify Brookman Road as an arterial and to identifyies 
Brookman Road and the adjacent Concept Plan area as an area for further refinement. Through the City's 
TSP update process and the concurrent County TSP update, the City has coordinated with Washington 
County and will continue to coordinate with the County for future planning efforts regarding the function and 
classification of Brookman Road and the surrounding road network. 

FINDING: As noted above, the proposed amendments would change the transportation system in a manner 
that improves the existing transportation system plan through identified mitigation measures. These measures 
address identified existing and future transportation system needs through the TSP horizon (year 2035). The 
Plan indicates that the identified mitigation projects would improve the overall transportation system and 
reports that system measures would meet or make progress towards regional targets for safety, congestion, 
freight delay, motor vehicle travel per capita, and non-single occupant vehicle (SOV) use. These benefits 
demonstrated by these measures indicate that the transportation system would be improved through this 
amendment. 

V. APPLICABLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN POLICIES 

B. GOALS, POLICIES, AND STRATEGIES 
Goal 1: Provide a supportive transportation network to the land use plan that provides opportunities 
for transportation choices and the use of alternative modes serving all neighborhoods and 
businesses. 

Goal 2: Develop a transportation system that is consistent with the City's adopted comprehensive land 
use plan and with the adopted plans of state, local, and regional jurisdictions. 

Goal 3: Establish a clear and objective set of transportation design and development regulations that 
addresses all elements of the city transportation system and that promote access to and utilization of 
a multi-modal transportation system. 

Goal 4: Develop complementary infrastructure for bicycles and pedestrian facilities to provide a 
diverse range of transportation choices for city residents. 

Goal 5: Provide reliable convenient transit service to Sherwood residents and businesses as well as 
special transit options for the city's elderly and disabled residents. 
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Goal 6: Provide a convenient and safe transportation network within and between the Sherwood Old 
Town (Town Center) and Six Corners area that enables mixed use development and provides multi
modal access to area businesses and residents. 

Goal 7: Ensure that efficient and effective freight transportation infrastructure is developed and 
maintained to support local and regional economic expansion and diversification consistent with City 
economic plans and policies. 

Goal 8: The Sherwood City's transportation network will be managed in a manner that ensures the 
plan is implemented in a timely fashion and is kept up to date with respect to local and regional 
priorities. 

FINDING: The existing goals will remain intact. The proposed amendments to Chapter 6 of the 
Comprehensive Plan reflect the findings and recommendations of the updated TSP. The proposed 
amendments are intended to provide a supportive policy basis for the updated TSP that is based on the City's 
forecasted needs into the next 20 years. The development of a comprehensive TSP that reflects the 
Comprehensive Plan, including special area plans that were created between this revision and 2005, as well 
as any applicable state, local, and regional regulations. The proposed amendments would be implemented 
through the Sherwood Zoning and Community Development Code, which provides clear and objective 
standards to achieve the desired results called for in the TSP. Finally, the proposed amendments remove 
conflicts within the existing TSP and all applicable state, local, and regional transportation planning 
documents. See Exhibit B, Draft Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies, for the specific language 
amendments being proposed. 

VI. APPLICABLE STATEWIDE PLANNING GOALS 

Goal1 (Citizen Involvement) 

FINDING: Staff utilized the public notice requirements of the Code to notify the public of this proposed 
plan amendment. The City's public notice requirements have been found to comply with Goal 1 and, 
therefore, this proposal meets Goal 1. In addition, the City hosted an open house prior to beginning 
the formal plan amendment process to get input and feedback on potential amendments and held a 
work session with the Planning Commission on June 26, 2012 for further discussion. At the work 
session, the Planning Commission allowed the public to speak on the potential amendments prior to 
providing staff with feedback on proceeding with the public notice for the amendment. 

Goal 2 (Land Use Planning) 

FINDING: The proposed amendments, as demonstrated in this report were subject to a robust citizen 
outreach program, and the proposed amendments are being processed in compliance with the local, 
regional and state requirements. There have been several opportunities for public involvement 
throughout the past six months including two Planning Commission work sessions, two public open 
houses, and three meetings with a citizens advisory committee. In addition, the City has maintained a 
project website with monthly updates in both English and Spanish. The draft version of the 
Transportation System Plan has been made available to the public since late March. Public comments 
that were received through any of the events listed above have been considered and incorporated into 
the draft version of the TSP, and approval of the proposed amendments are subject to further public 
review including hearings before both the Planning Commission and the City Council. 

Goal 3 (Agricultural Lands) 
Goal 4 (Forest Lands) 
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Goal 5 (Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas and Open Spaces) 
Goal 6 (Air, Water and Land Resources Quality) 
Goal 7 (Areas Subject to Natural Hazards) 
Goal 8 (Recreational Needs) 

FINDING: The Statewide Planning Goals 3-8 do not specifically apply to the proposed plan 
amendments. Arguably, the proposed amendments will improve upon the intent of these goals, by 
providing a more orderly and efficient transportation system. In any event, there is no evidence to 
suggest that the proposal is in conflict with these goals. 

Goal 9 (Economic Development) 
FINDING: The TSP and its implementation help to support local and regional economic development 
goals and plans by the provision of efficient and predictable transportation routes. In addition, it 
ensures orderly and efficient access to planned commercial and employment uses throughout the City. 

Goal1 0 (Housing) 
FINDING: The TSP was developed to account for future residential trips. The implementation of the 
TSP benefits all of the citizens of Sherwood by ensuring that jobs, services, and residences are 
accessible through a coordinated transportation system. Further, the TSP identifies needed 
improvements within the project list to assist the community in prioritizing where and how existing and 
future development is to be served by the transportation system. 

Goal11 (Public Facilities and Services) 
FINDING: The transportation system is inherently one of the community's primary public facilities. The 
TSP documents existing conditions and future needs for the transportation system within the City, and 
allows proposed improvements and implementation measures to be tailored to meet those future 
needs. The TSP, the revised Comprehensive goals and policies, and the implementation measures all 
assist the City in complying with state and regional rules for the orderly and efficient provision of 
transportation facilities and services for the community and region. 

Goal12 (Transportation) 
As discussed throughout this report, and the supporting documents, the proposed amendments are 
being proposed to ensure consistency with the TPR, which implements Goal 12. The TPR requires that 
the City inventory the existing system, identify deficiencies that would negatively affect state facilities, 
and identify alternatives to address those deficiencies. Section OAR 660-12-0045 of the TPR relates to 
implementation of the TSP through land use and development regulations. Amendments to the 
Development Code that are proposed to comply with Section 660-12-0045 are presented in Exhibit C. 

FINDING: The proposed amendments to the TSP, the Comprehensive Plan, and the Development 
Code are designed to maintain or improve the safety, mobility, and accessibility of the overall 
transportation system based on forecasted growth and traffic patterns. For these reasons noted, this 
amendment is consistent with the TPR. Specific findings of Development Code compliance with TPR 
Section 660-12-0045 are provided in the TSP, Volume II, Section H (Exhibit F). 

Goal13 (Energy Conservation) 
Goal14 (Urbanization) 
Goal 15 (Willamette River Greenway) 
Goal16 (Estuarine Resources) 
Goal17 (Coastal Shorelands) 
Goal 18 (Beaches and Dunes) 
Goal19 (Ocean Resources) 

FINDING: The Statewide Planning Goals 13-19 do not specifically apply to these proposed plan 
amendment; nor do the proposed amendments conflict with the stated goals. 
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VII. RECOMMENDATION 

Based on a review of the applicable code provisions, agency comments and staff review, staff finds that the 
Plan Amendment is consistent with the applicable criteria and therefore, staff recommends that the Planning 
Commission foiWard a recommendation of APPROVAL of PA 14-01 City of Sherwood Transportation 
System Plan. 

VIII. EXHIBITS 

A Public Comments 
i. Open House #1 Summary 
ii. Open House #2 Summary 
iii. Open House #2 comment cards received 
iv. March 1oth e-mail from Brent Ahrend, P.E. - RE: Pfeiffer Property/Sherwood 

Blvd. 
v. March 28th letter from. Brent Ahrend, P.E.- RE: Pfeiffer Property 
vi. April 16th letter from Brent Ahrend, P.E.- RE: Pfeiffer Property 
vii. April 8th Work Session Meeting Minutes with the Planning Commission 

B. Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies - Comprehensive Plan Chapter 6 (Also 
found in Section G of Volume II of the proposed TSP) 

C. Draft Proposed Implementation Language (May 14th Revision) (Also found in Section G 
of Volume II of the proposed TSP) 

D. Ordinance 2008-003- An Ordinance Amending the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning 
Map to Redesignate a Parcel From Medium Density Residential Low to Retail 
Commercial 

E. Volume I Draft Sherwood Transportation Plan 
F. Volume II Draft Sherwood Transportation Plan (Appendix) 

Note: Volumes I and II were provided to the Planning Commission under separate cover and can be provided at 
cost by contacting the Planning Department at (503) 925-2308, can be viewed at City Hall between the hours of 
SAM and 5PM, Monday through Friday, or can be found on the project website at: 
http:/lwww.sherwoodoregon.gov/email-notification-subscribers/transportation-system-plan-tsp-update-project 

End of Report 
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SHERWOOD TSP UPDATE 

OPEN HOUSE #1 SUMMARY 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 

Time: 6:00p.m. to 8:00p.m. 

Location: Sherwood Police Station, 20495 SW Borchers Drive 

720 SW Washington St. 

Suite 500 

Portland, OR 97205 

503.243.3500 

www.dksassociates.com 

Purpose: To review and collect comments on the existing and future transportation needs of Sherwood. 

Comments 

Sherwood Comprehensive Plan Transportation Goals 

• Make sure improvements benefit the majority 

• Maintain the small town character 

Future Year Congestion Locations 

• Congestion causes cut-though in neighborhood west of Borchers. 

• Consider a couplet of Tualatin-Sherwood Road and new extension of Cipole to Langer Farms Parkway. 

Motor Vehicle Facilities (Functional Classification Map) 

• Realign Oregon Street to intersect Murdock at Tonquin. 

• If an additional roundabout is added at Oregon/Tonquin, consider prohibiting southbound left turn and 

use the pair of roundabouts to execute a u-turn. 

• Cut through issues exist in neighborhood west of Borchers. 

• Non-conforming use is causing traffic issues at Home Depot. 

• Is a relief route feasible to fill collector gap #3 (Roy Rogers Road to Edy Road)? 

• An important path connection would tie Cedarbrook Way to the north and south. 

• Realistic cost estimates are needed for Cedarbrook Way. Need to coordinate with ODOT on erosion issue. 

May need to revise development conditions. The right of way may cause litigation issues. There is a 

dedication issue and creek crossing. 

• There is an issue with access and cost of reservation of rights in the vicinity ofthe Cedarbrook Way 

extension. 

Pedestrian Facilities 

• Make local roads downtown walking only. 

• Speeding issues on Oregon Street entering Old Town. 
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Sherwood TSP Update- Open House #1 Summary 
December 12, 2013 
Page 2 of2 

• Complete sidewalks on Lincoln Street. 

I 

• Need timing adjustments at Langer Farms Parkway and Oregon Street traffic signal so it isn't so 

responsive. It gaps out too quickly. 

• Need general enforcement of stop-signs and speeding. Maybe an education program. 

• Support Ice Age Tonquin Trail. 

• Need trail guide signing and information maps around Stella Olson Park. 

Transit Facilities 

• WES extension to Newberg along existing rail. 

• Need Tualatin transit connection. 

Bike Facilities 

• Need more bike lanes! 

• Could be wider sidewalks 

• Buffer bike lanes on busy roads. 

• Require license for cycling. 

• Rails to Trails program. 

• Show the path that is located west of Ladd Hill and connects Lodgepole Terrace to Brookman Road. 
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SHERWOOD TSP UPDATE 

OPEN HOUSE #2 SUMMARY 

Date: Thursday, February 13, 2014 

Time: 6:00p.m. to 8:00p.m. 

Location: Sherwood City Hall, 22560 SW Pine Street 

720 SW Washington St. 

Suite 500 

Portland, OR 97205 

503.243.3500 

www.dksassociates.com 

Purpose: To review and collect comments on the project evaluation, project options, and draft project list. 

Comments 

Comment Forms 

• Would like to see improvements along Edy & 99. Also at Sunset & 99. Option D23 support Option C. 

• Project 010/Dll should be identified as a 3-lane collector. 

• Any opportunity to remove trip cap on Pfeiffer Property through the current TSP process and 

amendments. 

• Project 016. Analysis provided for a potential retail project shows benefit of maintaining split phase and 

restriping Sherwood Boulevard approach for left/left-through/through-right. This requires a second 

receiving lane on Edy, which could end as a right turn lane at Borchers. 
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c Sfierwood 
Oregon 

Comment Form 

Thank you for taking the time to attend the Transportation System Plan (TSP) Update Project Open House to 
learn about Sherwood's efforts to meet the future transportation needs of our co munity. 

Pe tsb I Llf. _..., 

Name: 
Addre s: . rwr.-~.,:..;:..,~+.+.lf'-.l~~:,j.lL:...,l.44----l.~r---=--l-+=f-f-lbi~------------
City: .+"'':NT-'~f-'AAIF""fl------- Zip: -l-.:.=....Jo::....L.;.~-----------~ 
Email: _.....i..j~-.....J..L.....----------- (to receive project web updates as they are posted) 

troJWt 10?B~l~CC\.~i- V\eK 

c· 
Snerwood 

Oregon 
Comment Form 

Thank you for taking the time to attend the Transportation System Plan (TSP) Update Project Open House to 
learn about Sherwood's efforts to meet the future transportation needs of our community. 

Please provide comments below. 

Name:-------------Organization (optional)------------
Address:--------------------------------
City:~---------- State: Zip:--~-~------~-------,-
Email: (to receive project web updates as they are posted) 
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c 
Sfierwood 

Oregon 
Comment Form 

Thank you for taking the time to attend the Transportation System Plan (TSP) Update Project Open House to 
Jearn about Sherwood's efforts to meet the future transportation needs of our community. 

Please provid~ comments b 
<N ('I 

Name: --~~==+-~::r-~~....._ ___ Organization (optional)-------------
Address: ___ ~~~-~~~r-~----~---------------------
City: -----------State: Zip: - -----------------
Email: (to receive project web updates as they are posted) 

Se.e s·\5 ,j 1 r. S"""-~(,~ G- ~lqc.~ (N-Ib, 

C' Sfierwood 
Oregon 

Comment Form 

Thank you for taking the time to attend the Transportation System Plan (TSP) Update Project Open House to 
learn about Sherwood's efforts to meet the future transportation needs of our community. 

Plea~e provide comment~ below. 
0 v.J ~..... " ore.,A r~ 

Name: f;feli\ J: A~ Y(lf\ cf Organization (optional) __,_;1_A---'-rJ;.;,.e=..,;.L,;z.~: Co:;._ _____ _ 
Address: p>'tr .;.tr t.JA-1-t..lt v (.,. t;t.t.. 1-~ to() 
City: }d(A:J State: Ovt Zip: ___..,:1'~1~~-''f-+--------------
Email: . "'a. lot re 11cl<! ~ch, z ~ · c..o 1:!\ (to receive project web updates as they are posted) 
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Bradley Kilby 

From: 
Sent: 

Garth Appanaitis <gaa@dksassociates.com > 
Thursday, May 15, 2014 5:56 PM 

To: Bradley Kilby 
Subject: Fwd: 99W - Edy Rd Analysis 

FYI 

----------Forwarded message ----------
From: Brent Ahrend <BAhrend@mcknze.com> 
Date: Mon, Mar 10,2014 at 4:27PM 
Subject: RE: 99W - Edy Rd Analysis 
To: Garth Appanaitis <gaa@dksassociates.com> 
Cc: Christine McKelvey <CMcKelvey@mcknze.com>, Justin Belk <JBelk@mcknze.com> 

Garth, 

See the attached email from Justin in our office. Essentially, we recommended restriping the Sherwood Blvd approach 
to make the right turn lane a shared through/right. This would require a second receiving lane, which we anticipated 
would just be an extension of the right turn lane from Edy to Borchers. 

I spoke to Brad Kilby about a week ago and he said they were asking for legal advice on lifting the trip cap on the Pfeifer 
property through the TSP update process. 

Let us know if you have any questions or have any updates on the TSP process. 

Thanks, 

Brent T. Ahrend, PE 

Senior Associate I Asst Department Head- Transportation Planning 

MACI<ENZI E. 

1 
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Architecture · Interiors · Engineering · Planning 

P 503.224.9560 W mcknze.com C vcard 

RiverEast Center 
1515 SE Water Ave, Suite 100 
Portland OR 97214 

This email is confidential, may be legally privileged, and is intended solely for the addressee. If you are not the intended recipient, 
access is prohibited. As email can be altered, its integrity is not guaranteed. 

From: Garth Appanaitis [mailto:gaa@dksassociates.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 2:51 PM 
To: Brent Ahrend 
Subject: 99W - Edy Rd Analysis 

Hi Brent-

Thanks for attending the Sherwood TSP Open House and providing comments. Could you pass along the 
analysis you mentioned with the alternate lane configuration at 99W/Edy? 

Thanks, 
Garth 

Garth Appanaitis, P .E. - Transportation Engineer 

Ph: 503.243.3500 IF: 503.243.19341 Email: gaa@dksassociates.com 

2 
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www.dksassociates.com 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy, distribute or 
disclose to anyone this message or any information contained in or attached to this message.lf you have received this message in error, please advise the sender and delete this message along 
with any attachments or links from your system. 

Garth Appanaitis, P .E. - Transportation Engineer 

Ph: 503.243.3500 IF: 503.243.19341 Email: gaa@dksassociates.com 

www.dksassociates.com 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy, distribute or 
disclose to anyone this message or any information contained in or attached to this message. lf you have received this message in error, please advise the sender and delete this message along 
with any attachments or links from your system. 
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MACI<ENZI E . 
DESIGN DRIVEN I CLIENT FOCUSED 

March 28, 2014 

City of Sherwood 
Attention: Bob Galati, PE, City Engineer 
22560 SW Pine Street 
Sherwood, OR 97140 

Re: Pfeifer Property Trip Cap 
TSP Update Request 

Project Number 2140027.01 

Dear Mr. Galati: 

On behalf of Don Pfeifer, Mackenzie is requesting the City of Sherwood remove the existing trip cap condition on Lot 
1200 through the current Transportation System Plan (TSP) update. 

A zone change was approved for the parcel in 2008 (Ordinance 2008-003) from residential to commercial with a 
condition that limited trip generation to that of the prior residential zone of 460 trips per day. This condition severely 
limits the ability to develop the parcel in a manner consistent with the commercial zone. Further, removing the trip cap 
would require a Plan Amendment with a Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) analysis. 

In 2012 Mackenzie reviewed the impacts of such a Plan Amendment and identified several potential mitigation 
measures to address the TPR requirements where removing the trip cap could have a 11Significant effect". These 
measures included improvements at intersections along Highway 99W at Edy Road/Sherwood Road, Tualatin-Sherwood 
Road, and Elwert Road/Sunset Boulevard, plus improvements at the Edy Road/Borchers Drive intersection. 

It is our understanding the proposed TSP update may address these same intersections, identifying long term 
improvement needs, and would therefore also address the impacts of removing the parcel's trip cap. We believe the 
City's TSP update can include the trips from the full commercial zone on Lot 1200 such that the trip potential is 
adequately addressed through the improvements identified at this intersection. 

We will be in attendance at the meeting on Tuesday, April 8, 2014 to provide support to the City's TSP update process 
and answer any questions you may have regarding our request. In the meantime, please contact us if you have any 
questions or need any additional information from us. 

Sincerely, 

tf)-
Brent Ahrend, PE 
Senior Associate I Traffic Engineer 

c: Don Pfeifer 
Christine McKelvey- Mackenzie 
Garth Appanaitis- DKS 
Brad Kilby -City of Sherwood 

M . 
P 503.224.9560 • F 503.228.1285 • W MCKNZE.COM • RiverEast Center.l515 SE Water Avenue. #100. Portland. OR 97214 
ARCHITECTURE • INTERIORS • STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING • CIVIL ENGINEERING • LAND USE PLANNING • TRANSPORTATION PLANNING • LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 

Portland, Oregon • Vancouver, Washington • Seattle, Washington 

H:\Projects\214002701 \ WP\LTR\LTR-City of Sherwood-TSP Request-140328.docx 
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April16, 2014 

City of Sherwood 
Attention: Bob Galati, PE, City Engineer 
22560 SW Pine Street 
Sherwood, OR 97140 

Re: Pfeifer Property Trip Cap 
Project Number 2140027.01 

Dear Mr. Galati : 

On behalf of Don Pfeifer (property owner), we appreciate the opportunity to participate in the Planning Commission's 
Public Work Session on Tuesday, April 8, regarding the Transportation System Plan (TSP) update and to discuss the 
removal of both the City-wide trip cap and the trip cap specific to Mr. Pfeifer's Lot 1200. 

Our understanding is the City intends to remove both citywide and site specific trip caps noted above through an 
ordinance adopting the new TSP later this year, and that no additional ordinance or action by the owner and/or City 
Council would be needed. For reference, the original Ordinance 2008-003 changed the zoning and imposed the site 
specific trip cap. 

Initial schedules noted the TSP update could be completed as early as July of this year. Can you confirm, or provide us 
with an update with regards to this schedule? 

Based on our discussion at the Planning Commission, please confirm there is nothing more the City needs from Mr. 
Pfeifer's team related to removal ofthe trip cap at this time. Please let us know should you need additional information 
or analysis, or how we can continue to support the TSP update process. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Brent Ahrend, PE 
Senior Associate I Traffic Engineer 

c: Don Pfeifer, Kevin Pfiefer 
Garth Appanaitis- DKS 
Brad Kilby -City of Sherwood 
Christine McKelvey- Mackenzie 

M. 
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Dortland, Oregon • Vancouver, Washington • Seattle, Washington 
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City of Sherwood, Oregon 

Planning Commission 
Work Session Meeting Minutes 

April 8, 2014 

Planning Commission Members Present: 
Chair Jean Simson 
Commissioner John Clifford 
Commissioner Beth Cooke 
Commissioner Lisa Walker 

Planning Commission Members Absent: 
Vice Chair James Copfer 

Council Members Present: 
Councilor Robyn Folsom 

Staff Present: 
Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director 
Brad Kilby, Planning Manager 
Bob Galati, city Engineer 
Kirsten Allen, Planning Dept. Program Coordinator 

Legal Counsel: 
None 

Others Present: 
Chris Maciejewski, DKS Associates 
Darci Rudzinski, Angelo Planning Group 

Note: The term for Commissioners Russell Griffin and Michael Cary expired on March 31, 2014. 
Commissioner Griffin attended the meeting. Commissioner Cary did not. 

Planning Commission Work Session 
1. Transportation System Plan Update Overview 
Brad Kilby, Planning Manager, started the meeting at 6:10pm with an introduction of Chris Maciejewski 
from DKS Associates and Darci Rudzinski from Angelo Planning Group; the consultants for the City's 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) Update. Mr. Maciejewski gave a presentation (see record, Exhibit 1) 
and said it contained a high level overview of the Transportation System Plan of the update process. He 
said the update looks twenty years out to the year 2035 and is intended to be more user friendly. A draft 
of the update is available online at http:/ /www.sherwoodoregon.gov/engineering/projec /transpottarion
system-plan-tsp-update-project and comments will be received through April9, 2014 and a public hearing 
with the Planning Commission is tentatively scheduled for May 27, 2014. 

Public Work Session 
Brad Kilby, Planning Manager began the work session at 7:05pm. Members of the community, Planning 
Commissioners, Staff and Consultants split up into four table groups. Groups discussed three topics: 
Medical Marijuana, The Transportation System Plan, and the Development Code. Each table was 
provided information about the topics (see record, Exhibit 2). After the roundtable each group gave a 
summary of the ideas and concerns expressed in the dialogue. 

Sherwood Transportation System Plan Update- Bob Galati 

• Time was used to inform the public of proposed changes to the Transportation System Plan. 

• Main concern is Safety 
• Brookman Road will need to be addressed 

• General support for the removal of the Capacity Allocation Program 

• Keep Sherwood open on all sides 

• Use and modify transportation system best and most affordable ways possible 

Planning Commission Work Session Minutes- DRAFT 
April 8, 2014 
Page 1 of2 
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• Hwy 99 crossing should improve pedestrian safety and balance with traffic movement 

• Concerns about using the Target and Albertsons parking lots as cut through areas 

Development Code Issues (Code Clean up)- Julia Hajduk 

• The Conditional Use process can be cumbersome and expensive 
o Possible staff level process with reduced fee structure 

• Ideas for Multi-Family Development include: 
o Having an architectural variety on the front facade 
o Providing Open space 
o Should be proportionate to adjacent properties 
o Incentives for courtyards 
o Parking concerns 
o Process for converting existing buildings into multi-family 

• Density increases should happen in the Sherwood Town Center area 
Old Town Standards 

Buildings should have cohesive architectural features similar to existing buildings 
Different development process for buildings without significant changes within the overlay 
Pedestrian only streets at center 
Thematic areas 

Medical Mar!Juana Dispensaries- Brad I<:ilby 

• City has a moratorium through May 2015 

• There are just over 4000 Medical Marijuana card holders in the Washington County 

• Dispensaries should be 1000 feet from parks, residential areas, and daycare facilities 

• Utilize the Conditional Use Process 

• Use should be treated similar to liquor stores 

• Similar to adult regulated businesses 

• Locations should be out in the open, not hidden 

• Not allowed in Neighborhood Commercial zones 

Before adjourning, Brad reminded the public that there would be other opportunities to be involved in the 
processes as each of the topics discussed will need to go through the public hearing process with the 
Planning Commission and the City Council. 

3. Adjourn 
The meeting adjourned the meeting at 9:13pm. 

Submitted by: 

Kirsten Allen 
Planning Department Program Coordinator 

Approval Date: -----------------

Planning Commission Work Session Minutes- DRAFT 
AprilS, 2014 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

PROPOSED TRANSPORTATION GOALS AND POLICIES 

The tables below focus on proposed amendments to the City's adopted transportation goals, policies 

and strategies that implement the updated Transportation System Plan (TSP). Identical transportation 

policy language is found in both Chapter 2 of the adopted TSP from 2005 and Chapter 6 of the 

Comprehensive Plan (Transportation). Language recommended for addition to Chapter 6 ofthe 

Comprehensive Plan is underlined and language recommended for removal is struck through. The 

tables in which the amendments are presented include a commentary column explaining the 

background and rationale for the proposed amendment. 

Note that, in addition to goals, policies, and strategies (Section B, pp. 1-11), Comprehensive Plan 

Chapter 6 includes an introduction (Section A, p. 1) and a section addressing roadway functional 

classification and the transportation improvement program projects from the 2005 TSP (Section C, pp. 

11-17). Proposed amendments to these sections are presented in order, in Tables 1, 2, and 3 

respectively. 

Table 1: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION A -
Introduction 

Existing and Pro~osed Text Commentary 

The purpose of the Transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan is to References to the TSP 
describe a multi-modal system which will serve the future transportation needs are updated. 
of Sherwood. The plan for the future transportation system should be capable 
of effective implementation, responsive to changing conditions and be 
consistent with plans of adjoining jurisdictions. The Plan seeks to foresee 
specific transportation needs and to respond to those needs as growth occurs. 
The original Transportation Network Plan was created in 1979. The original 
transportation policy element was created in 1980 as part of the first 
Comprehensive Plan acknowledged by the Oregon Department of Land 
Conservation and Development. The plan policies were updated in 1989 and a 
AeW-Transportation Plan Update was completed in 1991. The fl'lest receAt 
Transportation element ~as beeR was revised substantially to reflect updates 
eRa Ages in theaA ~:~aElateEl Ae'N Transportation System Plan (TSP)L beg~:~A iA 2003 
aAEl cefl'IJ3IeteEl in Marcl:l 2005 and 2014. The current adopted Aewest TSP is 
attached as an appendix and technical reference to this Comprehensive Plan, 
including an analysis of the existing transportation system, changes to the 
functional classification of streets, an update of various inventory and plan 
maps, and changes to the street design standards. 

NOTE: The following types of capital facilities are not present within the City: 1) 

05/14/14 
Table 1: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION A- Introduction 1 Page 1 
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Sherwood Transpel'itation System Plan 
Preposed Transportatieh Goats and Policies 

Existing and Proposed Text 

air transportation, and 2) water transportation. Therefore, they pre not 

addressed in this plan. 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

Table 1: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION A - Introduction 1 Page 2 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Sfie;{yood 
Oregon 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B - Goals, 
Policies, and Strategies 

Existing and PrOI!OSed Text Commentary 

Goall: Provide a supportive transportation network to the land This is an existing goal. 

use plan that provides opportunities for transportation choices 

and the use of alternative modes serving all neighborhoods and 

businesses. 

Policy 1- The City will ensure that public roads and streets Deleted text has been moved to 

are planned to provide safe, convenient, efficient and Strategies. 

economic movement of persons, goods and services 

between and within the major land use activities. elEistiRg 

Figl:rl:s ef wav sl:!all ee elassifieel aRel im~FeYeel aRe Rew 

stFeets Bl:lilt easeel 9R tl:te t•tJJe, 9FigiR, elestiRatieR aAel 

Yel~:~me ef EI:IFFeAt aAel f1:1t1:1Fe tFa#ie. 

Policy 2- Through traffic shall be provided with routes that This is an existing policy. 

do not congest local streets and impact residential areas. 

Outside traffic destined for Sherwood business and 

industrial areas shall have convenient and efficient access 

to commercial and industrial areas without the need to use 

residential streets. 

Policy 3- Local traffic routes within Sherwood shall be This is an existing policy. 

planned to provide convenient circulation between home, 

school, work, recreation and shopping. Convenient access 

to major out-of-town routes shall be provided from all 

areas of the city. 

Policy 4- The City shall encourage the use of more energy- This is an existing policy. 

efficient and environmentally sound alternatives to the 

automobile by: 

• The designation and construction of bike paths and 

pedestrian ways; 

• The scheduling and routing of existing mass transit 

systems and the development of new systems to meet local 

resident needs; and 

05/14/14 
Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B - Goals, Policies, and Strategies 1 Page 3 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Proposed Text 

• Encouraging the development of self-contained 

neighborhoods, providing a wide range of land use activities 

within a single area. 

Policy 6- The City shall work to ensure the transportation 

system is developed in a manner consistent with state and 

federal standards for the protection of air, land and water 

quality, including the State Implementation Plan for 

complying with the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act. 

Policy 7- The City of Sl:lerwood shall foster transportation 

services to the transportation disadvantaged including the 

young, elderly, handicapped, and poor. 

Commentary 

This is an existing policy. 

This proposed change reflects a 

recommendation to make all 

references to the City [of Sherwood] 

consistent throughout this section. 

Policy 8- The City of Sl:lerwood shall consider infrastructure This is an existing policy. 

improvements with the least impact to the environment. 

Policy 9- The City of Sl:lerwood shall develo13 a 

traRS!.'JOFtatiOA aeFl'laRa Fl'laRageFl'leRt f'IFOgraFl'l to 

COFl'lJ3IeFl'leRt iRvestFl'leRts iR iRfrastr~::~ctl::lre (SI::IJ3J3Iy). manage 

the transportation system to improve reliability and 

maximize efficient use of existing facilities. 

Strategies 

1. Establish and maintain design standards for public 

rights of way in accordance with the Functional Street 

Classification System. 

-1-:-L Make traffic safety a continuing effort through 

effective law enforcement and educational programs. 

b 3. Design and manage the city street system to meet 

AGaf*-an acceptable level of service mobility standard 

for the roadway network that is consistent with 

regional transportation policies. 

05/14/14 

The proposed modification provides a 

more general policy and minimizes 

redundancy with (existing) Strategy 6. 

Modified language is based on 

existing Policy 1. 

This is an existing strategy. 

The proposed change reflects the 

City's interest in having both level of 

service and volume to capacity (v/c) 

as measures by which to evaluate 

mobility and provide better context 

for decision making. The mobility 

standards will be in the adopted TSP 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B- Goals, Policies, and Strategies 1 Page 4 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Pro~osed Text 

~ 4. Develef'l Plan for an array of transportation assets 

and services to meet the needs of the transportation-

disadvantaged. 

4. 2_, Evaluate, identify, and map existing and future 

neighborhoods for potential small scale commercial 

businesses to primarily serve local residents. 

§.,.§:.Adopt a strategy for reducing impacts of 

impervious surfaces to stormwater management. 

&:- 7. Identify and adopt a transportation demand 

management strategy and program to provide 

incentives to employers who develop transportation 

options for employees. 

8. Seek strategic opportunities to improve connectivitll 

in the citll, including measures such as mid-block 

crossings connecting to commercial areas. 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

and implemented through 

development review and the traffic 

impact analysis requirements. 

The proposed modif ication narrows 

the intent of this strategy to a system-

level planning effort on the part of 

the City. Note that more specific 

policies regarding providing for the 

transportation disadvantaged can be 

found under Goal 5. 

This existing strategy to integrate 

small-scale, neighborhood 

commercial uses into existing 

neighborhoods is related to Policy 4. 

Note that this existing strategy does 

not specify the level of analysis or 

proposed approach to implement 

such a study. This strategy should be 

reevaluated to ensure that it 

continues to be relevant and match 

the City's priorities. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This addition is consistent with 

modified Policy 9. 

This language is based on comments 

from the Citizen Advisory Committee. 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B - Goals, Policies, and Strategies 1 Page 5 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Pro~osed Text 

Goal 2: Develop a transportation system that is consistent with 

the City's adopted comprehensive land use plan and with the 

adopted plans of state, local, and regional jurisdictions. 

Policy 1-The City shall implement the transportation plan 

based on the functional classification of streets shown in 

+abte&+Figure 16 of the TSP. 

Policy 2- The City shall maintain a transportation plan map 

that shows the functional classification of all streets within 

the Sherwood urban growth area. Changes to the functional 

classification of streets must be approved through an 

amendment to the Sherwood Comprehensive Plan, Part 2, 

Chapter 6- Transportation Element. 

Policy 3- The Sherwood transportation system plan shall 

be consistent with the c!;;_ity's adopted land use plan and 

coordinated with transportation plans and policies of other 

local jurisdictions, especially Washington County, Clackamas 

County, the City of Wilsonville, and the City ofT ualatin . 

Policy 4- The City will coordinate with Metro regarding 

implementation of the Regional Transportation Plan and 

related traASI'JOrtatioA sectioAs of the Metro Regional 

Trans~ortation Functional Plan. 

Policy 5- The City shall adopt and maintain a street 

classification system that is compatible with the 

Washington County Functional Classification System for 

areas inside the Washington County Urban Area Plan and 

with the Washington County 2020 Transportation Plan 

(Ordinance 588). 

Policy 6 - The City will work with Metro and other regional 

transportation partners to implement regional 

transportation system deFAaRd management and 

o~erations programs where appropriate. 

05/14/14 

s!t:ti~~~~ 
~ 

Commentary 

This is an existing goal. 

This is existing policy with 

amendments proposed for updating a 

TSP reference. 

Th is is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy with a 

proposed modification that indicates 

that City plans do not have to mirror 

neighboring jurisdictions' plans, but 

should not be inconsistent with these 

plans. 

These edits are proposed for 

consistency with regional plans. 

The proposed edit signifies the City's 

ongoing commitment to coordination 

with Washington County. 

The proposed modifications broaden 

the scope of this policy to 

transportation system management 

and operations (TSMO} programs, of 

which transportation demand 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B - Goals, Policies, and Strategies 1 Page 6 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Pro~osed Text 

Policy 7 - The City shall work cooperatively with the Port 

of Portland and local governments in the region to ensure 

sufficient air and marine passenger access for Sherwood 

residents. 

Policy 8- The City shall work to develo1;1 more 

trans1;1ortation OQtions within city limits to increase 

OQQOrtunities for walking, biking, and taking transit and to 

reduce single occu1;1ancy vehicle (SOV) tri1;1s. 

EstaslisR leeal nan 5ingle Gee~13ant ¥ei::liele {5GV) me~al 

taFgets, S~Bjeet te ne• .... ~ata ana metRe~eleg.,. A'ta~e 

aYailasle te leeal geYernments, fer all releYant ~esign t>,<13es 

identifie~ in ti::le RTP. Targets m~st meet er e><eeea ti::le 

regienal mesal targets fer ti::le ;!Q'IQ Grewtl:! Genee13t lana 

~se aesign t¥f3es as ill~stratea in ti::le fellewing tasle : 

;!Q'IQ Regienal Meaal Targets 

Nan single Gee~f3ane•,• IJei::lieles 

Strategies 

1. Develop and maintain an intergovernmental 

agreement between Sherwood, Washington County 

and the City of Tualatin, consistent with ORS 195.065, 

to establish urban service boundaries and 

responsibilities for transportation facilities within and 

adjacent to the City of Sherwood. 

2. Work cooperatively with ODOT, Washington County, 

and Metro to aeYelef3 an interei::lange area 

management 13lan fer ti::le Paeifie l=ligl=twa'J' 99 V>J ana 

T~alatin 5Rerweeal=ligl=twa•t interseetien. im1;1rove 

regional mobility through such efforts as the Westside 

Solution Study and the 1-5 to 99W Connector 1;1roject. 

3. Work cooperatively with ODOT, Metro, Washington 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

management (TOM} is a part. 

This is an existing policy. 

Proposed amendments reflect a 

recommendation to replace the 

existing policy with a more general 

statement that commits the City to 

reduce SOV trips. 

This is an existing strategy with 

amendments proposed for clarity 

only. 

Proposed language reflects the City's 

interests in regional transportation 

planning and the fact that planning 

far a grade-separated interchange is 

not an identified transportation need. 

Proposed language reflects the 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B - Goals, Policies, and Strategies 1 Page 7 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Pro~osed Text 

County, and Tualatin to develop a corridor 

management plan for Pacific Highway 99W and 

Tualatin-Sherwood Road to J3reserve that 

0 maintains access to the highway fef from the €£ity's 

arterial and collector streets and 

o imgroves gedestrian and bic~cle mobilit~, connectivitll 

and safety in the vicinity of, and crossing, the highway. 

4. Participate in regional planning efforts, including the 

development ofthe Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), 

to secure funding for safety and capacity improvements 

to the City of Sherwood's arterial and collector street 

system that are necessary to maintain acceptable levels 

of service for local and through traffic. 

5. Define transportation corridors in advance through 

long range planning efforts~ 

6. Coordinate tRe local transportation network ~Ianning 

and improvements with adjacent governmental 

agencies, such as Washington County, Metro, and the 

State. Coordinate with ODOT in implementing their Six-

Year Plan and the State Highway Improvement 

Program. 

7. Adopt performance measures that are consistent 

with regional modal targets for non-single occupancy 

vehicles and track the City's grogress with meeting 

adogted goals and policies each successive TSP update. 

8. Accommodate car-sharing programs in the cit~. 

9. Promote development oftransgortation demand 

management programs b~ emglo~ers in the cit~. Focus 

on em(;!loyers with 100 em(;!lo~ees or less that are not 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

community's focus on Highway 99W 

and desire for enhancements related 

to non-motorized modes of 

transportation. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy with 

amendments proposed for clarity 

only. 

This proposed new policy 

acknowledges regional targets, which 

are reflected in the performance 

measures in TSP. 

This adopted strategy from the 

Sherwood Town Center Plan (Strategy 

9.4} has been modified to apply 

citywide. 

The first part of this strategy is 

adopted Strategy 9.5 in the Sherwood 

Town Center Plan. The strategy has 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B - Goals, Policies, and Strategies 1 Page 8 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Proposed Text 

subject to the Oregon Department of Environmental 

Quality's Employee Commute Options program 

requirements. 

10. Support projects that remove regional through 

traffic from the local transportation system or allow 

through traffic to bypass Sherwood. 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

been modified to dpp/y citywide. 
Additional language is based on 
comments jr'orri the Citizen Advisory 
Committee. 

This proposed new strategy reflects a 
Citizen Advisory Committee 
recommendation. 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B- Goals, Policies, and Strategies I Page 9 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Pro~osed Text 

Goal 3: Establish a clear and objective set of transportation 

design and development regulations that addresses all 

elements ofthe city transportation system and that promote 

access to and utilization of a multi-modal transportation 

system. 

Policy 1-The City of Sherwood shall~ requiremems. 

that proposed ~land developmenti ~mitigate the 

adverse t raffic impacts and ensure that all new 

development contributes a fair and proportionate share 

toward on-site and off-site transportation system 

improvement remedies. 

Policy 2- The City of Sherwood shall require dedication of 

land for future streets when development is approved . The 

property developer shall be required to make full street 

improvements for their portion of the street commensurate 

with the proportional benefit that the improvement 

provides the development. 

Policy 3- The City of St:lerwood shall require applicable 

developments (as defined in the development code), to 

prepare a traffic impact analysis. 

Policy 4- The City of Sherwood shall adopt and maintain a 

uniform set of design guidelines that provide one or more 

typical cross section associated with each functional street 

classification. For example, the City may allow for a 

standard roadway cross-section and a boulevard cross 

section fo r arterial and collector streets. 

Policy 5- The City shall adopt and maintain roadway design 

guidelines and standards that ensure sufficient right-of-way 

is provided for necessary roadway, bikeway, and pedestrian 

improvements. 

Policy 6- The City shall adopt and maintain roadway design 

guidelines and standards that ensure sidewalks and 

bikeways be provided on all arterial and collector streets for 

the safe and efficient movement of pedestrians and 

05/14/14 

~~2=':-":i 
w:a Oresro; 

- c 

Commentary 

This is an existing goal. 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed for clarity 

only. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed to reflect 

existing city practices. 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed to reflect 

existing city practices. 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed to reflect 

existing city practices. 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B - Goals, Policies, and Strategies I Page 10 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Pro~osed Text 

bicyclists between residential areas, schools, employment, 

commercial and recreational areas. 

Policy 7- The City ef ~l:lerweea will generally favor granting 

property access from the street with the lowest functional 

classification, including alleys. Additional access to arterials 

and collectors for single family units shall be prohibited~-aOO 

Residential uses should be encouraged to use access from 

frontage roads and local streets. Frontage roads shall be 

designed as local streets. 

Policy 8+ -The City will adopt and maintain access control 

and spacing standards for all arterial and collector streets to 

improve safety and promote efficient through street 

movement. Access control measures shall be generally 

consistent with Washington County access guidelines to 

ensure consistency on city and county roads. 

Policy 9- The City will establish and maintain guidelines 

and standards for the use of medians and islands for 

regulating access and providing pedestrian refuge on 

arterial and collector streets. 

Policy 10- The City ef ~l:lenvooa will establish and maintain 

a set of guidelines and standards for traffic calming 

measures to retrofit existing streets and as part of land use 

review. 

Policy 11-The City will develop and maintain uniform 

traffic control device standards (signs, signals, and 

pavement markings) and uniformly apply them throughout 

the city. 

Policy 12- +he Gity of ~he~woea will aEio13t parkiAg eoAtre l 

reg~:~ l ati oRs fer streets as Aeeaeel . GA stree.t parkiAg shall 

Ret 9e f~erFRitteel oA aA't' street aesigAatea as a A arterial, 

I:IAiess allo•.• .. e€1 B'f Sf)eeialf)FO¥isioA witl=liA tl:l e +owR GeAter 

(Gia +owA} area or t l=lro1:1gR :t: l=l e roael FReEiifieatioAs J3Foeess 

ol:lt liAeEI iR the ~herweeEI De• .. elof'l!'NeAt GoEie. The Cit y w ill 

su ~[!ort actions that [!rovide sufficient 1;1arklng for 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed for clarity 

only. 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed to reflect city 

practices. 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed to reflect city 

practices. 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed to reflect city 

practices. 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed to reflect city 

practices. 

Proposed amendments reflect a 

recommendation to replace this 

policy with adopted Policy 9 from the 

Town Center Plan and the more 

specific Strategies from this plan (see 

proposed Strategies 11-18). 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B - Goals, Policies, and Strategies 1 Page 11 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Proposed Text 

businesses and residents, while maximizing the efficiency of 

parking areas. 

Commentary 

Policy 13- The City of Sherweea shall ado !'It Rew These modifications reflect the fact 

aevelepFReRt eeaes explore and adopt regulatory and that the City needs to first have a 

financing tools to fill in gaps in existing sidewalks to achieve policy discussion regarding viable 

a consistent pedestrian system. funding options before development 

requirements would be modified to be 

consistent with the 

preferred/adopted funding methods. 

Policy 14-The City will implement transportation system This is adopted Policy 7 in the 

improvements and standards that increase access between Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

residences and civic, employment, and commercial uses 

within the Town Center boundary and that improve safety 

for all modes oftransportation for people traveling to, 

within and adjacent to the Town Center. 

Policy 15-The City will balance the need for vehicular 

mobility within and adjacent to the Town Center v.:ith the 

other transportation and land use goals and priorities 

identified in the Town Center Plan. 

Strategies 

1. Ensure consistency between the Transportation 

System Plan, development code requirements, and the 

IREOFfJOrate typical street cress sectieR guidelines in the 

City's J31:1blie weriEs engineering design standards~ 

aaaress regarding street cross sections and other 

standards related to vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian, and 

transit needs. 

2. IRell:lae a Read MoaifieatioR Process Maintain a 

process in the Sherwood Ddevelopment G£ode te 

J3FO'Iiae a f3Focea~:~re for that allows the City to grantffig 

variances from street design standards for parking, 

pedestrian facilities, signals, and other roadway 

features. 

05/14/14 

This is adopted Policy 8 in the 

Sherwood Tovvn Center Plan. 

The existing strategy is a "one time" 

action; proposed modifications 

address the ongoing need to ensure 

consistency between City plans and 

codes. 

The proposed modification is 

consistent with existing Code 

language and City procedures. 

Table 2: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION B - Goals, Policies, and Strategies 1 Page 12 
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Sherwood Transportation System Plan 
Proposed Transportation Goals and Policies 

Existing and Proposed Text Commentary 

3. Consider the Metre 2040 Regional Transportation The proposed modifications are 

Plan Regional System Stfeet Design Concepts Elements consistent with the terms used in the 

when planning for improvements to City transportation RTP. 

facilities, including those built by ODOT or TriMet. 

4. lncorJ3orate Continue to implement guidelines in the The proposed modification is 

City's development code that establish when a local consistent with existing Code 

street refinement plan must be prepared and the language and City procedures. 

process for preparing such a plan. 

5. Periodically review the development code, and 

A~mend tl:te city ele\•eloJ3ment ceele as necessary L to 

ensure that reg~ late vehicular access, spacing, 

circulation, and parking continues to be regulated 

consistent with plan policies. 

The proposed modifications are 

consistent with the intent of the 

existing policy. 

a. ,c\rnenel tl:te city eleveloJ3rnent ceele as Aecessary to Proposed code amendments include a 

incl~ae Sf3ecific g~iaelines fer eleterrnining tl:te new section addressing rough 

J3roJ3ortional benefit centrib~tien asseciateel witl:t proportionality, so this strategy is no 

req~iremeAts fer street eleelication anel tl:te censtr~ctien longer needed. 

of off site traASf'JOFtatioA irnf'JFO'Jernents. 

7. ArneAel tl:te eleveloJ3ment ceele to incl~ele stanelarels 

anel J3roceel~res for a transJ3ortation im13act analysis 

{TIA). Refer to AJ3J3enaix fer e>Earnf3le. 

g., 6. Develop a list to prioritize refinement plan needs, 

such as corridor plans and interchange area 

management plans. 

Proposed code amendments include a 

new section addressing TIA thresholds 

and requirements, so this strategy is 

no longer needed. 

This is an existing strategy. 

9:- 7. Amend devele13ment cede to incl~de J3rovisions for The proposed modification reflects 

im13lementing traffic calming mecl:tanisms. Allow for the existing code language. 

implementation oftraffic calming mechanisms through 

provisions in the development code. 

-±{),. 8. Create a map that identifies locations targeted for This is an existing strategy. 

on-street parking, such as in neighborhood commercial 

areas and the town center that support multi-modal 

05/14/14 
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options. 

±b 9. Regularly review, and update as necessary, the 

development code to ensure consistency with regional 

parking requirements. 

-R,. 10. Develop a "conceptual new streets plan" map 

for all contiguous areas of vacant and redevelopabie 

parcels of 5 (five} or more acres planned or zoned for 

residential or mixed-use development, and adopt the 

map as part of the TSP. 

11. Implement the parking strategies in the Sherwood 

Town Center Plan, including: 

0 Evaluate and monitor parking supply and demand in 

Old Town. 

o Evaluat e t he parking needs for town home 

developments in the Town Center. 

_o Evaluate the needs of commercial uses in the Langer 

Drive Commercial District. 

~12. Censider a "mixed ~se" everlay zone in tl:le 

develoJ3ment eode tl:lat will a13J3IY to tl:le Sil( CoFAers 

area. lnel~de desigA standaras tl:lat will eneo~rage a 

vi bra At, 13eaestrian frienaly environment tl:lrougl:l tl:le 

imJ3IemeAtatioA of boulevards, mediaAs, mi><ea use 

ae .. <eiOJ3A'lent ana site aesign. Support public or private 

development of t he bicycle and pedestrian 

improvements shown on Map 2 of t he Town Center 

Plan. 

13. Enhance Sherwood Boulevard for bicycle and 

pedestrian travel consistent with the key changes 

identified for this roadway in the Town Center Plan. 

14. Enhance Langer Drive for pedestrian and bicycle 

travel to create a complete street that supports a 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

This is an existing strategy; 

modification reflect city practices. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This proposed strategy incorporates 

and abbreviates adopted Strategies 

9.1, 9.2, 9.3 and 9.6 from the 

Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

The proposed amendment reflects a 

recommendation to replace existing 

Strategy 13 with adopted Strategies 

in the Town Center Plan. Underlined 

text is adopted Strategy 7.1 in the 

Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

This is adopted Strategy 7.2 in the 

Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

This is adopted Strategy 7.3 in the 
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vibrant mixed use district, consistent with the key 

changes identified for this roadway in the Town Center 

Plan. 

15. Work with ODOT to ~rovide safe ~edestrian 

crossing movements for all directions at 99W 

intersections. 

16. Identify: and consider all funding sources 

aggro~riate and available to work w ith gro~erty: owners 

to fill ga~s in sidewalk system along neighborhood 

streets. 

17. The City: will SUQQOrt collaborative solutions that 

enhance access and im~rove safety: for ~edestrians and 

all other modes of trans~ortation within, adjacent to 

and into the Town Center. 

18. The City will work with the County, ODOT, and local 

stakeholders to enhance vehicular and gedestrian 

access from the Town Center to develo~ments adjacent 

to the Town Center. 

19. The City will reexamine local street standards and 

will exglore aggrogriate locations within the city and 

circumstances under which a narrower street standard 

may be Qermitted as Qart of new develogment. 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

This is adopted Strategy 7.4 in the 

Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

This is adopted Strategy 7.5 in the 

Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

Th is is adopted Strategy 7.6 in the 

Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

This is adopted Strategy 8.4 in the 

Sherwood Town Center Plan; 

Strategies 8.2 and 8.3 included 

direction for the current TSP update 

process and have been addressed. 

Reducing pavement width is a 

Transportation Planning Rule 

requirement. Benefits include 

minimizing impervious surface, 

diminishing run-off/pollution, freeing 

land for other uses, etc. The proposed 

strategy acknowledges that there 

may be situations where the City's 

existing local street width standard 

could be reduced in order to minimize 

impervious surface, diminish run-

off/pollution, free land for other uses, 

etc. Because of issues regarding 

restricting parking and parking 

enforcement, among others, the City 
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05/14/14 

Commentary 

needs more community discvssion 
before a narrower local standard can 
be implemented; this policy commits 

-the Gity-to having-this community-
conversation. 
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Goal4: Develop complementary infrastructure for bicycles and 

pedestrian facilities to provide a diverse range of transportation 

choices for city residents. 

Policy 1- The City of Sl=terwooel shall provide a supportive 

transportation network to the land use plan that provides 

opportunities for transportation choices and the use of 

alternative modes. 

Policy 2- Sidewalks and bikeways shall be provided on all 

arterial and collector streets for the safe and efficient 

movement of pedestrians and bicyclists between residential 

areas, schools, employment, commercial and recreational 

areas. 

Commentary 

This is an existing goal. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

Policy 3- The City of Sl=terwooel will pursue development of This is an existing policy. 

local and regional pedestrian trail facilities, especially a trail 

system connection between the city and the Tualatin 

National Wildlife Refuge. 

Policy 4-The City of Sl=terwooel shall provide design This is an existing policy, with minor 

standards for roadway traffie ealmiAg features s~:~el=t as amendments proposed to broaden 

traffie Eireles, e~:~rb e)<teAsioAs, b~:~lb o~:~ts, aAel speeell=t~:~mps applicability; more specific action is in 

that make roadways safer for walking and biking. Strategy 8. 

Policy 5- The City of Sl=terwooel shall iAel~:~ele require~ The TPR, RTP, and RTFP require 

fa.F tl=te provisioA of short-term and long-term bicycle bicycle parking for these uses in 

parking oR large be included as part of commercial, general, not just "large" projects. 

industrial, institutional, and multi-family residential 

projects. 

Policy 6- The City of Sl=teF'Nooel will coordinate the bikeway This is an existing policy. 

system with adjacent jurisdictions, especially Tualatin, 

Wilsonville, Clackamas and Washington County. 

Policy 7- The City will work to eliminate architectural 

barriers from buildings and public improvements, which 

limit elderly and handicapped use ofthe transportation 

system. 

05/14/14 

This is an existing policy. 
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Policy 8- The City will reguire new develo[!ment to 

accommodate bicyclists and [!edest ria ns, and t o Qrovide 

non-motorized trans[!ortation facilities consistent with the 

[lrO(losed use and [!Ursuant to a(l(llicable code 

reguirements. 

Strategies 

1. Include pedestrian and bike projects in the capital 

improvement plan to ensure investment in alternative 

modest~ 

2. Use intergovernmental agreements with Tualatin and 

Washington County for the coordination of urban 

services per ORS 196.065 to coordinate the bikeway 

system and trail systemt~ 

3. Include design standards for sidewalk and bikeway 

facilities in the eQty's roadway design guidelinest~ 

4. Include provisions for planning the location of 

pedestrian and bike routes for connecting residential, 

school, commercial, employment and recreational 

areas in the development code gu idelines for preparing 

local street refinement planst~ 

5. Include a system of bikeways along collector and 

arterial roadways as ill~:~strate€1 on tRe Trans~ortation 

Plan Ma~;~ 

6. Include requirements in the development code for 

private development to provide bike and pedestrian 

facilities as are related and [lrO[lortional to the 

~rojected im[!acts of the [!rO[!Osed develo[!ment and 

that are consistent with inelieate€1 on the Transportation 

Plan Ma[l in TSP Figures 12, 13, and 14t~ 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

This proposed new policy 

acknowledges private development's 

role in providing bicycle and 

pedestrian facilities. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is existing strategy with minor 

amendments proposed for accuracy. 

(The Transportation Plan Map shows 

recommended projects rather than 

bikeways along all collectors and 

arterials.} 

These changes include updated 

references to the TSP. 
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7. Include design standards for sidewalks and bicycle 

facilities in the City's roadway design guidelines:-.:. 

8. Pursue traffic cal min~ techniques, such as traffic 

circles) curb e)(tensions and speed humps, for 

neighborhood and local streets so as ta provide safe 

passage-for pedestrians and· bicyclists, and a more 

pleasant neighborhood environment for residents. 

9. Construct and install infrastructure, Including storm 

drain inlets, which are pedestrian and bicycle-friendly. 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

This is an existing strategy. 

This Is an existing strategy with 

proposed additions for clarity. 

This is an existing strategy. 
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GoalS: Provide reliable convenient transit service to Sherwood 

residents and businesses as well as special transit options for 

the €~ity's elderly and disabled residents. 

Policy 1-The City shall SU[;!(;!Ort and encourage [;!Public 

transportation sl=lall be wo· .. iclecl as an alteFRative viable 

means of transportation in Sherwood. 

Policy 2- The City of Sl=lerwoocl will work with Tri-Met to 

expand transit services to all parts of the City through 

additional routes, more frequent service, and transit 

oriented street improvements. 

Policy 3- Park-and-ride facilities should be located with 

convenient access to the arterial system to facilitate rider 

transfer to transit and car pools. 

Policy 4- The City will €~ncourage the construction of bus 

shelters and park-n-ride lots in the vicinity of planned 

transit corridors . 

Policy 5- The City of Sl=lervvoocl will support the 

establishment of a "feeder" transit route from downtown 

Sherwood to Tualatin employment centers. 

Policy 6- The City of Sl=lerwoocl will support park and ride 

facilities that are sited for the maximum convenience of 

commuters and transit riders. 

Policy 7-The City of Sl=lerwoocl will support regional efforts 

for the preservation and development of appropriate rail 

rights-of-way for passenger rail service, in particular for 

serving local and regional commuter rail needs in 

Washington County, Clackamas County, and Yamhill 

County. 

Policy 8- The City of Sl=lerwoocl will encourage the 

provision of special transportation services (i.e ., van pools, 

or car pools, dial-a-ride, etc.) to transportation 

disadvantaged by Tri-Met and community-based service 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

This is an existing goal. 

The policy has been re-written to 

reflect the City's supporting role in 

providing public transportation. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

Review for consistency with the 

updated TSP recommendations. Note 

that this policy is related to new 

Strategy 5 {adopted Strategy 6.3 in 

the Sherwood Town Center Plan). 

This is an existing policy. 
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providers. 

Policy 9 - ~l:lll'f iRtegra~e the Git•t' iRte ~he regieAa l ~raAsit 

S'f'Stem B'f C)(panel iRg hoi:IFS ana ElestiAat ions ser ... ed B¥ 

traAsit pre't'iElers. The City sugQorts transit service t hat 

serves the needs of the residents and businesses in and 

adjacent to the Town Center, including maintaining a robust 

local transit service network and glanning for future local 

and high cagacity transit service to neighboring cities. 

Policy 10- The City will meet RTP goals of providing a safe 

and convenient pedestrian circulation system. 

Policy 11- The City willga rticiQate in and will SUQQOrt 

regional efforts that seek to imgrove multi-modal 

transQortation ogtions that benefit the residents and 

business in Sherwood. 

Policy 12- The City will suggort Qroviding and imQroving 

transit connections between Sherwood, Tua latin, and other 

communities in the region, Qarticularly for work-related 

triQs. 

Strategies 

1. In consultation with TriMet and consistent with their 

guidelines, .Q.Q.evelop and maintain design standards te 

separate for bus QUIIouts and stoQs on 81:1ses from the 

arterial roadway~ ~to facilitate safe and efficient 

~raAsferriAg passengers transfers. Establish a 81:1s 

t~:~rAel:lt desigR fer s~eps OR arterial stree~s. 

2. l::lfldate de•,<eiOf'IFRCAt eeele ~e iAel~:~de elesigA 

g~:~iEieliACS -that FCE11:1 ire traASit ~Of'IS to BC aeeessiele t o 

traAsit rielers, espeeially the elderly and l:laAd ieappeEl. 

Ensure new deve loQment and redeve loQment Qrovide 

connections to transit streets and facilities, Qroviding 

Qrotected street crossings and bus stoQ amenities, if 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

Deleted policy is somewhat 

redundant to Policy 2 and suggests 

that the City has authority to expand 

transit hours of service and routes. 

Proposed language is adopted Policy 

6 in the Town Center Plan. 

This is an existing policy. 

The proposed policy recognizes the 

City's participation in regional 

transportation projects such as the 

Southwest Corridor and Tonquin Trail 

projects. 

This proposed policy language is 

based on comments from the Citizen 

Advisory Committee. 

Proposed modifications defer to 

TriMet regarding the preferred design 

for bus pullouts and stops. 

Existing Strategy is a "one time" 

action; proposed language is 

consistent with existing code 

requirements for new development in 

the vicinity of a transit stop. 
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needed. 

5. AmeREI Ele>o<elof3mCR~ case :t:a FCEJI:Iire Eleo,~elof3meR'I: 

OR si:t:es a:t: major traRsit s'I:OJJs(EiefiReellay the Cit·; of 

Shervlaael) to ela :t:he fallawiRg: 

o locate withiR 2Q feet of (or IJFOViele a jJeelestriaR 

plaza) at the major traRsit stop; 

[J Previae reasaAa laly Elireet !Jeaes~riaR eeRAee~iaAs 

laet •neeA the traRSit stop aAella~:~ileliAg CR~F3RCCS OR the 

sitet 

[J Pre\'ide a traRsit service 13asseRger laA el iRg paEI 

aecessilale to elisalalea persaRs; 

D Pra~t~iele aR easemeRt or right of wa't EleelicatiaR far a 

passeRger shel~er aRd I:IRdergra~:~Rd ~:~tilit>,< ceRRectieR 

from the Rew develop meR~ ~e the traRsit ameRity if 

reet~:~ested lay the p~:~lalic traRsit provider; a Ad 

D lmpro·re p1:1lalie safety lay provieliRg lightiRg at traRsit 

~ 

4. Werl~ with +ri Met aRd Metre to elEteRd tFaRsit 

optieRs to Sherwood, which may iRdl:lele: 

[J Higl=l ca19acity traRsit ser"t•ice aleRg 99W termiRat iRg 

Rear Six CeFRers; 

D Pe~eRtial exteRsieR of comm1:1ter rail liRe frem lal~e 

Gswega to Sl=lerweeel oR tl=le eHistiAg rail liRe >1A#l-

ser>rice to Newlaerg or McMiRR'rille; aREI 

D Gther regioRal traRsit sePrice CORReetiORS, SI:ICh as 

freEJI:leRt lai:IS, iRtCFI:IFiaaR lai:IS, as apf3F9pFiate . 

3. Identify: the ongoing transit needs within the 

community: and work with Tri-Met and other transit 

[!roviders to enhance services to address short and 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

Strategy is reflected in existing code 

requirements for new development in 

the vicinity of a transit stop and is no 

longer needed. 

This existing strategy has been 

updated; language proposed here is 

Strategy 6.1 in the Town Center Plan. 
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long-term transit needs in the community. 

Commentary 

4. Work with Metro, as well as the cities ofTualatin and This is adopted Strategy 6.2 in the 

Tigard, to explore feasible modes and locations to Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

provide high-capacity transit service to the Town Center 

and adjacent areas. 

5. Periodically evaluate the feasibility of passenger 

service along the existing rail lines as the Town Center 

grows. 

This is adopted Strategy 6.3 in the 

Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

6. Continue to explore opportunities to achieve long- This is adopted_ Strategy 6.4 in the 

term transit supportive densities in the Town Center in Sherwood Town Center Plan. 

order to increase the viability of high-capacity transit. 

05/14/14 
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Goal6: Provide a convenient and safe transportation network 

within and between the Sherwood Old Town (Town Center) 

and Six Corners area that enables mixed use development 

and provides multi-modal access to area businesses and 

residents. 

Policy 1-The City of Si:len..,ood shall continue to refine 

and develop existing and new design guidelines and 

special standards for the Old Town and Six Corners areas 

to facilitate more pedestrian and transit friendly 

development. 

Policy 2- The City of Si:lerwood shall work to provide 

connectivity, via the off-street trail system and public 

right-of-way acquisitions and dedications, to better 

achieve street spacing and connectivity standards. 

1. Provide handicap ramps at all intersections with 

landings connected to sidewalk improvements, 

especially with in Six Corners and Old Town areas. 

2. Work with transit service providers to 9.Qesign 

transit stops in- to meet ADA requirements for transit 

accessibility. 

3. Adopt design and development guidelines for the 

Old Town areas that facilitate pedestrian use and a 

mix of commercial and residential development. 

4. /\elopt parl(ing g~ielelines for ti:le Ole Town areas 

ti:lat are corn13atible witi:l ti:le parking g~ielelines 

establisi:lea in Title 2 of ti:le Metro Urban Growti:l 

Management l=~nctional Plan. 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

This goal and its policies and strategies 

are consistent with the adopted Town 

Center Plan, but it is proposed that 

references to the Town Center be 

removed because the Town Center now 

applies to an area larger than Old 

Town. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy with minor 

amendments proposed acknowledge 

the relationship with transit service 

providers in designing transit stops. 

This is an existing strategy. 

It is recommended to replace this 

strategy with proposed Goal 3, Strategy 

11, language that was developed as 

part of the Town Center Plan and 

reflects the need for a parking study 
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05/14/14 

Commentary 

and strategy for Old Town. 
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Goal7: Ensure that efficient and effective freight transportation 

infrastructure is developed and maintained to support local and 

regional economic expansion and diversification consistent with 

City economic plans and policies. 

Policy 1 - The City of Sherwooa will collaborate with 

federal, state and neighboring local governments and 

private business to ensure the investment in transportation 

infrastructure and services deemed necessary by the City to 

meet current and future demand for industrial and 

commercial freight movement. 

Policy 2 -The City of Sherwood will adopt implementing 

regulations that provide for safe and convenient access to 

industrial and commercial areas for commercial vehicles, 

including freight loading and transfer facilities . 

Policy 3 - The City of Sherwooa will work cooperatively 

with local, regional and state agencies to protect the 

viability of truck and freight seivice ioutes ·within, thiough, 

and around the City of Sherwood, especially for Pacific 

Highway 99-W, the Tualatin-Sherwood Highway, and the 

planneamulti-corridor 1-5/Hwy 99-W Connector corridor 

strategy. 

Policy 4 -The City of Sherwooa will work cooperatively 

with local, regional and state governments to ensure there 

is adequate air transportation infrastructure to serve local 

needs at regional airport facilities, including the Hillsboro 

Airport and Portland International airport. 

Policy 5- The City of Sherwooa will strongly encourage the 

preservation of rail rights-of-way for future rail uses, and 

will work with appropriate agencies to ensure the 

availability of rail services to its industrial lands. 

Policy 6 -The City of Sherwooa will cooperate with local, 

regional and state governments to provide for regional 

marine freight infrastructure sufficient to serve local needs. 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

This is an existing goal. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy with minor 

amendments to acknowledge that 

multiple facilities will be involved fn 

the /-5/Highway 99-W Connector. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 
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Policy 7 - The City ef Sl:lerweea will cooperate with the 

Portland Development Commission, Port of Portland, 

Washington County, and other economic development 

agencies to ensure the availability of inter-modal 

connectivity facilities deemed necessary to facilitate 

seamless freight transfer between all transport modes. 

Strategies 

1. Revise the Sl:lerwooa G.Qevelopment tfode as 

necessary to include clear and objective standards for 

the provision of freight loading and handling facilities, 

such as restricted on-street parking, loading docks, 

truck access ways, and rail spurs, in all industrial and 

commercial development districts. 

2. Participate in regional economic development 

planning efforts related to inter-modal transportation 

facilities. 

3. Adopt appropriate standards to ensure the 

preservation of rail access corridors to Sl:lerweea the 

City's industrial land base. 

05/14/14 

a.f~.: ,,...,... 
LJ.\....l_H,.';:'~~ 

·o 

Commentary 

This is an existing policy. 

Note that proposed development 

code revisions include provisions for 

on-street loading. [Proposed new 

Subsection C in Section 16.94.030 

(Off-Street Loading Standards).] 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy. 
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GoalS: The Sherweeel City's transportation network will be 

managed in a manner that ensures the plan is implemented in a 

timely fashion and is kept up to date with respect to local and 

regional priorities. 

Policy 1-The City ef SheP.veeel shall develop and pursue a 

systematic approach to implementing the transportation 

network. 

Policy 2- The City ef Sherweeel shall pursue a diversified 

funding strategy to implement the transportation system 

plan including private, public and regional sources. 

Policy 3- The City ef Sherweeel shall use its adopted capital 

improvement plan to prioritize and schedule transportation 

projects based upon need as shown in the Transportation 

System Plan. Incorporate the transportation system 

priorities from the TSP into the cQty's capital improvement 

planning process. 

Policy 4- Project scheduling shall be performed in a 

systematic manner based on the priority rating process 

outlined in the Transportation System Plan and available 

financial resources. 

Policy 5- The Transportation System Plan shall be 

periodically updated, preferably on a five-year cycle, to 

assure consistency with changing ideas, philosophies, and 

related policies. 

Strategies 

1. Participate in MPAC, JPACT and other Metro advisory 

bodies to promote Sherweed the City's transportation 

system improvements. 

2. Local private financing resources will include right of 

way dedication and developer contributions to street 

improvements, and local improvement districts . Public 

resources will include local system development 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

This is an existing goal. 

This is an existing policy with 

amendments proposed to reflect 

existing city practices. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing policy. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy. 
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charges and bonding authority. Regional sources will 

include Washington County Traffic Impact Fees (TIF) 

and projects bonded through the County MSTIP 

program. Regional sources will also include Metro 

Transportation Improvement Plan (MTIP) resources and 

other state and federal grant assistance programs. 

~ - AEleJ31: a E9A'lJ3FeReR5i'w'e leeal 5'f51:eR'I ae>,<ei9J3R'IeRt 

el=large (SDC) erainanee te eitl=ler ablgR'Ient er FeJ3Iaee 

G.O.Pana eelleeter street SDG . 

.2_4. Develop a method for scheduling improvement 

projects based on priority and funding sources. 

1~- Assign e~ity staff and elected officials to participate 

in regional transportation planning processes. 

2_e. Secure intergovernmental agreements between 

Sl=lerweea the City and adjoining communities and 

regional service providers that outline cooperative 

measures for coordinating transportation investment 

and regulation per ORS 195.065. 

6. Continue to collaborate with Washington County and 

other regionaiQartners on refinement Qlanning related 

to Brookman Road, and UQdate the Sherwood 

TransQortation Plan to incorQorate the agreed U(;!on 

classification and design ofthis roadway. 

05/14/14 

Commentary 

A SOC ordinance has been adopted, 

so this strategy is no longer needed. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is an existing strategy. 

This is a new Strategy acknowledging 

the outstanding issues surrounding 

Brookman Road and articulating the 

need for a future amendment to the 

TSP. 
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Table 3: Draft Proposed Amendments to SECTION C -The 
Transportation System Plan 

Existing and Pro~osed Text Commentary 

The Transportation System Plan stresses the improvement ofthe existing Specific references to 
system of transportation facilities through trans~ortation system management the TSP are replaced 
before new facilities are built. Existing conditions have been analyzed in the with general 
Study Area (lands within UGB) and are contained in Cl:la13ter ~ afthe TSP 

references. It is 
Append ix (Existing Conditions Report). Transportation analysis zones were 

created for each part of the city based on types of land use in the recommended to 

Comprehensive Plan Map. Future traffic volumes were projected based on remove functional 

expected e~iiEI a~t develo~ment of those zones and surrounding areas classification maps 

consistent w ith Metro's land use projections. F~t~re tra#ie -..ai~A'Ies ,,.,.itA tri13 and project lists from 
arigiRs ar ElestiRatiaRs iR tl:le St~el'f' ,!\rea were tl:leR eale~latea far seleetea this section and 
s~eareas ar i!ORes iR tl:lis ease. F~t~re laeall¥ geRerateEI tra#ie ¥ai~A'Ies were generally simplify this 
tReR 8istrieate8 ORta tl:ie street S'f'Steffi easea OR ass~A'Ij9tiOR as ta A'lajOF 

section. 
Elireetianal A'la•;~eA'Ients. From tl:lis 13raeess f~t~re laeall•; geRerateEI tra#ie 

¥ei~A'Ies were eale~latea fer A'lajar reads. l=~t~re tra#ie 't'OI~mes 11ritl:lin tl:le 

St~Eiy Mea re13reseRt eRI•r leeall•; geReratea tra#ie. Rea~etieR iR tra#ie Yal~mes 
eYer time en eertain major streets ass~mes tl:le 13regressi•,oe im13re ... ement of 

alterRatiYe major street re~tes, •NI:Iiel:l RaYe tl:le e#eet of sl:liftiRg tra#ie freffi 

elEistiRg tO iA'If3FO't'ea FO~tes in satisf't'ing major aireetieRal A'IO't'effieRtS. +e 

eleterA'IiAe t otal •o<eh:IA'Ies en A=~ajer streets .... •itl=l sigAi~ieaAt tl:lra~lgl:! ~ra#ie {i.e. 

1-ligl::twa•; 99W)Ieeall•; geRerateEI •,oei~A'Ies sl:!e~la ee aaaea to tl:lre~gR tra#ie 

't'OI~mes aetCFA'IiReel ey IJ'JashiRgtaR Ce~nty, Metre OF ODO+. 

+he aee•re aAnalysis of ~rejected future traffic conditions taken together with 
the application of the goals, objectives and policies described in Section B were 
used in the development of Transportation System Plan . A map for each existing 

and planned transportation system is included in the TSP. fad'! A'IMap~ several 

street classifications, and the above policies arewere-updated as part of TSP 

updatesas-weU. The TSP ~is a technical reference to the Transportation 
element ofthe Comprehensive Plan. +l:le fellewiRg infarmatieR is iRei~Eiea iR 

tl:!e +SP aAel is inel~eleel eelew fer refereRee. +at:lle :1: is a list: of f~naieAal 

elassifieatiens a Rei elefinitieRs fer eaeh street fellewea 8•; Fig~re l 
+raRsj3ertatioA Pia A Ma13 that ilh:1strates the location anel functiOflttl 

elassifieatian of eael:l street. +aele ~ is a list of A'lajer transj3artatien 

imj3FOYements j3lanReel fer the RelEt twenty years eases OR tRe traRSj30rtatiOR 
s•;stem analvsis of e!Ef3eeteEI tra#ie le•o<els, a 13erfermanee stanelarEII::e,..el of 
5erYiee "D", aREif3rejeeteel eests. GeRerall•1•, A'lest ehl:le iA'Ij3Fe•;emeRts are 

Yf3graaes anel connections to existing streets wl:li le soFAe iA'Ipra•JeFAents are 

13FOf30Seel new stree~. 

05/14/14 
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Memorandum 
Date: May 6, 2014 Last revised May 14, 2014 

To: Brad Kilby, AICP, City of Sherwood 

From: Darci Rudzinski and Shayna Rehberg, Angelo Planning Group 

cc: Bob Galati, PE, City of Sherwood; Garth Appanaitis, OKS Associates 

Re: Draft Proposed Implementation Language (Task 5.2) 

This memorandum presents draft proposed amendments to the City of Sherwood Zoning and 

Community Development Code ("development code"), pursuant to Task 5.2. 

Proposed policy and code amendments will be reviewed and considered for adoption in conjunction 

with the updated TSP, as they include amendments that implement recommendations from the updated 

City of Sherwood Transportation System Plan (TSP), create consistency between the TSP and other 

adopted local documents, and comply with state and regional transportation planning regulations. 

Proposed policy amendments are presented in a separate memorandum and proposed code 

amendments are presented below. 

Proposed Development Code Amendments 
Draft code amendments presented in this memorandum were developed according to findings of 

compliance with the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) and Regional Transportation Functional Plan 

(RTFP).1 Recommendations for potential code amendments to better address compliance with TPR and 

RTFP requirements were summarized in Table 6 of the Needs, Opportunities, Constraints and Tools 

Technical Report (Task 3.2). These recommendations were discussed with City staff in order to 

determine which issues would be pursued and developed into draft code amendments. 

For reference, that summary table is included in this memorandum as Table A-1 in Attachment A, and 

includes commentary indicating which recommendations have been developed into proposed code 

amendments. 

1 Detailed and updated findings of compliance will be included in the City's staff report (Task 5.6) . 
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Proposed code amendment text is presented in adoption-ready format in this memorandum. New 

language that is proposed to be added is underlined and proposed deletions are stn:1el< thret:tgh . The 

draft amendments are numbered consistent with the structure ofthe City development code, and are 

presented in the order of issues included in Table A-1. 

Note: In addition to the amendments proposed in this memorandum, the entire development code 

should be checked to amend all references to the updated TSP, as needed. 

2 
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Consistency of transportation facility standards (Recommendation DC-2 in Table A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.106 TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 

16.106.010 Generally 

A. Creation 

Public streets shall be created in accordance with provisions of this Chapter. Except as otherwise provided, all 

street improvements and rights-of-way shall conform to standards for the City's functional street 

classification, as shown on the TSP Map (Figure 15) and in Fig~::~re 1, of Cl=lapter e of tl=le CoA'IA'II::Inity 

DevelopA'Ient Plan, and other applicable City standards. The following table depicts the guidelines for the 

street characteristics. 

[ ... ] 

16.106.040 Design 

Standard cross sections showing street design and pavement dimensions are located in the~ 

Sl=lerwooel Trans13ortation SysteA'I Plan, ana City of Sherwood's Engineering Design Manual. 

Definitions of access way and shared-use path (Recommendation DC-3 in Table A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.10 DEFINITIONS 

16.10.020 SPECIFICALLY 

[ ... ] 

Access: The way or means by which pedestrians and vehicles enter and leave property. 

Access way: A pathway providing a connection for pedestrians and bicyclists between two streets, 

between two lots, or between a development and a public right-of-way. An access way is intended to 

provide access between a development and adjacent residential uses, commercial uses, public use such 

as schools, parks, and adjacent collector and arterial streets where transit stops or bike lanes are 

provided or designated. An access way may be a pat hway for pedestrians and bicyclists (with no vehicle 

access). a pathway on public or private property (i.e. , with a public access easement). and/or a facility 

designed to accommodate emergency vehicles. 

Accessory Building/Use: A subordinate building or use which is customarily incidental to that ofthe 

principal use or building located on the same property. 

[ ... ] 

3 
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Setback: The minimum horizontal distance between a public street right-of-way line, or side and rear 

property lines, to the front, side and rear lines of a building or structure located on a lot. 

Shared-use path: A facility for non-motorized access conforming to City standards and separated from 

the roadway, either in the roadway right-of-way, independent public right-of-way, or a public access 

easement. It is designed and constructed to allow for safe walking, biking, and other human-powered 

travel modes. 

Sidewalk: A pedestrian walkway with hard surfacing. 

[ ... ] 

Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) and rough proportionality requirements (Recommendation DC-4 in Table 

A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.90 SITE PLANNING 

16.90.030 Site Plan Modifications and Revocation 

[ ... ] 

D. Required Findings 

No site plan approval shall be granted unless each of the following is found: 

[ ... ] 

[ .. . ] 

6. For aeveiOJ3R'IeAtS tl:lat are likely to geAerate R'IOFe tAaA 400 average aaii'( trips (A(;}l"s)Pursuant 

to Section 16.106.080, or at the discretion of the City Engineer, the applicant shall provide 

adequate information, such as a traffic impact analysis (TIA) or traffic counts, to demonstrate 

the level of impact to the surrounding 5tfeef transportation system. The developer shall be 

required to mitigate for impacts attributable to the project, pursuant to TIA requirements in 

Section 16.106.080 and rough proportionality requirements in Section 16.106.090. The 

determination of impact or effect and the scope of the impact study shall be coordinated with 

the provider of the affected transportation facility. 

4 
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CHAPTER 16.106 TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 

16.106.020 Required Improvements 

[ ... ] 

D. Extent of Improvements 

[ ... ] 

1. Streets required pursuant to this Chapter shall be dedicated and improved consistent with 

Chapter 6 ofthe Community Development Plan, the TSP and applicable City specifications 

included in the City of Sherwood Construction Standards. Streets shall include curbs, sidewalks, 

catch basins, street lights, and street trees. Improvements shall also include any bikeways 

designated on the Transportation System Plan map. Applicant may be required to dedicate land 

for required public improvements only when the exaction is directly related to and roughly 

proport ional to the impact ofthe development, pursuant to Section 16.106.090. 

16.106.040 Design 

[ ... ] 

K. Traffic Controls 

[ ... ] 

1. AA aj9plieatioA for a proposed resideAtial Se\•eloJlmeAt tl:!at wil l geAeratc more tRaA aA 

estimated 200 average daily \'eRiele trips (l\9T) m~;~st iAehu=Je a traffic imJlaet aAal•,·sis to 

eletermiAe the A~;~mber aAel types of traffic eoAtrols AecessaP( to accommodate aAticipated 

tr affic flow. 

2. For all otl:!er proposed developmeAts iAel~;~diAg commercial, iAdl:lstrial or iAstitl:ltieAall:lses witl:! 

O\'er a A estimated 400 /\9TPursuant to Section 16.106.080, or as otherwise required by the City 

Engineer,-tfle illl..application must include a traffic impact analysis to determine the number and 

types of traffic controls necessary to accommodate anticipated traffic flow. 

16.106.080 Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) 

A. Purpose. The purpose of this section is to implement Sections 660-012-0045(2)(b) and -0045(2)(e) of 
the State Transportation Planning Ru le (TPR), which require the City to adopt performance 
standards and a process to apply conditions to land usc proposals in order to minimize impacts on 

5 
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and protect transportation facilities. This section establishes requirements for when a traffic impact 
analysis (TIA) must be prepared and submitted; the analysis methods and content involved in a TIA; 
criteria used to review the TIA; and authority to attach conditions of approval to minimize the 
impacts of the proposal on transportation facilities. 

This section refers to the TSP for performance standards for transportation facilities as well as for 
pro jects that may need to be constructed as mitigation measures for a proposal's projected impacts. 
This section also relies on the City of Sherwood's Engineering Design Manual to provide street 
design standards and construction specifications for improvements and projects that may be 
constructed as part of the proposal and/or mitigation measures approved for the proposal. 

B. Applicability. A traffic impact analysis (TIA) shall be required to be submitted to the City with a land 

use application at the request of the City Engineer or if the proposal is expected to involve one or 

more of the following: 

1. An amendment to the Sherwood Comprehensive Plan or zoning map. 

2. A new direct property approach road to Highway 99W is proposed. 

3. The proposed development generates SO or more PM peak-hour trips on Highway 99W, or 100 

PM peak-hour trips on the local transportation system. 

4. An increase in use of any adjacent street or direct property approach road to Highwav 99W by 

10 vehicles or more per day that exceed the 20,000 pound gross vehicle weight. 

5. The location of an existing or proposed access driveway does not meet minimum spacing or 

sight distance requirements, or is located where vehicles entering or leaving the property are 

restricted, or such vehicles are likely to queue or hesitate at an approach or access connection, 

thereby creating a safety hazard:. 

6. A change in internal traffic patterns that may cause safety problems, such as back up onto the 

highway or traffic crashes in the approach area. 

C. Requirements. The following are typical requirements that may be modified in coordination with 

Engineering Staff based on the specific application. 

1. Pre-application Conference. The applicant shall meet with the City Engineer prior to submitting 

an application that requires a TIA. This meeting wi ll be coordinated with Washington County 

and ODOT when an approach road to a County road or Highway 99W serves the property, so 

that the TIA will meet the requirements of all relevant agencies. 

2. Preparation. The TIA shall be prepared by an Oregon Registered Professional Engineer qualified 

to perform traffic engineering analysis and will be paid for by the applicant. 

6 
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3. Typical Average Daily Trips and Peak Hour Trips. The latest edition of the Trip Generation 

Manual, published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), shall be used to gauge PM 

peak hour vehicle trips, unless a specific trip generation study that is approved by the City 

Engineer indicates an alternative trip generation rate is appropriate. 

4. Intersection-level Analysis. Intersection-level analysis shall occur at every intersection where 

the analysis shows that 50 or more peak hour vehicle trips can be expected to result from the 

development. 

5. Transportation Planning Rule Compliance. The requirements of OAR 660-012-0060 shall apply 

to those land use actions that significantly affect the transportation system, as defined by the 

Transportation Planning Rule. 

D. Study Area. The following facilities shall be included in the study area for all TIAs: 

1. All site-access points and intersections (signalized and unsignalizedl adjacent to the proposed 

development site. lfthe site fronts an arterial or collector street, the analysis shall address all 

intersections and driveways along the site frontage and within the access spacing distances 

extending out from the boundary ofthe site frontage. 

2. Roads and streets through and adjacent to the site. 

3. All intersections needed for signal progression analysis. 

4. In addition to these requirements, the City Engineer may require analysis of any additional 

intersections or roadway links that may be adversely affected as a result of the proposed 

development. 

E. Analysis Periods. To adeguately assess the impacts of a proposed land use action, the following 

study periods, or horizon years, should be addressed in the transportation impact analysis where 

applicable: 

1. Existing Year. 

2. Background Conditions in Prolect Completion Year. The conditions in the year in which the 

proposed land use action will be completed and occupied, but without the expected traffic from 

the proposed land use action. This analysis should account for all City-approved developments 

that are expected to be fully built out in the proposed land use action horizon year, as well as all 

planned transportation system improvements. 

3. Full Buildout Conditions in Project Completion Year. The background condition plus traffic from 

the proposed land use action assuming full build-out and occupancy. 

7 
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4. Phased Years of Completion. If the project involves construction or occupancy in phases, the 

applicant shall assess the expected roadway and intersection conditions resulting from major 

development phases. Phased years of analysis will be determined in coordination with City staff. 

5. 20-Year or TSP Horizon Year. For planned unit developments, comprehensive plan amendments 

or zoning map amendments, the applicant shall assess the expected future roadway, 

intersection, and land use conditions as compared to approved comprehensive planning 

documents. 

F. Approval Criteria. When a TIA is required, a proposal is subject to the following criteria, in addition 

to all criteria otherwise applicable to the underlying land use proposal: 

1. The analysis complies with the requirements of 16.106.080.C; 

2. The analysis demonstrates that adequate transportation facilities exist to serve the proposed 

development or identifies mitigation measures that resolve identified traffic safety problems in 

a manner that is satisfactory to the City Engineer and, when County or State highway facilities 

are affected, to Washington County and ODOT; 

3. For affected non-highway facilities, the TIA demonstrates that mobility and other applicable 

performance standards es~ablished in the adopted Oty TSP have been metj and 

4. Proposed public improvements are designed and will be constructed to the street standards 

specified in Section 16.106.010 and t he Engineering Design Manual, and to the access standards 

in Section 16.106.040. 

5. Proposed public improvements and tnitigation measures will provide safe connections across 

adjacent right-of-way (e.g., protected crossings) when pedestrian or bicycle facilities are present 

or planned on the far side of the right-of-way. 

G. Conditions of Approval. The City may deny, approve, or approve a development proposal with 

conditions needed to meet operations and safety standards and provide the necessary right-of-way 

and improvements to ensure consistency with the future planned transportation system. 

Improvements required as a condition of development approval, when not voluntarily provided by 

the applicant, shall be roughly proportional to the impact ofthe development on transportation 

facilities, pursuant to Section 16.106.090. Findings in the development approval shall indicate how 

the required improvements are directly related to and are roughly proportional to the impact of 

development. 

8 
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The purpose of this section is to ensure that required transportation facility improvements are roughly 

proportional to the potential impacts of the proposed development. The rough proportionality 

requirements of this section apply to both frontage and non-frontage improvements. A proportionality 

analysis will be conducted by the City Engineer for any proposed development that triggers 

transportation facility improvements pursuant to this chapter. The City Engineer will take into 

consideration any benefits that are estimated to accrue to the development property as a result of any 

required transportation faci lity improvements. A proportionality determination can be appealed 

pursuant to Section 16.76. The following general provisions apply whenever a proportionality analysis is 

conducted. 

A. Mitigation of impacts due to increased demand for transportation facilities associated with the 

proposed development shall be provided in rough proportion to the transportation impacts of the 

proposed development. When applicable, anticipated impacts will be determined by the TIA in 

accordance with Section 16.106.080. When no TIA is required, anticipated impacts will be 

determined by the City Engineer. 

B. The following shall be considered when determining proportional improvements: 

1. Condition and capacity of existing facilities within the impact area in relation to City standards. 

The impact area is generally defined as the area within a one-half (1/2) mile radius of the 

proposed development. If a TIA is required, the impact area is the TIA study area. 

2. Existing vehicle, bicycle, pedestrian, and transit use within the impact area. 

3. The effect of increased demand on transportation facilities and other approved, but not yet 

constructed, development projects within the impact area that is associated with the proposed 

development. 

4. Applicable TSP goals, policies, and plans. 

5. Whether any route affected by increased transportation demand within the impact area is listed 

in any City program including school trip safety; neighborhood traffic management; capital 

improvement; system development improvement. or others. 

6. Accident history within the impact area. 

7. Potential increased safety risks to transportation facility users, including pedestrians and 

cyclists. 

8. Potential benefit the development property will receive as a result of the construction of any 

required transportation facility improvements. 

9 
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9. Other considerations as may be identified in the review process pursuant to Chapter 16.72. 

Preferential carpool and vanpool parking (Recommendation DC-6 in Table A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.94 OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING 

16.94.010 General Requirements 

( ... J 

E. Location 

3. Vehicle parking is allowed only on improved parking shoulders that meet City standards for 

public streets, within garages, carports and other structures, or on driveways or parking lots that 

have been developed in conformance with this code. Specific locations and types of spaces (car 

pool, compact, etc.) for parking shall be ind icated on submitted plans and located to the side or 

rear of build ings where feasible. 

a. All new development with twenty (20) employees or more shall include preferential spaces 

for eJ.t.Aef car-pool-aMfvanpool designation. Carpool and van pool parking spaces shall be 

located closer to the main employee entrance than all other parking spaces with the 

exception of ADA parking spaces. Carpool/ van pool spaces sha ll be clea rly marked as 

reserved for carpooiLvanpool only. 

Exemptions for structured parking and on-street parking (Recommendation DC-8 in Table A-1) 

16.94.010 General Requirements 

[ .•. J 

K. Structured parking and on-street parking are exempt from the parking space maximums in Section 

16.94.020.A. 

10 
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"Housekeeping" amendments, parking standards table footnotes (Recommendation DC-9 in Table A-

1) 

Section 16.94.020, Parking Standards Table 

1 Parking Zone A reflects the maximum number of permitted vehicle parking spaces allowed for each 

listed land use. Parking Zone A areas include those parcels that are located within one-quarter {Y.l mile 

walking distance of bus transit stops, one-half (Y2} mile walking distance of light rail station platforms, or 

both, or that have a greater than 20 minute peak hour transit service. 

2 Parl<iRg ZaRe B. Parking Zone B reflects the maximum number of permitted vehicle parking spaces 

allowed for each listed land use. ParkiRg ZaRe B areas iRch:lEie tl:!ase parcels tl:!at are lacateEI witRiR aRe 

Ejl:larter J' mile wall<iRg ElistaRce at 13ws traRsit steps, eRe l:lalf J4 mile wall<iRg ElistaRce at ligl:lt rail statieR 

platforms, ar 13etl:l, ar tl:lat l:la·ve a greater tRaR 20 miR~:~te 13eak l:!o~:~r traRsit service. Parking Zone B areas 

alse-include those parcels that are located at a distance greater than one-quarter 1.Y.l mile walking 

distance of bus transit stops, one-half 1.Y2l mile walking distance of light rail station platforms, or both. 

Transportation Planning Rule consistency requirements (Recommendation DC-11 in Table A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.80 PLAN AMENDMENTS 

16.80.030 Review Criteria 

[ ... ] 

C. Transportation Planning Rule Consistency 

1. The applicant shall demonstrate consistency with the Transportation Planning Rule, specifically 

by addressing whether the proposed amendment creates a significant effect on the 

transportation system pursuant to OAR 660-012-0060. If required, a Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA} 

shall be prepared pursuant to Section 16.106.080. 

Review of f3laR a REI teMt ameREimeRt af3f3licatioRs for e#eet oR traASf3ortatiaA facilities. 

Prof3osals sl:lalll3e reviewed to determiAe wl:!etl:ler it sigAificaAtly affects a traASf3eFtatieA 

facility, iA accordaAce witR 0/\R €i€i0 12 00130 (tl:le TPR). Review is reEJ~:~ireEI wReA a Elevelef3meAt 

af3plicatiaA iRci~:~Eies a f3FOf39Sed ameRdmeRt te tl:le Comf3rel:leRsive PlaR ar cl:laRges ta laRd ~:~se 

regwlatieRs. 

2. "SigRificaRt" meaRs tl:lat tl:!e traRSf3BrtatiaR facility we~:~ lEI ci:laRge tl:le f~:~RctiaRal classificatiaR ef 

aR e>EistiAg ar plaRReEI traRsportatiaR facility, cl:laRge tl:!e staRdards imf3lemeRtiRg a f~:~RctiaRal 

classificatieR, allow tyf3es sf laRd wse, allew types er levels af laREI~:~se tl:lat we~:~ lEI res~:~ It iR levels 

sf travel er access tl:lat are iRceRsisteRt wit A tl:le fwRctioRal classificatieR ef a traR5f3SFtatiaR 

11 
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facility, or wo~:~lel reel~:~ee the level of service of tl:le faeilit'( l=lelow the R'liniR'll::lR'l le\•el ielentifieel on 

the TransJ:Iartation SysteR'l Plan. 

a. Per OAR GeQ 12 OOGO, /\R'lenelR'lents to the (OR'IJ:Irehensi•w<e Plan or ei:langes to lanel~:~se 

reg~:.~lations wl:lieh signifieantlv affect a transJ:lortatian facility shall ass~:.~re that alloweellanel~:~ses 

are consistent with the f~:~netion, eaJ3aeity, anellevel of service of the facility ielentifieel in the 

TransJ3ortation SysteR'l Plan. This shalll=le aeeOR'IJ:llisheel l=ly one of the following: 

a. LiR'liting alloweel~:~ses to l=le consistent 'h'ith the planneel f~:~netion oftl:le transJ3ortation 

~ 

13. /\R'leneling the TransJ3ortation SysteR'l Plan to ens~:~re that existing, iR'lf:IFOveel, or new 

transJ3ortation facilities are aeleEjl::late ta Sl::lJ3JOIOFt the JOIFOJ:lOSeellanel~:~ses. 

e. Altering lanel~:~se elesignations, elensities or elesign reEt~:.tireR'lents to reel~:~ee eleR'lanel for 

a~:~toR'lol=lile travel anel R'leet travel needs tl:lro~:~gh oti:ler R'loeles. 

Major driveway connectivity requirements (Recommendation DC-13 in Table A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.90 SITE PLANNING 

16.90.030 Site Plan Modifications and Revocation 

[ ... ] 

D. Required Findings 

[ ... ] 

No site plan approval shall be granted unless each ofthe following is found : 

9. Driveways that are more than 24 feet in w idth sha ll align with existing streets or plan ned streets 

as shown in the Local Street Connectivity Map in the adopted Tra nsportation System Plan 

(Figure 17}, except w here prevented by topography, rai l lines, freeways, pre-existing 

development, or leases, easements. or covenants. 
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CHAPTER 16.106 TRANSPORTATION FACILTIIES 

16.106.030 Location 

[ ... ] 

B. Street Connectivity and Future Street Systems 

[ ... ] 

[ ... ] 

2. Connectivity Map Required. New residential, commercial, and mixed use development involving 

the construction of new streets shall be submitted with a site plan that implements, responds to 

and expands on the Local Street Connectivity map contained in the TSP. 

d. Driveways that are more than 24 feet in width shall align with existing streets or planned 

streets as shown in the Local Street Connectivity Map in the adopted Transportation System 

Plan (Figure 17), except where prevented by topography, rail lines, freeways, pre-existing 

development, or leases, easements, or covenants. 

On-street loading (Recommendation DC-14 in Table A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.94 OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING 

16.94.030 Off-Street Loading Standards 

[ ... ] 

C. Exceptions and Adjustments. The review authority, through Site Plan Review, may approve loading 

areas within a street right-of-way in the Old Town Overlay District when all of the following 

conditions are met: 

1. Short in duration (i.e., less than one hour); 

2. Infrequent (less than three operations occur daily between 5:00a.m. and 12:00 a.m. or all 

operations occur between 12:00 a.m. and 5:00a.m. at a location that is not adjacent to a 

residential zone); 

3. Does not unreasonably obstruct traffic; [or] Does not obstruct traffic during peak traffic hours; 

4. Does not obstruct a primary emergency response route; and 
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5. Is acceptable to the applicable roadway authority. 

Bicycle parking (Recommendation DC-15 in Table A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.94 OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING 

16.94.020 Off-Street Parking Standards 

[ ... ] 

C. Bicycle Parking Facilities 

1. LoeatioR aRel blesigR 

a. Bieyele parkiRg shall be eoRveRieRtly loeateel witl:l respeet to botl:l tl:le street right of wa•; 

a REI at least oRe (1) b~::~iiEliRg eRtraRee (e.g., Ro farther awa•t thaR the elosest parl<iRg spaee). 

Bike parl<iRg FRay be loeateel iRsiele the FRaiR b~::~ileliRg or Rear the FRaiR eRtraRee. 

b. Bieyde parl<iRg iR tl=le Olel TowR O·Jerlav blistriet caR be loeateel oR tl=le sidewall< withiR the 

right of way. A staRElarel iRverteEI"U shapeel " ElesigR is appropriate. AlterRative, creative 

ElesigRs are stroRgly eReo~::~rageel. 

2. Visibility aREI See~::~rity. Bieyele parl<iRg si:lall be visible to cyelists froFR street siEiewall<s or b~::~ileliRg 

CRtraRE€5, 50 that it flro•,ria€5 Sl::tffieieRt SCEI::trity froFR tl=left a REI aaFRage. 

3. OfltioRs for Storage. Bieyele parl<iRg rCEJI::tireFReRts for loRg terrA a Rei CFRfllo~·ee fJarl<iRg eaR be 

FRet by 13rovieliRg a bieyde storage rooFR, bieyde loekers, raeks, or other see1::1re storage sf1aee 

iRsiEie or o~::~tsiele of the b~::~ileiRg. 

4. LightiRg. Bieyele flarkiRg shall ee at least as 'Nell lit as 'Jehide J3arkiRg for see1::1rity. 

5. Reserves Areas. /\reas set asiEie for bicyde fJarl<iRg shall ee elearly FRarl<eel a REI reserveel for 

eieyde J3arkiRg ORI't· 

6. HazarEis. Bieyele 13arl<iRg shall Rot iFRfleele or ereate a hazarel to fiCelestriaRs. Parl<iAg areas shall 

be loeateel so as to Rot eoAfliet with visioA dearaAee staRelarels. 

1. General Provisions 

a. Applicability. Bicycle parking spaces shall be provided for new development, changes of use, 

and major renovations, defined as construction valued at 25% or more ofthe assessed value 

ofthe existing structure. 
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b. Types of Spaces. Bicycle parking facilities shall be provided in terms of short-term bicycle 

parking and long-term bicycle parking. Short-term bicycle parking is intended to encourage 

customers and other visitors to use bicycles by providing a convenient and readily accessible 

place to park bicycles. Long-term bicycle parking provides employees, students, residents, 

commuters, and others who generally stay at a site for at least several hours a weather

protected place to park bicycles. 

c. Minimum Number of Spaces. The required total minimum number of bicycle parking spaces 

for each use category is shown in Table 4, Minimum Required Bicycle Parking Spaces. [Note: 

Tables in Chapter 16.94 are not currently numbered, so it is recommended that the previous 

tables in the chapter be numbered Tables 1, 2, and 3.] 

d. Minimum Number of Long-term Spaces. At least 50% of the required bicycle parking spaces 

in Table 4 shall be provided as long-term bicycle parking, with a minimum of one long-term 

bicvcle parking space. 

e. Multiple Uses. When there are two or more primary uses on a site, the required bicycle 

parking for the site is the sum of the required bicycle parking for the individual primary uses. 

2. Location and Design. 

a. General Provisions 

(1) Each space must be at least 2 feet by 6 feet in area, be accessible without moving 

another bicycle, and provide enough space between the rack and any obstructions to 

use the space properly. 

(2) There must be an aisle at least 5 feet wide behind all required bicycle parking to allow 

room for bicycle maneuvering. Where the bicycle parking is adjacent to a sidewalk, the 

maneuvering area may extend into the right-of-way. 

{3) Lighting. Bicycle parking shall be at least as well lit as vehicle parking for security. 

(4) Reserved Areas. Areas set aside for bicycle parking shall be clearly marked and reserved 

for bicycle parking only. 

(5) Bicycle parking in the Old Town Overlay District can be located on the sidewalk within 

the right- of-way. A standard inverted "U shaped" or staple design is appropriate. 

Alternative, creative designs are strongly encouraged. 

(6) Hazards. Bicycle parking shall not impede or create a hazard to pedestrians. Parking 

areas shall be located so as to not conflict with vision clearance standards. 

b. Short-term Bicycle Parking 
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(1) Provide lockers or racks that meet the standards of this section. 

(2) Locate inside or outside the building within 30 feet of the main entrance to the building 

or at least as close as the nearest vehicle parking space, whichever is closer. 

c. Long-term Bicycle Parking 

(1) Provide racks, storage rooms. or lockers in areas that are secure or monitored (e.g., 

visible to employees or customers or monitored by security guards). 

(2} Locate the space within 100 feet of the entrance that will be accessed by the intended 

users. 

(3) All of the spaces shall be covered. 

d. Covered Parking (Weather Protection} 

(1) When required, covered bicycle parking shall be provided in one of the following ways: 

inside buildings, under roof overhangs or awnings, in bicycle lockers, or within or under 

other structures. 

(2) Where required covered bicycle parking is not within a building or locker, the cover 

must be permanent and designed to protect the bicycle from rainfall and provide seven 

(7) foot minimum overhead clearance. 

(3) Where required bicycle parking is provided in lockers, the lockers shall be securely 

anchored. 
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Table 4: Minimum Required Bicycle Parking Spaces 

Use Cal~ Minrmum Requued Sp;Kes 

Residential Categor ies 

Household li.,jng t.tulti..,....'O!Uing- 2 or 1 per 10 auto spaces~ 
AU other residential structure t~p!!s- None 

Group living 1 per 20 auto spaces 

Commercial Cate!)otles 

Retail sales/service office 2 or 1 per 20 auto spaces. whichever ts grealer 

Drive-up 11ehicle sef\oicing None 

Vehicle repair None 

Commercial parking facilities commercial outdoor recreation_ major e-.>ent 4 or 1 per 20 auto spaces~ whichever is greater 
entertainment 

Self-setv~ce storage None 

Industrial Cotegor!M~Servrce Ca.tegodes 

Basic util~ies 2 or 1 per 40 11paees whichever is greater 

Park and nde facilities 2 or 1 per 20 auto spaces 

Community service essential ser"~o,ce pt"D'tiders par'r<s and open areas 2 or 1 per 20 auto space~. whichever is graat•r 

Schools High schools - 4 per classroom 

Middle schools- 2 per classroom 

Grade schools - 2 per 4th & 5th grade classroom 

Colleges~ medical centers, religious institutions. daycare uses 2 or 1 per 20 auto spaces whichever is greater 

Map references (Recommendation DC-17 in Table A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.106 TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 

16.106.020 Required Improvements 

A. Generally 

Except as otherwise provided, all developments containing or abutting an existing or proposed street, 

that is either unimproved or substandard in right-of-way width or improvement, shall dedicate the 

necessary right-of-way prior to the issuance of building permits and/or complete acceptable 

improvements prior to issuance of occupancy permits. Tl=le followiRg fig l-Ire J3Fovieles tl=le eleJ3ictioR of tl=le 

Right-of-way requirements are based on functional classification ofthe street network as...fei:H:t.EI. 

established in the Transportation System Plan, Figure 8-±15. 

[Delete following figure] 
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16.106.030 Location 

[ ... ] 
B. Street Connectivity and Future Street Systems 

1. Future Street Systems. The arrangement of public streets shall provide for the continuation and 

establishment offuture street systems as shown on the Local Street Connectivity Map contained 

in the adopted Transportation System Plan (Figure 8-816). 

[Delete following figure] 
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CAP program discontinuation (Recommendation DC-18 in Table A-1) 

CHAPTER 16.106 TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 

18.1Q6.07Q ~ ..... .,.. 99W Ca~acit·t Allocation Program (C/\P) 

A. P~:~r~ose Tf:le ~~:~r~ose ofthe l<lighway 99W Ca~acity Allocation Program is to: 

1. Prevent fail~o~re of ~ighway 99W thro~:~gh Sher .... ·ooa. 

2. PreseFVc ca~acity on l-lighvlay 99\G.' over the nelft 20 years for new develo~rnent 'Nithin Sherwood. 

3. Preserve land val~:~es in Sl=lerwood ey ~reventing fail~:~re of one of the Cit'/'s key trans~ortation links. 

4. lns~:~re im13rovements to l-ligl=lwa•; 99W and aeljacent jarimary roadways are constr~:~Eted at the time 

develojament o€c~o~rs . 

5. Minimize the reg~o~latory e~:~rden on develo~rnents tl=lat l=lave minimal im~act on ~igl=lway 99W. 

B. Excl~o~sions 

The following tyjaes of projeEts anel activities are specifically e>EEI~:teleel from the provisions of this program: 
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3. Changes in ~se that do not increase tl::le n~meer of tri13s generated ey the c~rrent ~se . 

C. Qefinitions 

1. "Base Aflf3lication" means the site 13lan or condit ional ~se aflf3lication which in>Jokes the fJFOvisions of 

this cha13ter. 

2. "CafJacity" means the ma)(im~m n~meer of 13eaiE ho~r vehicle tri13s that J.lighwa't' 99W thro~gh 

Sherwooa may accommodate at the level of Service Standard ass~ming f~ll e~ilel o~t of all land 

zoned for residential and ind~strial ae>Jelof3ment in Sherwood, 

3. "F~II Access Intersections" means the following intersections on J.lighway 99W in Sherwood: 

S~nset, Meinecke, ~d·{/N . Sherwooa, T~alatin Sl::lerwooel,lScl::lolls St:lerwooa (RO'f' Rogers Road, anel 

J.lome Qe13ot (Adams Street). 

4. "ITE Man~al" means the latest eaition of the 13~elic titled "Tri13 Generation" ey the lnstit~te of 

Trans13ortation Engineers. 

S. "Le-..e l cf Ser·.-ice (LOS} Sta n dare!" Ffleans t he lowest acceptable le•;el of serw<ice on a trc;,,sj3ortatien 

corriaor within Sherwooa as stated in the Standara ReE!~irements Section. 

6. "Mitigation" means im13rovements to the trans13ortation system that increase or enhance ca13acity. 

7. "Net Tri13s" means the n~meer of tri13s generated ey a reg~lated activity a~ring the PM Peak J.to~rs . 

Net triJ3S eq~al new tri13s, diverted trif3S, ana trif3S from existing activities on a site that will remain. 

~Jet trif3S do not incl~ele: Pass ey trips, Internal trif3S, trif3S from €Misting facilities that will ee 

removed, ana Tri13s Red~cea d~e to im13lementation oftrans13ortation aemand strategies. 

8. "PealE J.lo~r" means a consecutive siMty (GQ) minute 13eriod during the twelve (12) PM ho~rs of an 

average aay, which eMJ3erience the highest sum of traffic volumes on a roadwa•;. 

9. "Reg~latea Activity" means J9roject(s) or activities J9FOJ9osed in the ease aJ9131ication. 

lQ. "Site Tri13 liR'I it" means t l::l e trip liR'I it mult iplied B't' the acreage of tJ:Ie site con taining t he regu lated 

activity. 

11. "TriJ3 Allocation Certificate" means a certificate or letter froR'I the City Engineer specifying that a 

reg~latea activity meets the tri13 limit ana SJ3ecifying any required mitigation. 

12. "TriJ3 Analysis" R'leans a study or report that specifies the net trips from a reg~latea activity and 

analyzes the triJ3 distrib~tion ana assignment from the acti•1ity, 
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13. "TriJ3 LiFRit" FReans the FRalEiFRI:lFR nl:lFReer of tri13s J3er acre froFR regl:llateEl acti•;ities that can ee 

accoFRFRoElateEl withol:lt 'liolating the LOS StanElarEl. 

0. StanElarEl Re€JI:lireFRents 

1. All regl:llateEl acti¥ities shall aE€JI:lire a TriJ3 Allocation Certificate J3rior to aJ3J3ro¥al of their ease 

aJ3J3Iication. Lack of a TriJ3 Allocation Certificate shall ee the easis for Elenial of a ease aJ3J31ication. 

2. A TriJ3 Anal·tsis is re€JI:lireEl for all regl:llateEl activities 13rior to eeing consiElereEl for a TriJ3 Allocation 

Certificate. 

3. The Level of Service StanElarEl for l-lighway99W throl:lgh SherwooEl throl:lgh the year 2Q2Q is "~". 

4. The triJ3 liFRit for a regl:llateEl acti'lity shall ee forty three (43) net triJ3s per aEFe. 

5. Mitigation to EOFRJ3I)' with the CAP shall not ee reEfl:lireEl for regl:llateEl activities occl:lrring on lana 

zones General lnEll:lstrial (GI) or Light lnEll:lstrial (LI) when the acti•w<ity woe !:lees less tl:lan eight (2) net 

tri13s J3er acre. 

E. Trip Analysis 

1. Pl:lrpose 

Tl=le first ste13 in tl=le J3Focess of seeiEing a TriJ3 Allocation Certificate is J3reJ3aration of a TriJ3 Analysis ey 

tl=le aJ3J3Iicant for the regl:llateEl acti'lit•t. Tl=le J31:lFJ30Se of the TriJ3 Analysis is to e·1all:late wl=lether tl=le 

net triJ3s froFR a regl:llateEl activity elEceeEl tl=le site triJ3 liFRit. 

2. TiFRing 

The TriJ3 Anal•1•sis sl=lall ee Sl:lBFRitteEl with tl=le relevant base apJ3IiEation. Base aJ3J3Iications 'Nithol:lt a 

Trira Analysis shall be EleeFReEl inEOFRJ3Iete. 

3. ForFRat 

At a FRiniFRI:lFR, tl=le TriJ3 /\nalysis sl=lall contain all tRe following inforFRation: 

a. Tl:le tyJ3e ana location of the regl:llateel activity. 

e. A talE FRara clearly iElentifying the parcel(s) invol .. ·eel in the TriJ3 1\nai)'Sis. 

c. S€JI:lare footage l:lseel to estiFRate trips, in accordance witl=l FRethoEls Ol:ltlineEl in tl:le IT~ Manl:lal. 

El. l)escriJ3tion of tl=le tyrae of activity, especially as it corresJ3onEls to activities ElesEFieeEl in tl=le In: 

Manl:lal. 

e. Coray of the In: Manl:lal raage l:lseEl to estiFRate triras. 
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f. /\ereage of tl=le site eontaining tl=le regt.~latea aeti•Jity ealet.~latea to two (2) aeeimal J]Oints. 

g. Trip Elistriet.~tions ana assignments from tl=le regt.~latea aetivity to all ft.~ II aeeess interseetions 

impaeteae•; ten (10) or more trips from tl=le regt.~latea aetivity witl=l iaentifieation of the methoa 

t.~sed to elistriet.~te triJlS from the site. 

h. Copies of any other stt.~Eiies t.~tilizeel in the TriJl Analysis. 

i. St.~mmary of the net trips generateele•; the regt.~lateel aetivity in eomJ]arison to the site triJ]Iimit. 

j . Signat~:~:re ana stamp of a professional engineer, registerea in the State of Oregon, with exJ]ert ise 

in traffie or transJ]ortation engineering, wl=lo J]reJ]areel the analysis. 

4. Methods 

a. The TriJ] ,'\nal•;sis ana triJ] generation for an aetivityshallee easeel on the IH: Mant.~al. 

13. If a triJl generation fer the proposes t.~se is not availaele in the IU: Mant.~al or the aJ]J]Iicant 

wishes to Elispt.~te the findings in the IH Mant.~al, the triJ] generation calct.~lation may ee eases OR 

an analysis of trips from five (S) sites •.vith the same ty13e of aetivity as that woposed. 

S. Medifieation of Trip Anal•tsis Re~t.~irements 

TAe-Gt-y..€ngiAcer :'flay ·.vah,·c, in writing, same af the reql::liremcnts of ti1e Trip t.nalysis if: 

a. The weposea regt.~lateel activity is J3art of a previet.~sly aJlwevea Trip Alleeation Certificate that 

meets the re~t.~irements of this ehaJ]ter and the aJ313Iicant aemonstrates, to the satisfaetion of 

the City engineer, that the aJ3J3Iieaele J3rovisions of the previet.~sly approved Trill Alleeation 

Certifieate shallee met; or 

13. The City engineer aetermines, t.~Jlon reeeipt of a letter of re~t.~est from tl=le aJ]J]Iieant, tl=lat less 

information is re~t.~irea to aeeomplisl=l the pt.~rposes of this el=lapter. 

F. Trill Alloeation Certifieate 

1. General 

a. Trip Alleeatien Certificates sl=lall se isst.~ea sy tl=le Cit•~ Engineer. 

13. TriJ3 Alloeation Certifieates shall be valia fer the same J3erioa as the lane t.~se or otl=ler eity 

apJ]roval for tl=le regt.~latea aeti•,•ity. 

c. The City engineer may invaliaate a TriJ]/\IIoeation Certifieate when, in the City engineer's 

jt.~Eigment, tl=le Trip Anal>y'sis tl=lat forme a tl=le basis for aware of tl=le Trip Alleeatien Certifieate no 

longer aeet.~rately reflects tl=le aetivity proposed t.~nder the base aJ3plieation . 
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a. Upon receipt of a Trip Analysis, the City Engineer shall review tRe analysis. Tl:-1e Trip Anal·;sis shall 

meet eotl:-1 of tl=-1e following criteria to j1:1stify iss~:~ance of a Trip Allocation Certificate for the 

reg~:~lated activity: 

(1) /\deEfl:lacy of anal•;sis; and 

(2) Projected net trips less tl=-1an tl:-1e site trip limit. 

8. Adeet~:~acy of Analysis 

The City Engineer sl:-1all j1:1dge tl=-1is criterion eased on tl:-1e following factors: 

(1) Adl:-1erence to tRe Trip Analysis format and metl:-1ods descrieed in this cl:-1apter. 

(2) Apwopriate ~:~se of data and ass1:1mptions; and 

(3) Completeness of tl:-1e Trip Anal•;sis. 

3. Mitigation 

a. The Tri13 Allocation Certificate shall SJ3ecify reEfl:lired mitigation meas~:~res for the reg~:~lated 

activity. 

8. Mitigation meas~:~res sl:-1all incl1:1de imJ3ro•1ements to l-ligl:-1way 99W and nearey trans13ortation 

corridors that, in tRe j~:~dgment of tRe City f:ngineer, are needed to meet the LOS Standard and 

provide capacity for tl:-1e reg~:~lated activity. 

c. Engineering constr1:1ction plans for reEfl:lired mitigation meas~:~res shall ee s~:~emitted and 

approved in conj~:~nction with other reEfl:lired constr1:1ction plans for the reg~:~lated activity. 

d. Mitigation meas~:~res shall be implemented in tandem with woriE associated witl:-1 the reg~:~lated 

acti¥ity. 

e. Fail1:1re to im13lement reEfl:lired mitigation meas~:~res shall be gro~:~nds for revoldng the reg~:~lated 

acti·;ity's ease application a13proval. 

G. Otl:-1er Provisions 

1. Acreage Calc~:~lation for a Reg~:~lated Activit•; 

a. Acreage calc~:~lations 1:1sed to calc~:~ late net tri13s per acre in the Tri13 Analysis m~:~st 1:1se tl:-1e entire 

area of the tax lot(s) containing the reg~:~lated activity, less 1QQ year floodplain area, in 

accordance witl:-1 FIRM ma13 for Sherwood. 
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13. If the site contains elEisting ~ses, the net tri~s generates sy these ~ses shall se inci~:~EleEl in the 

calc~lation of net tri13s generates from the site. 

2. Partial Development of a Site 

a. If a reg~lateEl acti .. ·ity ~tili2es a 13ortian of a ¥aeant taJE lot, s~ch that the site co~ Ia be f~rther 

aevelopea in the f~t~re, the applicant shall iaentify the f30tential ~SeS far the 'Ia cant f30rtion ana 

reserve trips far that portion of the site in accarElance with the ~ses iElentifiea. These reser\'e 

trips shall be inci~EleEl in the cale~latian of the net trips generates from the site. 

b. The Trip 1\lloeatian Certificate shall nat se iss~eEl if the proposes f~t~re ~ses of the ·,raeant area 

ana the reserve trips are ~nrealistic in the Of3inion of the City fngineer. 

Bike path section update (Recommendation DC-19 in Table A-1) 

16.106.0280 Bike ~Lanes 

If shownl!J.~ Figure &-±13 of the Transportation System Plan, bicycle patAslanes shall be installed in 

public rights-of-way, in accordance with City specifications. Bike lanes shall be installed on both sides of 

designated roads, should be separated from the road by a twelve (12) inch stripe or other means approved 

by Engineering Staff, nat a e~rb, and should be a minimum of five (5) feet wide. Bike paths sha~IEl not be 

combines with a siElewall<. 
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Attachment A 

SHERWOOD TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN UPDATE 
IMPLEMENT AT/ON LANGUAGE 

MAY2014 

Table A-1: Summary of Recommended Potential Development Code Amendments and Corresponding 

Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) and Regional Transportation Functional Plan (RTFP) Requirements 

Recommended Potential TPR and/or RTFP Commentary 

Development Code Amendments Requirements 

DC-1 Identify and update all references This has been made into a 

to the TSP in the code. note in the introductory 

text ofthis memorandum. 

DC-2 Ensure that code requirements in • TPR Section -0045(2)(a) No amendments are 

Chapter 16.96 (On-site needed to Chapter 16.96 

Circulation) and Chapter 16.106 Access Control and Chapter 16.106 related 

(Transportation Facilities) related to access management and 

to access spacing/management • TPR Section -0045(3)(b) spacing standards; existing 

and design of streets, bikeways, 
On-site Pedestrian and 

development code and the 

sidewalks, and accessways/paths 
Bicycle Circulation and 

Draft TSP are consistent. 

are consistent with the standards 

established in the updated TSP. 
Connections The updated TSP does not 

include or otherwise 
• TPR Section -0045(7) 

modify existing street 

Minimizing Roadway design standards in this 

Width chapter. Minor 

amendments are needed to 

• RTFP Section 3.08.1108 Chapter 16.106 related to 

street design. Amendments 

Street System Design for proposed to Section .010 

Pedestrian and Bicycle reflect deletions proposed 

Access for Chapter 6 of the 

Comprehensive Plan. 

Amendments proposed to 

Section .040 remove a 

reference to cross-sections 

in the TSP, which the 

updated TSP does not 

include. 

Proposed code 

amendments to: 

Chapter 16.106 
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Recommended Potential 

Development Code Amendments 

DC-3 Define the following terms and 

ensure consistency between the 

TSP, Development Code, and 

Engineering Design Manual: 

access way and shared-use path. 

Note: The City Engineering Design 

Manual includes a reference to 

pedestrian and bicycle access 

ways that can be provided at a 

maximum spacing of 330 feet in 

lieu of a street in some cases. 

DC-4 Provide additional guidance 

regarding the applicability and 

preparation of traffic impact 

analyses (TIAs), including rough 

proportionality provisions. 

SHERWOOD TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN UPDATE 
IMPLEMENT AT/ON LANGUAGE 

MAY 2014 

TPR and/or RTFP Commentary 

Requirements 

Transportation Facilities, 

Section.010 Generally 

Chapter 16.106 

Transportation Facilities, 

Section.040 Design 

• TPR Section -0045(3)(b) Proposed code 

amendments to: 
On-site Pedestrian and 

Bicycle Circulation and Chapter 16.10 Definitions, 

Connections Section .020 Specifically 

• RTFP Sections 3.08.110 

B&E 

Street System Design 

TPR Section -0045(2)(b) Proposed code 

amendments to: 
Standards to Protect 

Roadways • Chapter 16.90 Site 

Planning, Section .030.D 

Required Findings 

• Chapter 16.106 

Transportation 

Facilities, Section .020.D 

Extent of Improvements 

• Chapter 16.106 

Transportation 

Facilities, Section .040.K 

Traffic Controls 

• Chapter 16.106 

Transportation 

Facilities, Section .080 
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Recommended Potential 

Development Code Amendments 

DC-5 Given TPR requirements for 

coordinated review, consider 

whether inviting transportation 

facility and service providers to 

pre-application conferences 

would be helpful to the review 

process and thus would be 

language to include in the code 

(Section 16. 70.010). 

DC-6 Provide more direction about 

"preferential" carpool and 

van pool parking spaces. 

DC-7 Consider code changes if there 

are TOM program elements 

developed for the updated TSP 

that lend themselves to 

implementation in code. 

DC-8 Allow exemptions from maximum 

parking space standards for 

structured parking and on-street 

parking. 

SHERWOOD TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN UPDATE 
IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE 

MAY2014 

TPR and/or RTFP Commentary 

Requirements 

Traffic Impact Analysis 

[new section] 

• Chapter 16.106 

Transportation 

Facilities, Section .090 

Rough Proportionality 

[new section] 

TPR Section -0045(2){d) The City already allows for 

this level of coordinated 
Coordinated Review of review, so code 
Land Use Decisions amendments are not 

necessary. 

TPR Section -0045(4)(d) Proposed code 

amendments to: 
Employee Parking 

Chapter 16.94 Off-Street 

Parking and Loading, 

Section .010.E Location 

TPR Section -004S(S){b) TOM program elements in . 

the Draft TSP will be 
Transportation Demand reviewed. However, it is 
Management (TDM) notantkipatedthatthese 
Programs will result in proposed code 

amendments. 

TPR Section -0045(5)(d) Proposed code 

amendments to: 
Parking Management 

Chapter 16.94 Off-Street 

Parking and Loading, 

Section .010.K General 

Requirements [new 
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Recommended Potential 

Development Code Amendments 

DC-9 Administrative/housekeeping 

amendments: Address typos and 

inconsistencies in the footnotes 

for the parking standards table. 

DC-10 Consider the feasibility of 

allowing a local street cross-

section of 20-28 feet and under 

what conditions. 

DC-11 Modify the code provisions for 

plan and land use regulation 

amendments to make simpler 

reference to TPR Section -0060. 

DC-12 Provide a variance process in 

Chapter 16.84 (Variances and 

Adjustments) and/or Chapter 

16.94 (Off-Street Parking and 

Loading) that allows maximum 

parking standards to be 

exceeded. 

DC-13 Require that major driveways 

that are proposed for mixed-use 

and residential developments 

align with existing and/or planned 

streets. 

SHERWOOD TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN UPDATE 
IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE 

MAY 2014 

TPR and/or RTFP Commentary 

Requirements 

subsection] 

TPR Section -0045(5)(d) Proposed code 

amendments to: 
Parking Management 

Chapter 16.94 Off-Street 

Parking and Loading, 

Section .020 Off-Street 

Parking Standards 

TPR Section -0045(7) This recommendation will 

be developed into 
Minimizing Roadway Width proposed policy language. 

TPR Section -0060 Proposed code 

amendments to: 
Plan and Land Use 

Regulations Amendments Chapter 16.80 Plan 

Amendments, Section 

.030.C Transportation 

Planning Rule Consistency 

RTFP Section 3.08.410 Section 16.94.010.A (Off-

Street Parking Required) 
Parking Management already refers to 

procedures in Chapter 

16.84 for varying from 

minimum or maximum 

parking standards. No 

amendments are proposed . 

RTFP Section 3.08.410 Proposed code 

amendments to: 
Parking Management 

• Chapter 16.90 Site 

Planning, Section .030.0 

Required Findings 

• Chapter 16.106 
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Recommended Potential 

Development Code Amendments 

DC-14 Add on-street loading provisions 

in an appropriate location such as 

Old Town, including specific 

conditions for when on-street 

loading would be permitted. 

DC-15 Provide more requirements and 

guidance regarding short-term 

and long-term bicycle parking. 

DC-16 Consider whether having a 

hierarchy of management to 

capacity strategies (RTFP Section 

3.08.220A) would be effective as 

part of traffic impact analysis and 

legislative decision conditions of 

approval. 

DC-17 Replace maps in the development 

code with references to the maps 

in the updated TSP. 

SHERWOOD TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN UPDATE 
IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE 

MAY2014 

TPR and/or RTFP Commentary 

Requirements 

Transportation 

Facilities, Section 

.030.B.2.d Connectivity 

Map Required [new 

subsection] 

RTFP Section 3.08.410 Proposed code 

amendments to: 
Parking Management 

Chapter 16.94 Off-Street 

Parking and loading, 

Section .030.C Off-Street 

Loading Standards [new 

subsection] 

RTFP Section 3.08.410 Proposed code 

amendments to: 
Parking Management 

Chapter 16.94 Off-Street 

Parking and loading, 

Section 16.94.020.C Bicycle 

Parking Facilities 

RTFP Sections 3.08.510 This was determined to not 

be an effective or necessary 
A&B set of potential code 

amendments. 
Comprehensive Plan and 

TSP Amendments 

Replacing maps with 

references can help avoid 

inconsistencies between 

the development code and 

TSP and make updates 

easier in the future. 

Proposed code 
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Recommended Potential 

Development Code Amendments 

' 

DC-18 Remove CAP program. 

DC-19 Re-number the following section 

(Bike Paths) and update a 

reference to the TSP. 

Update the bike path section to 

address bike lanes. 

SHERWOOD TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN UPDATE 
IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE 

MAY 2014 

TPR and/or RTFP Commentary 

Requirements 

amendments to: 

• Chapter 16.106 

Transportation 

Facilities, Section .020 

Required Improvements 

• Chapter 16.106 

Transportation 

Facilities, Section .030 

Location 

The CAP program is being 

discontinued given TIA 

requirements and mobility 

standards proposed for 

adoption as part of this TSP 

update. 

Proposed code 

amendments to: 

• Chapter 16.106 

Transportation 

Facilities, Section .070 

Highway 99W Capacity 

Allocation Program 

(CAP) 

The section on bike paths is 

updated to address bike 

lanes because bike path is 

are not a term that is used 

in the updated TSP or 

elsewhere in the code. 

Proposed code 

amendments to: 

• Chapter 16.106 
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Recommended Potential 

Development Code Amendments 

SHERWOOD TRANSPORT AT/ON SYSTEM PLAN UPDATE 
IMPLEMENT AT/ON LANGUAGE 

MAY2014 

TPR and/or RTFP . . Commeotary 
.... _:u,; 1 · ··,-f;·•V:(:;,:~-f~·-=-.~ - :~= .. · .. ·._; : .-.::· 

Requirements 

Transportation 

Facilities, Section .080 

Bike Paths 
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ORDINANCE 2008·003 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND ZONING MAP TO 
REDESIGNATE A PARCEL FROM MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL LOW TO RETAIL 
COMMERCIAL. 

WHEREAS, the owners of a certain parcel of land, located at 21305 SW Pacific Highway (tax lot 
2S130D001200) (the "Property"), applied for a comprehensive plan amendment and zone 
change on the parcel; and 

WHEREAS, the owners of the Property seek a plan amendment and zone change from Medium 
Density Residential Low ("MDRL") to Retail Commercial ("RC"); and 

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission and City Council held duly noticed public hearings to 
consider the application. 

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF SHERWOOD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. The City Council approves the application and changes the Property's 
comprehensive plan and zoning designations from MDRL to RC. 

Section 2. This approval is supported by the findings and subject to the conditions contained in 
Exhibit A, attached and incorporated by reference. 

Section 3. Effective Date. This Ordinance shall become effective 30 days from its adoption. 

Duly passed by the City Council this 4th day of March 2008. 

ATTEST: 

Ordinance 2008-003 
March 4, 2008 
Page 1 of 1, Exhibit A (1 0 pgs) 

Weislogel 
Luman 
King 
Henderson 
Heironimus 
Grant 
Mays 

AYE NAY 
V'"' 

~ 
v 
v 

JK;e;;£_ 
v 
v - -
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Ordinance 2008-003 
Exhibit A 

SHERWOOD CITY COUNCIL FINDINGS 
FOR COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT AND ZONE CHANGE 

Nature of the Proposal: 
The applicant requested a comprehensive plan and zone map amendment to change the designations 
from Medium Density Residential Low (MDRL) to Retail Commercial (RC) (hereinafter referred to as the 
"redesignation." The property was a former mobile home park which has since been vacated. Based on 
the findings below, the Council concludes that the application has satisfied all applicable criteria and 
approves the requested redesignation with conditions. 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. ApplicanUOwner: 
Donald and Virginia Pfeifer 
2011 NE 1641h Place 
Portland, OR 97230 

Representatives: 
Ed Sullivan, Esq. 
Garvey, Schubert Barer 
121 SW Morrison, Suite 1100 
Portland, OR 97204 

Leslie Ann Hauer, AICP 
6100 Collins Road 
West Richland, WA 99353 

Todd Mobley 
Lancaster Engineering 
321 SW 5th Avenue, Suite 400 
Portland, OR 97204 

Eric Hovee 
E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC 
2408 Main St. 
P.O. Box 225 
Vancouver, WA 98666 

B. Location: The site is located at 21305 SW Pacific Highway; tax lot 1200 on Washington County 
Tax Assessor's map 2S130DO. 

C. Parcel Size: The parcel is 5.74 acres. 

D. Existing Development and Site Characteristics: The site was originally developed in 1964 as a 
mobile home park with 41 single-wide spaces. Currently there are no mobile homes on site; a 
single family home exists on the site that was used as a residence and office for the park 
manager, which remains vacant. 

E. Zoning Classification and Comprehensive Plan Designation: The existing plan and zone 
designation is Medium Density Residential Low (MDRL). Section 16.16 of the Sherwood 
Zoning and Community Development Code (SZCDC) lists the permitted uses in this zone. The 
proposed designation is Retail Commercial (RC). Compliance with the permitted uses in the 
RC zone is identified in Section 16.28 of the SZCDC. 

F. Adjacent Zoning and Land Use: Properties to the northeast along Pacific Highway are zoned 
predominantly Retail Commercial (RC) to the intersection of Tualatin-Sherwood Road/Edy 
Road. The adjacent property to the southwest is General Commercial (GC) for another o/.i mile, 

Driftwood Zone Change and Plan Amendment 
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with a sizeable High Density Residential (HDR) parcel further down Pacific Highway and to the 
northwest. Across Pacific Highway, properties are a mix of GC, RC, and HDR. 

Property Immediately adjacent to the northeast is zoned RC, currently used as a retail and 
storage. The abutting property to the southwest is zoned GC and is approved to be built with a 
hotel. The property to the northwest is zoned HDR and is currently developed with attached 
housing units. 

G. Review Type: The proposed Plan Amendment requires a Type V review, which involves public 
hearings before the Planning Commission and City Council. On November 13 and December 
11, 2007, the Planning Commission held public hearings to consider this matter and 
recommended denial of the proposed redesignation to the City Council. On February 5 and 
February 19, 2008, the City Council held a public hearing and voted to approve the application 
with conditions. Any appeal of this decision would go directly to the Land Use Board of 
Appeals. 

H. Public Notice and Hearing: Notice of the November 13, 2007 Planning Commission hearing on 
the proposed application was published in the Tigard-Tualatin Times on November 1st and a th 

and posted on-site and mailed to property owners within 100 feet of the site on October 171
h in 

accordance with Section 16.72.020 and 16.72.030 of the SZCDC. The notice was a revised 
notice from a previously scheduled hearing, therefore notice was provided more than 20 days 
in advance of the November 131

h hearing to ensure the revised notice was received before the 
first originally scheduled meeting date. Notice of the February 51

h hearing was also duly 
published in accordance with state law and City requirements. 

I. Review Criteria: 
The required findings for the Plan Amendment are identified in Section 4.203.02 of the 
Sherwood Zoning and Community Development Code (SZCDC); Applicable standards are: 
Comprehensive Plan, Part II, Chapter 4, Section E (residential), Section H (Economic 
Development Policies and Strategies), and Section I (Commercial); Metro Functional Plan Title 
1; and Statewide Planning Goal 9, 10 and Goal 12. 

II. PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Public comments were received at the Planning Commission hearing and are identified as Exhibits G and 
H in the record. In addition to the two written comments, public testimony was received at the first 
Planning Commission meeting from Susan Claus. No other verbal or written public testimony was 
received by anyone not associated with the applicant at the Planning Commission or City Council 
hearings. 

Ill. AGENCY COMMENTS 

Staff a-mailed notice to affected agencies on September 6, 2007. The following is a summary of 
comments received. 

The Sherwood City Manager has provided comments recommending denial because he believed a more 
appropriate use would be for office commercial as opposed to retail commercial. 

Kinder Morgan Energy indicated that they have no concerns with the proposal. 

Pride Disposal Co. has reviewed the request and had no comment. 
Driftwood Zone Change and Plan Amendment 
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Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation Planning reviewed the request and 
offered the following comment: 

For all of the major intersections which will have potential traffic impacts from this request, ODOT 
has jurisdiction. The county therefore will rely on ODOT's review of the traffic impacts on these 
intersections, some of which involve county facilities. 

For the other intersections that are considered in the report which involve county/county roadways, 
these are stop-controlled rather than signalized intersections and do not have associated 
performance criteria in the county's Transportation Plan. The county therefore does not have any 
specific comments regarding the proposal. 

Metro has reviewed the request and offered the following comments: 

Title 1 of the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan (Metro Code 3.07.140) allows a local 
jurisdiction to rezone an area as long as the jurisdiction continues to provide at least the overall 
capacity for housing specified in Table 3.07-1. In reviewing the application, it appears that the City 
of Sherwood can maintain its current dwelling unit capacity even with the reduction of 41-63 
dwelling units. 

The analysis provided by the applicant indicates that previous subdivisions approved by the City 
are developing at close to maximum density, which is higher than the capacity assumed in Table 
3.07-1. If the City agrees with the applicant's analysis, the City has capacity available to rezone 
the former Driftwood Mobile Home Park without reducing its overall dwelling unit capacity. In 
addition, residential development is permitted in the RC zone, giving the City another way to meet 
required dwelling unit capacity. 

Portland General Electric had no objection to this proposal. They have indicated that they do have both 
distribution line (12,500V) and sub-transmission line (115,00V) on the same side of the HWY 99W as the 
proposed change to Retail Commercial. PGE can underground the distribution, but under grounding the 
sub- Transmission is not economical or physically feasible to underground. 

Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue did not endorse or disapprove of this proposal. 

ODOT Outdoor Advertising Sign Program reviewed the proposal and indicated that zone changes from 
residential to commercial, for the sake of qualifying for an outdoor advertising sign, is not recognized as 
legitimate commercial zoning. No plan for an outdoor advertising sign is indicated. Otherwise, no 
comment. 

ODOT Rail Division indicated that they have no concerns with the proposal. 

ODOT Region 1 provided comments. In summary, they have concerns with the applicant's transportation 
analysis in relation to Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) compliance and recommend either denial the 
zone change be limited in a way that caps the number of trips on site to the maximum trips under the 
current zoning at "worst-case" build-out. The ODOT comments are included as Attachment 1, Exhibit F 
and Attachment 4 of the record. 

DLCD was notified of the request on August 10, 2007 and provided no comments or objections. 

IV. PLAN AMENDMENT REQUIRED FINDINGS 
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16.80.030 • Map Amendment 
This section states that an amendment to the City Zoning Map may be granted, provided 
that the proposal satisfies all applicable requirements of the adopted Sherwood 
Comprehensive Plan, the Transportation System Plan and this Code, and A-D below. 

The applicable Comprehensive Plan policies are discussed under Section V. below. Section 
16.02.080 requires that all development adhere to all applicable regional, State and Federal 
regulations. Applicable Regional regulations are discussed under Section VI. and applicable State 
regulations are discussed under Section VII. 

FINDING: This is discussed in detail below. 

A. The proposed amendment is consistent with the goals and policies of the 
Comprehensive Plan and the Transportation System Plan. 

FINDING: This is discussed in detail below under Section V. 

B. There is an existing and demonstrable need for the particular uses and zoning proposed, 
taking into account the importance of such uses to the economy of the City, the existing 
market demand for any goods or services which such uses will provide, the presence or 
absence and location of other such uses or similar uses in the area, and the general public 
good. 

The applicant analyzed need in two ways: (1) by looking at the City's Economic Opportunities 
Analysis ("EOA") and (2) by providing an analysis of those findings by E.D. Hovee, a professional 
economist. According to the EOA the City of Sherwood has only 13 acres of vacant commercial 
land left, including just 6 lots designated RC. The EOA concluded that Sherwood would need to 
add 27 additional acres to its UGB for new commercial development, under the preferred "medium 
growth scenario." 

E. D. Hovee reviewed the inclusion of the Pfeifer site in the City's retail commercial inventory. 
They found , and this Council agrees, that, under any methodology, there is a need to include the 
Pfeifer site from the following perspectives: 

The City's Economic Opportunities Analysis 
A review of loss of retail commercial sales from Sherwood consumers to other areas 

because of insufficient retail commercial sites (i.e., sales leakage) 
A demographic forecasting of retail commercial space demands compared with existing 

available retail commercial lands 
Whether Sherwood growth justifies use of a high growth figure in the Economic 

Opportunities Analysis 
The suitability of the Pfeifer property for retail commercial development, given other 

potential sites 

The Council agrees with the conclusion of the Hovee analysis, that the proposal is consistent 
under Goal 9, Economy of the State, and the City's Plan. Given both the City's EOA and the 
additional information available, redesignation of this 5. 7 4 acre parcel to retail commercial, with the 
conditions provided below, the same designation as those properties to the north and south of this 
site, is justified. 

Regarding the commercial policies identified in the EOA, this Council agrees with the applicant's 
proposed findings, as follows: 
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• Policy 1. Commercial activities will be located so as to most conveniently 
service customers. 

Finding: The subject site is associated with the large, established: Six Corners commercial 
area, making it very convenient to the customers who already use the area, as 
well as the large volume of traffic that passes through this area. 

• Policy 2. Commercial uses will be developed so as to complement rather than 
detract from adjoining uses. 

Finding: Development of a commercial use on this site would better complement the 
adjacent commercial land and uses than a mobife home park or the single-family I 
duplex uses allowed under the current MDRL zoning. 

• Policy 3. Highway 99W is an appropriate location for commercial 
development at the highway's intersections with City arterial and major 
collector roadways. 

Finding: The site is located along Highway 99W, near several major intersections. 

• Policy 4. The 1983 "Sherwood Old Town Revitalization Plan" and its 
guidelines and strategies are adopted as a part of the Sherwood 
Comprehensive Plan. 

Finding: The site is not part of Old Town, and the Revitalization Plan is not applicable. 

Conclusion: Based on the analysis above, the Council finds that the City's EOA in combination 
with the supplemental information provided in the Hovee reports (Attachment 1, 
Exhibit J and Attachment 3) has demonstrated a need for the requested 
redesignation in order to accomplish the City's goal of providing "Economic 
Opportunities". By addressing the policies of the EOA, the applicant further 
solidifies compliance of the above standard. In addition, the redesignation of 
property within the City potentially lessens the need for UGB expansions. This 
standard has been satisfied. 

C. The proposed amendment is timely, considering the pattern of development in the area, 
surrounding land uses, any changes which may have occurred in the neighborhood or 
community to warrant the proposed amendment, and the availability of utilities and services 
to serve all potential uses in the proposed zoning district. 

The Council agrees with the applicant that the mobile home park use was originally developed 
before Sherwood's Comprehensive Plan was adopted, at a time when there was comparatively 
very little commercial development in the Six Corners area, and no development on adjacent 
properties. Now, the site is an unused former mobile home park redesignated for medium density 
residential, between two commercial rarcels . Aecause the mobile home park has been closed, it 
is timely to consider a redesignation before the property develops inconsistent with locational 
criteria in the comprehensive plan (discussed further in this report). The proposed amendment is 
both timely and consistent with the area's land use pattern. 

FINDING: Based on the information provided and considering the pattern of development 
along SW Pacific Highway, this Council believes that the Retail Commercial 
designation is the most suitable designation for the area. Therefore, this standard 
has been satisfied. 
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D. Other lands in the City already zoned for the proposed uses are either unavailable or 
unsuitable for Immediate development due to location, size or other factors. 

The applicant refers back to the City of Sherwood's EOA which indicates a demonstrated need for 
additional commercial land. The subject site is the only property designated MDRL along Pacific 
Highway between Tualatin-Sherwood Road and Meineke Parkway. Staff questioned why the 
applicant chose to request a redesignation to retail commercial as opposed to another commercial 
designation that was also supported by the EOA. The applicant responded that the RC 
designation was requested after considering the existing land use designations surrounding the 
subject site. RC was chosen because it was less "permissive" than the general commercial 
designation. 

FINDING: Based on the applicant's analysis and City's EOA, the Council finds that this 
standard is satisfied. 

16.80.030 -Transportation Planning Rule CTPRl Consistency 

A. Review of plan and text amendment applications for effect on transportation 
facilities. Proposals shall be reviewed to determine whether it significantly affects a 
transportation facility, in accordance with OAR 660-12-0060 (the TPR). Review is 
required when a development application includes a proposed amendment to the 
Comprehensive Plan or changes to land use regulations. 

B. "Significant" means that the transportation facility would change the functional 
classification of an existing or planned transportation facility, change the standards 
implementing a functional classification, allow types of land use, allow types or 
levels of land use that would result in levels of travel or access that are inconsistent 
with the functional classification of a transportation facility, or would reduce the level 
of service of the facility below the minimum level identified on the Transportation 
System Plan 

C. Per OAR 660-12-0060, Amendments to the Comprehensive Plan or changes to land 
use regulations which significantly affect a transportation facility shall assure that 
allowed land uses are consistent with the function, capacity, and level of service of 
the facility Identified in the Transportation System Plan. 

Chris Maciejewski of OKS has reviewed the traffic impact study material submitted for the 
proposed zone change. The reviewed materials included the original submission from July 
2007 as well as addendums dated September 28, 2007 and October 19, 2007 that were in 
response to comments and request for additional information dated September 13, 2007. 
This review focused on determining if the City of Sherwood and OAR 660-012-0060 
requirements were met. 

The memo from Mr. Maciejewski was submitted to the City on October 29, 2007. The 
memo identifies that "The traffic impact study concludes that the proposed mitigation 
measures are adequate to mitigate the impacts of the proposed rezone. The mitigation 
measures listed in the October 19, 2007 addendum to the report include: 

• Add a left turn lane to the Sunset Boulevard approach at Highway 
99W/Eiwert Road 

• Add a left turn lane to the Sherwood Boulevard approach at Highway 
99W/Edy Road and implement protected phasing. 
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• Add a southbound right turn lane on Highway 99W at Highway 99W/Tualatin 
Sherwood Road 

• Add an eastbound right turn lane on Roy Rogers Road at Roy Rogers 
Road/Borchers Drive. 

The following mitigation measures were not listed in the report but may be needed: 
• A southbound right turn lane on Highway 99W at the site access was 

assumed in the capacity analysis but was not indicated in the list of 
improvements. This improvement may not be feasible due to the lane drop 
on Highway 99W in the access vicinity. 

• Additional or revised mitigation may be required based on updating the 
analysis to address the items mentioned in the Capacity Analysis and 
Queuing Analysis section." 

After extensive consideration by the City's traffic consultant, ODOT, and the applicant's 
traffic consultant, a condition of approval that would limit trip generation from the site under 
the RC Zone to the maximum number of trips permissible under the MDLR Zone without 
additional review. The Planning Commission and ODOT provided specific 
recommendations on the wording of potential conditions. The Council considered the 
recommended conditions as well as analysis by staff demonstrating that it is possible to 
develop some uses on the site even with the trip limit. 

FINDING: 

CONDITION: 

Based on the traffic analysis of a professional traffic engineer the City consulted, the 
proposed redesignation, if allowed without conditions, is not consistent with the 
Transportation Planning Rule. However, Staff met with the applicant to discuss the 
findings of the traffic engineer, considered ODOT recommendations, Planning 
Commission recommendations and staff analysis and Council concludes that it is 
possible to place conditions on the property to ensure compliance with the TPR. 
Therefore, if the applicant satisfies the following condition of approval, this section 
will be met. 

1. A condition of this zone change is that the site is limited to 460 trips per day. If the applicant or 
future property owners wish to allow for more trips, a Plan Amendment with TPR analysis will be 
necessary to remove the trip limit. 

2. Prior to this redesignation becoming final, the applicant shall provide a written agreement, 
recorded with the property and binding on all future owners that all development on this parcel 
shall be subject to the City's site plan approval process and that requires the site plan approval 
shall not be granted for uses that, taken cumulatively, exceed the trip generation of 460 trips per 
day unless and until: 

1) Transportation improvements to allow for the additional trips have been funded and 
installed; or 

2) The City's Plan is amended consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals to provide 
otherwise. 

V. APPLICABLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN POLICIES 
The applicable portions of the Comprehensive Plan include Chapter 4, Land Use, Section E
Residential; and Section H - Economic Development, Section I - Commercial. 

Driftwood Zone Change and Plan Amendment Page 7 of 10 
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Chapter 4, Section E - Residential Land Use 

Policy 1 Residential areas will be developed in a manner which will insure that the integrity 
of the community Is preserved and strengthened. 

Policy 2 The City will insure that an adequate distribution of housing styles and tenures are 
available. 

Policy 3 The City will insure the availability of affordable housing and locational choice for 
all income groups. 

Policy 4 The City shall provide housing and special care opportunities for the elderly, 
disadvantaged and children. 

Policy 5 The City shall encourage government assisted housing for low to moderate Income 
families. 

Policy 6 The City will create, designate and administer five residential zones specifying the 
purpose and standards of each consistent with the need for a balance in housing densities, 
styles, prices and tenures. 

The proposed redesignation is from Medium Density Residential (MDRL) to Retail Commercial 
(RC). There is no residential component associated with this request. However, the RC 
designation does allow for mixed use projects, which could include a residential element. 

FINDING: Based on the analysis above, the Council finds that while residential is a potential 
component of an RC development, the proposed change does not include a residential element. 

Chapter 4, Section H -applicable Economic Development Policies and Strategies 

Policy 2 The City will encourage economic growth that is consistent with the management 
and use of its environmental resources. 

Policy 5 The City will seek to diversify and expand commercial and industrial development 
in order to provide nearby job opportunities, and expand the tax base. 

The subject site was developed in 1964 as a mobile home park and has never been identified with 
environmental resources. Changing the designation to Retail Commercial, the site will be able to 
provide job opportunities to the community while increasing the tax base of the City. 

FINDING: The Council believes that the proposed redesignation is consistent with the above 
policies and supports economic development within the City. 

Chapter 4, Section I - applicable Commercial Policies 

FINDING: The Council notes that the commercial policies have been addressed earlier in this 
document, under section 16.80.030 of the Map Amendment criteria. 

VI. APPLICABLE REGIONAL (METRO) STANDARDS 

Driftwood Zone Change and Plan Amendment 
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The only applicable Urban Growth Management Functional Plan criteria are found in Title 1 -
Housing. The City of Sherwood is currently in compliance with the Functional Plan and any 
amendment to the Sherwood Plan & Zone Map must show that the community continues to 
comply. Table 3.01-7 of this Title indicates that Sherwood's dwelling unit capacity is 5,216 and the 
job capacity is 9,518. The proposed amendment will provide greater job opportunity while allowing 
mixed use projects which would allow residential and will not result in the loss of jobs. The 
applicant has provided adequate documentation that enabled Metro to provide comments 
confirming that "The City of Sherwood can maintain its current dwelling unit capacity even with the 
reduction of 41-63 dwelling units." 

FINDING: Based on staffs analysis, applicant's submission , and comments form Metro, the 
Council finds that the proposed redesignation is consistent with the Metro Functional Plan criteria 
and the City would continue to be in compliance if the redesignation were approved. 

VII. APPLICABLE STATE STANDARDS 

The applicable Statewide Planning Goals include: Goal 9, 10 and Goal 12. 

Goal 9- ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
To provide adequate opportunities throughout the state for a variety of economic activities 
vital to the health, welfare, and prosperity of Oregon's citizens. 

Oregon Administrative Rule 660-009 (Economic Development) implements Goal 9. OAR 660-009 
requires that Cities and Counties prepare Economic Opportunities Analysis in accordance with the 
directions in the Rule. It also requires that Cities provide an adequate supply of land to meet 
identified employment needs. 

As discussed above, Sherwood adopted an EOA earlier this year which was implemented through 
amendments to the goals and policies of the comprehensive plan. The proposed plan amendment 
helps meet some of the commercial land needs identified in the EOA, as shown by the Hovee 
testimony. The proposed redesignation meets economic goals and policies found in the EOA, the 
City's Comprehensive Plan, and the City's Economic Development Strategy. 

FINDING: The Council finds that the proposed plan amendment is consistent with the 
requirements of Goal 9 and its Administrative Rule. 

Goal10 ·HOUSING 
This goal specifies that each city must plan for and accommodate needed housing types, 
such as multifamily and manufactured housing. It requires each city to inventory its 
buildable residential lands, project future needs for such lands, and plan and zone enough 
buildable land to meet those needs. It also prohibits local plans from discriminating against 
needed housing types. 

Statewide Planning Goal 10 is implemented by the comprehensive plan and in the Metro region by 
OAR 660-007 (Metropolitan Housing). OAR 660-007 provides density standards and methodology 
for land need and supply comparisons . Metro Title 1 responds to the requirements of the 
Metropolitan Housing Rule. By complying with Metro Title 1, Sherwood complies with OAR 660-
007 as well as Statewide Planning Goal 10. The Council concurs with Metro's analysis. 

FINDING: Based on the analysis above, Council believes that this Goal has been satisfied. 

Goal 12 • TRANSPORTATION 
Driftwood Zone Change and Plan Amendment 
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The goal aims to provide "a safe, convenient and economic transportation system." It asks 
for communities to address the needs of the "transportation disadvantaged." 

Goal 12 is implemented by OAR 660-012-0000. Compliance with this Goal and the OAR was 
discussed above. 

FINDING: The Council believes that the proposed redesignation is generally consistent with 
State standards, which have been met as conditioned previously. 

VIII. CONDITION OF APPROVAL 

1. A condition of this zone change is that the site is limited to 460 trips per day. If the applicant or 
future property owners wish to allow for more trips, a Plan Amendment with TPR analysis will be 
necessarv to remove the trip limit. 

2. Prior to this redesignation becoming final, the applicant shall provide a written agreement, 
recorded with the property and binding on all future owners that all development on this parcel 
shall be subject to the City's site plan approval process and that requires the site plan approval 
shall not be granted for uses that, taken cumulatively, exceed the trip generation of 460 trips per 
day unless and until: 

1) Transportation improvements to allow for the additional trips have been funded and 
installed; or 

2) The City's Plan is amended consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals to provide 
otherwise. 

3. Prior to this redesignation becoming final, the applicant shall provide a written agreement, 
recorded with the property and binding on all future owners that all development on this parcel 
shall be additionally restricted as follows: 

a. Any new use shall not involve outdoor storage or outdoor sales of products or 
outdoor display of products for sale, except that an outdoor seating area for a 
restaurant or cafe or small scale seasonal display is permitted and 

b. No "fast food" type restaurant with drive through window shall be allowed. 

IX. ATTACHMENTS incorporated by reference 
Attachment 1 -November 6, 2007 staff report (with Exhibits A-1) 
Attachment 2- December 4, 2007 addendum staff report with Exhibit J 
Attachment 3- applicant additional submittal dated l/25/08 including: letter from Ed Sullivan (3 pgs), 
Memo from Todd Mobley (4 pgs) and letter from Eric Hovee.(7 pgs) 
Attachment 4- February 4, 2008 memo from ODOT distributed at 2-5-08 hearing 
Attachment 5 - Staff Executive Summary to Council dated 2-19-08 with Attachment 1 
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I HAVE READ ANÐ U,\'DERSTOOÐ THE RUTES FOR MEETINGS 
''V 

THE CITY OF
SHERWOOD.

1. PLEASE INDICATE THE ITEM YOU WOULD LIKE TO SPEAK ABOUT

Date: FLT - )-l{ng.na^uem: fßltr-cln4 (From Agenda)

NOTE: lf you want to speak to the Commission about more than one subject,
please submit a separate form for each item.

2. PLEASE MARK YOU POSITION/INTEREST ON THE AGENDA ITEM

Applicant Proponent: _ Opponent: _ Other:

c

3. PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS IN A LEGIBLE FORMAT TO
RECEIVE A COPY OF THE NOTICE OF DECISION ON THIS MATTER.

Name:

Address:

City/State/Zip: a

vã¿ o c.-4

/L

EmailAddress:

I represent: Myself >< Other

4. PLEASE GIVE THIS FORM TO THE RECORDING SECRETARY PRIOR TO YOU
ADDRESSING THE PLANNING COMMISSION. Thank you.

City of Sherwood Planning Commission
Public Comment

o
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I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THE RUTES FOR MEETINGS IN THE CIW OF
SHERWOOD.

1. PLEASE INDICATE THE ITEM YOU WOULD LIKE TO SPEAK ABOUT

Date: ç/<7- lL+ þÅliê.frí,

RECEIVE A COPY OF THE NOTIC

Name: KeiTr{ Õ L,{)e ty-

Agenda ltem:

NOTE: lf you want to speak to the Gommission about more than one subject,
please submit a separate form for each item.

2, PLEASE MARK YOU POSITION/INTEREST ON THE AGENDA ITEM

Applicant: Proponent: _ Opponent: _

3. PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS IN A LEGIBLE FORMAT TO
E OF DECISION ON,THIS MATTER.

Agenda)

Other: \-/'

Address:

City/State/Zip

QcL 8 t-,

7t*
/U O,U€EmailAddress:

I represent: Myself X Other

4. PLEASE GIVE THIS FORM TO THE REGORDING SECRETARY PRIOR TO YOU
ADDRESSING THE PLANNING COMMISSION. Thank you.

City of Sherwood Planning Commission
Public Comment
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4. PLEASE GIVE THIS FORM TO THE RECORDING SECRETARY PRIOR TO YOU
ADDRESSING THE PLANNING COMMISSION. Thank you.

City of Sherwood Planning Commission
Public Comment
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NOTE: lf you want to speak to the Gommission about more than one subject,
please submit a separate form for each item.

2. PLEASE MARK YOU POSITION/INTEREST ON THE AGENDA ITEM

Applicant: Proponent: _ Opponent: _ Other:

3. PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS IN A LEGIBLE FORMAT TO
RECEIVE A COPY OF THE NOTICE OF DECISION ON THIS MATTER.
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City/State/Zi
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4. PLEASE GIVE THIS FORM TO THE RECORDING SECRETARY PRIOR TO YOU
ADDRESSING THE PLANNING COMMISSION. Thank you.

City of Sherwood Planning Commission
Public Comment
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Sherwood
Transportation Plan

[TSP) PA1 4-0r
May 27,2014
Public Hearing

Planning Commission

1,. City's Comprehensive Plan - Chapter 6

2. City's Development Code -
. 16.10 Definitions
. 16.80 Plan Amendments
. 16.90 Site Plan Review
. !6.94 Off-Street Parking and Loading
. 16.106Transportation Facilities

3. 2005 Transportation System Plan

4. Map Amendment to remove the trip cap imposed through Ord
2008-003

PROPOSAL

Proposal to amend:
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

. Two Planning Commission work sessions

. Dedicated Website

. Two public open houses

. Citizens Advisory Committee

. Technical Advisory Committee

. Draft TSP available to the public for comment since late March

. Archer Articles

. Articles in the Gazette

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

The proposed amendments meet the necessary
approval cr¡ter¡a to justify approval. Staff recommends
that the Planning Commission forward a

recommendation of approval of the proposed
amendments to the Sherwood City Council.
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SHERWOOD TSP UPDATE
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Planning Commission
May 27 ,2014
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TSP Review Discussion Topics

. Process Overview

. Content and Plan
Purpose

. Draft TSP Project Lists

. Future Refinements

. lmplementation/Code
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Process Update - Current Status
Address state,

regional, and local
regulåt¡ons, policies

and plans

lnventory the
Existing

Transportatlon
System

ldentify Deficiencies
in the Existing
Transportation

System

Forecast Traffic
Growth for the

Planning Horizon
Year

ldentify Deficiencies
in the Future

Transportation
System

Forecast
Reasonable Funding
through the Planning

Horizon

Alternatives to
Address Needs
(Preferred vs.

Revenue Forecast)

Develop
lmplementation

Ordinances
Adoption

TSP Content and Purpose

. General vision &
strategies

. Future improvements

. Overview of standards
. Cross-sections
. Access spacing
. Traffic calming
. Connectivíty
. Mobility targets

l-low to use this Documentr
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Overview of what has Changed

. Looking further ahead

. Updated project list

. lntersection project
focus

. Mobility targets

. CAP removed
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2014

I
2005
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Project List Development

. Limited funding

. Evaluated projects

. Prioritized project lists
. Aspirational (all planned

projects)
. Fundable Plans

. Conservatively Fundable

. Projected Fundable

Transportatron Goals

Poticy Feedback by
Project Stakehotders

Evaluation Criteria

Trðn5portatlon
System lnvestments

+

+

+
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Project List Outcomes

. Approximate cost
. Pedestrian:37o/o
. Motor Vehicle: 33%
. Bicycle23o/o
. Transit: 7%
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Ficw 8: Êv¡h¡alion of the Fundable Plans

$u.3M

furdlngSetrar¡o

¡ MotorVehic¡e

r Pedestrlil & Bicycle

I Trar¡sit

Motor Vehicle Projects
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. Longer term
corridor
improvements
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Pedestrian Projects

AnÉeb
pl¡nnn\qUgroup

. Sidewalk infill,
paths, crossing
enhancements

. Centralized
focus of limited
funds

. Exclusive , ,

lanes, paths,
shared lane

. Proposed ,

facilities reflect
constraints and
system 

I

opportunities
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Bicycle Projects
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Futu re Refinement Areas

. Brookman Road function and design

. Highway 99W cross sections

. Local transit service enhancements

. Parking management plan

. Bypass route support
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Code and PolicyAmendments
. Current Drafts reflect:

. Feedback from PC, CC,
TAC, CAC, and City staff

. Updated references
between Code and TSP

. Rewording for more
clarity

. Clearer distinction
between existing vs.
new policy language
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. Traffic impact analysis
(ïA)
. Purpose/context statement
. Reference to performance

measures in TSP
. Connections/crossings to

adjacent ped/bike facilities

. Clarified bicycle
parking requ¡rements

. Removal of capacity
allocation program
(cAP)

Development Code

UGl,''Ar€F#,

Comprehensive Plan Policies
. lmprove connectivity
citywide (e.9., mid-block
crossings)

. Support transportation
demand management
citywide

. lmprove transit
connections between
communities (e.9.,
Sherwood/Tualatin)

. Retain goal and policies
related to Six Corners
and Old Town
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Questions?
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City of Sherwood, Oregon
Planning Commission

May 27,2014

Planning Commission Members Ptesenü Staff Present:
CharJean Simson Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director
CommissionerJohn Clifford Bob Galati, Civil Engineer
Commissioner Beth Cooke (at 7:05 pm) Brad IClby, Planning Manager
Commissioner Russell Griffin I(irsten Allen, Planning Dept. Program Coordinator
Commissioner Sally Robinson
Commissioner Lisa Walker

Planning Commission Members Absent:
Vice ChairJames Copfet

Council Members Present:
Councilor Robyn Folsom

Legal Counsel:
Chris Crean

1. Call to Otder/Roll Call

ChatJean Simson called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm.

2. Agenda Review

The agenda consisted of the Consent Agenda and a public hearing for the PA 14-01 Ttansportation
System Plan Update.

3. Consent Agenda:
a.. January 2812014 Planning Commission Minutes
b. February tl,20t4 Planning Commission Minutes
c. Match ll.r2014 Planning Commission Minutes
d. Apdl8r2014 Planning Commission Minutes
e. May lil, 2014Planning Commission Minutes

Chair Simson indicated that she submitted Sctivenet's errors that did not change the content of the

minutes and recommended that on page 22 of the February 77,201,4 minutes the record show that Mr.
Tiemann declined an opportunity fot tebuttal or additional testimony with his remaining time.

CommissionerJohn Clifford indicated that he was present for the February 11'h meeting, but in the final
motion it indicated that he was absent. Commissioner Clifford's nâme was changed to Commissioner
'Walker who was absent at the meeting. Ât Commissionet Cliffotd's tequest the ftst line at the top of page

23 of the packet was changed to read "Brad responded to a question from Commissioner Cüfford and

commented fhat..."

Motion: From Commissionet Russell Griffin to approve the Consent Agenda as âmended. Seconded
by Commissionet Lisa Walker. All present Planning Commissioners voted in favor (Vice Chait

James Copfer was absent).

Planning Commission Meeting Minutes
}u4ay 27,2014
Page I of24



4. Staff Announcements

Btad I(lby, Planning Manager, spoke of the ftst Local Ttail Advisory Committee (I-TAC) meeting for the
Cedar Cteek Trail that was held on May 1.5,201.4 at City Hall. He asked Commissioner Clifford, LTAC
liaison, to tell about the meeting. Commissioner Cliffotd said thete was a good turn out and the main
speaker, ftom the Tualatin Hills Patk and Recreation District (THPRD), wâs very informative.

Btad indicated that the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ also held a meeting on May 15'h

about the I(en Fostet Farms site in southeast Sherwood. The DEQ has provided the City with a draft
copy of the findings in the Remedial Investigation Report, dated May 75,2074. The report has been

placed in the Sherwood Lllxary reference section.

Btad asked Commissionet \ü/alker, who was in attendance, to convey what happened at the meeting.
Commissioner rùØalket said the meetìng wâs meânt to be a general infotmation meeting to let the public
know that the process is ongoing and on hold. She said the Environmental Protection Agency @,PÄ) may
change some of the threshold levels allowed for Chromium levels in the soil (they did not indicate whethet
it was up or down) and it may be another year from any conclusions. Brad said he heard that the
Chromium was concentrated in certain ateas and that there were two types of in itthe area. Commissioner
Walker said it was a complicated site with a continuing process.

Julia added that even though nothing on the site may change, the standards change, so the rules and
complications change too. She tecounted that at the Otegon Btownfields Conference eadier that day the
t^nnery and the I(en Foster Farms site was a topic of discussion where even the environmental
professionals commented on how complicated the site was.

Note: a btownfield site is teal property where the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be

complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazatdous substance, pollutant, or contaminant
(www. eb a. so u / bro w nli e I ds / o ue ruie w / p /o.r s a n. h tm ).

Brad infotmed the Commission that TriMet has announced that they will be investing in services again and
will release their Draft Service Enhancement Plan this summer. He said they have discussed expanding
service to the \'À{CA and an option for service between Tualatin and Sherwood. Brad said the City can

provide comments to advocate for or against proposed enh¿ncements.

Brad related that the Ftiends of the Tualatin River !7ildlife Refuge had ovet a thousand people attend their
annual Bird Festival ar'd Sherwood is in the running fot a $100,000 gtant towards a dog patk. The City is
looking at the west portion of Snyder Park for the ftst dog park and there is a link on the City website to
vote for Sherwood.

Brad thanked the Commission for their commitment to reading all of the matenal for the Transportation
System Plan update and pointed out that the consultants role wâs to:

o Create a netwotk of connected streets which serve all ftansportation modes in Sherwood.

o Create an efficient system that is compliant with state and regional policies.

o Ensure that aD. people have access to safe, healthy, convenient a¡d affordable ttansportation options
regatdless of age, income or other socioeconomic factors.

Planning Commission Meeting Minutes
May 27,2014
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. Propose measures, by way of the project list, to the community to help rcalae a complete system of
streets, sidewalks, trails, bike lands, and transit amenities.

Brad said the Planning Commission's role was as an advisory body to the policy makers, which is the City
Council. He said the ptoposal was a mix of policy and regulation based on engineertng data,long range
fotecasting and assumptions that he did not always understand and encouraged members to ask questions.
Btad advised that the Planning Commission was to make a recorrunend¿tion to the City Council based on
the proposal and if the recommendation changed the direction of the policy or regulation, follow up with
the reasoning fot that change would be needed. He suggested that members ask themselves if they liked
or disliked the concept, if the language afforded the communrqt an opportunity to study the concept, if it
was rþht for the community, andif the City was compliant with state and regional policies.

Brad repotted that thete was an arttcle in the }/.ay 27, 2014 edtaon of the Daily Journal of Commerce

PJC) about the sþal temoval and the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) court câse.

5. Council Liaison Announcements
Councilor Folsom said the Budget Committee passed the budget for the Fiscal Year 2074-15 with a vote
of 1,3to l,whichwillgotoCityCouncilonJune 77,2014. Shesaidtherewas an71o/oextrâreserveover
¡Jr'e 20o/o requirement due to the economy and hard wotk of staff equivalent to over $900,000. The budget
committee opted to use approximately $450,000 on one time assets like park equipment replacement, and

$300,000 would be placed in a teserve account for maintenance of assets built about ten years ago.

Councilor Folsom mentioned Mutdock Park as one of those assets recently finished ftom funds allocated
in the last budget cycle. At Chair Simson's request, Councilor Folsom explained that the Budget
Committee is made up of seven ct1dLzen volunteers and the seven City Council members. She added that
cittzen comments u/ere part of the budgeting process and a Budget Committee meeting was held on a

Satutday to encourage citizen involvement, but it did not. After the budget is approved by the Budget
Committee it is forwarded to the City Council for adoption (see the June 17 ,2074 agenda) and public
comment will be allowed at fhat hearing.

Councilor Folsom reported tlnat all five of the Charter Amendments on the May ballot had passed by a

greatmargin.

6. Community Comments
I(eith Weir, Sherwood resident came forward and said he drives to Sherwood nearþ every day using
Railroad Street and Main Street. He spoke of the TtiMet bus taking up both lanes [when turning] and of
instances where either he or the bus had to back up. Mr. \ùØeir recounted that he spoke with the Police
Department and City staff who told him that TdMet "handles everything". He suggested that the City
not let TriMet handle everything. Mr. Weir commented that Tualatin Sherwood Road needed more lanes

and it could be done with the space used by the bike lanes and sidewalks. Mr. Weir commented that Old
Town had the character to be like Bridgeport in the futute and eliminate cars in Old Town except for
during Cruise-in Sherwood.

Chair Simson explained that Washington County takes care of Tualatin Sherwood Road and it is in their
plân to widen the road.
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Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director, added that there is coordination with TriMet and the

conversation about routes and the ease of their turning movements could be had. She responded to Chatt

Simson's question about which department that would be and said that it was multiple departments:

Engineering, Public Works, and Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue (TVF&R).

Bob Galati, City Engineer, added that the City Council has directed staff to look into the cost of removing

the monuments, replacing them with something less site resftaining. It is on the Engineering

Depattment's task list.

7. New Business
a. Public Headng - PA 14-0l Transportation System Plan Update

Chair Simson read the public hearing stâtement and stated that the Planning Commission would be

making â recommendation to City Council. She asked for any conflicts of intetest. Receiving none, she

asked for the staff report.

Brad I3by, Planning Manager, g ve ^ presentation (see tecord, Exhibit 7) and explained that the
Transportation System Plan was last updated in 2005 except for the minot amendments done for
individual projects such as Cedar Brook rWay, the extension of Balet Way, and Langer Farms Patkway

North. He indicated that the update was staff initiated was to amend:

o Goals and Policies within Chapter 6 of the City's Comptehensive Plan,
o City's Development Code Chapters:

o 16.10 Definitions
o 16.80 Plan Amendments
o 16.90 Site Plan Review
o 16.94 Off-Street Parking and Loading
o 16.106Transportation Facilities

o 2005 Transportation System Plan (superseded if adopted)
. Map Amendment to remove the trip cap imposed through Ord. 2008-003 regarding the Pfeiffet

property on Hwy 99\X/ next to Providence Medical.

Brad explained that a ttafftc analysis wâs not pedormed fot the Pfeiffer property when Otd. 2008-003 was

adopted and Council decided that the additional CAP would be put on the property. ,{.s a result of the
TSP update there has been traffic modeling as retail commetcial for the property and that the analysis is no
longer needed, because measures to mitigate the impacts have been identifred.

Brad explained that the public involvement included trvo Planning Commission work sessions, a dedicated

website that was updated at least monthly, two public open houses, a CrtdLzens Advisory Committee that
met three times, and a Technical Advisory Committee consisting of engineers, planners and policy makers

from Oregon Depafiment of Transportation (ODOT), \X/ashington County, Tualatin, Beaverton, and

Tigard. He said the Draft TSP has beert available to the public fot comment since late Match, and there

were several atticles about the TSP Update in the Archer or Gazette.
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Brad stated that the proposed amendments meet the necessary approva,l criteria to justi$r a Planning
Commissiolr. recorrunendation for apptoval of the policy document and Staff recommends that the

Commission forward a recornmendation of approval of the proposed amendments to the Sherwood City
Council based on the work and input that has been put into this process to date.

Brad turned the time over to the Bob Gzlatt, City Engineer. Bob intoduced the project consultants Chris
Maciejewski and Gath Appanaitis from DKS Associates and Darci Rudzinkski with Angelo Planning
Gtoup. Mr. Maciejewski gave a presentation (see tecord, Exhibit 2) and recapped the process to date. He
said the process was at the final step of adoption for a process that started about 

^ 
ye r ^go. 

Mr.
Maciejewski repofied that the planning work done in the city and the region over the past five plus years

was compiled and the City's transportation infrastructure inventoried tegarding how it was working and
how people use it in otder to identify ftanspottation needs. Then transportation needs were forecasted 20

years into the futute using Metro's tegional forecasting tool to the year 2035. Mr. Maciejewski stated that
money avatlable was considered to develop alternatives to meet those transportation needs thtough multi-
modal transpottation projects. !7ith thatwe came outwith a prefered list of projects and accompanytng
implementing ordinances.

Mt. Maciejewski gave an overview of what the document contained and said that it sets the vision for the

community on how the transportation system will help marrage growth with strategies to guide in those

decisions. He said thete is list of future imptovement projects that would improve safety, operation,
mobility, connectivity and othet types of transportation needs atound the community. He said one of the
most important section was the standards which include standards for:

o Ctoss-sections - the components of a stteet, width, sidewalk, etc.
o Access spacing - how far apafi should driveways and roadways be

o Trafftc calming - how to protect the livability for residential neighborhoods as ttafftc volumes
increase

o Connectivity - local street connection
o Mobility targets - how to manage congestion and how much congestion is acceptable

Mr. Maciejewski explained that the update was being done, because the 2005 Transportation System Plan

looked to the year 2020 ard a twenty year plan needs to be in place. He said the update contains an

updated project list that compiles all the work that has been done ovet the last five plus years, tegional
projects like the Tualatin Sherwood Road widening project, and concept plans areas. The project list is a
little different from the last update and is focused on lower cost strategies used to manage congestion as

opposed to majot capttal improvements to widen roadways to build out of congestion. Mr. Maciejewski
related that mobility targets are highlighted more in the document and the Capacrty,{llocation Program
(CAP) Ordinance is removed.

Mr. Maciejewski explained that to build the project list the City started by establishing ftansportation goals

ftom goals aheady in place as policy elements and worked with advisory groups to develop evaluation

criteria that aligned with those goals. He said the ptocess used revenue constraints and compared the

evaluation criteria to choose which alternatives made the most sense. Mr. Maciejewski showed that there

were two types of projects; conseraaliueþ føndabk projects which looked at the revenue ftom the last frve
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yeârs that can be used on transportation and projected out the next twenty yearc;projecfedfundable projects
take into account the potential gtowth areas arovrLd the city and the revenue that could come in with that.

Mr. Maciejewski concluded that there was a focus on lower cost items, safety and multi- modal projects
and roughly a thfud of the approximated costs are spent on each of the major types of transportation: 37o/o

is projected to be used for pedestrian enhancements, 33o/o for Motor Vehicle, 23o/o for Bicycle, andTo/o on
Transit. A more significant component in the 2005 plan was motor vehicle focused. Mr. Maciejewski said

the documents list each project by mode and color coded with near term, medium term or long term
priority.

Mr. Maciejewski explained that there was updated language in the draft TSP about the Brookman Road

^re ^s 
the city coordinated with \)Øashington County in desþating that as an arterial toadway, but the

language acknowledges that there are compatibility issues with the Brookman Road Concept Plan that may
need further work or revisited.

Mr. Maciejewski indicated that the City and ODOT staff have been coordinating on the Hwy 99\ùØ cross

sections and are close to having an âgreement. He said TriMet has continued its Local transit service

enhancements planning and a proposal from them will be coming this summer that will need to be
incorporated into the TSP in the future. Mt. Maciejewski advised that the need for parking management
plan was identified âs part of the Sherwood Town Center planning process. He recounted that a statement
that was added relating support from the community regatding relieving úaffic congestion from through
úafftc and support for regional efforts with rX/ashington County or other jurisdictions to get through
tnfftc onto Tualatin Sherwood Road ot Hwy 99\X/, giving an option to go around the city.

Note: Part of the TSP Updan includes amendments to the Comprehensiue Plan and Sherwood Zoning and Communi4t

Deuelopment Code so that a// documents complemenT each other. DKS Associares was conlracled to work on lhe

transportafion aspect of tlte TSP update. Angelo Planning was contracled to work on Comprehensiue Plan and Sheruood

Zoning and Communi! Deuelopnent Code language.

Darci Rudzinski fiom Angelo Planning Group explained that she was orìe of the planners that worked on
the policies in the Comptehensive Plan and Development Code language. She explained that the language
has evolved as a result of feedback from the Planning Commission, the City Council, the Technical and
Ciazen Advisory Committees and City staff. She related that one of the objectives was to get the
proposed language in closer compliance with the Regional Transportation Functional Plan, which
implements that Regional Transportation Plan, as well as the state Transportation Planning Rule. Ms.
Rudzinski reported that some of the more substzntial ateas of change being proposed in the code was the
uafftc impact analysis; the code atticulates existing city practice that the city uses the impact analysis to
assess what the impacts of proposed development might be on the transportation system and,if necessary,

gives the city the power to ask for mitigation to make sure the system is in line with the growth that
happens. She added that bicycle parking requirements were cladfied, and the CAP progâm was removed.

Ms. Rudzinski stated that the changes in the Code and the Comprehensive Plan arc intended to reflect
what is happening in the Transpottation System Plan so there is underþing policy that supports what the
city tequires of developments and city improvements when building a new facitty for the community. She

noted that there were some housekeeping items; if sftategies or implementation measures have zkeady
happened it was suggested they be deleted. Ms. Rudzinski revealed that some Comprehensive Plan
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policies included planning cootdination with regional partners like Metro, !Øashington County and
ODOT, and added performance targets ând measures with a policy that articulates Sherwood's intention
to try to adopt measures that teflect Metro targets. She concluded by saying that the through ttafftc bad
come up as an issue so there is policy language that encourages regional tdps do not occur on local street
systems.

Chair Simson proposed that the Commission hear public testimony before the consultants answer

questions. The Commission was in agteement.

Brad said thete was written testimony submitted by Sherwood resident, ìØade Anderson. Ch¿ir Simson
indicated that the Commission would read the letter after headng public testimony.

Ty Wymaft, attorney tepresenting Medone Geiet Pattners, which owns the Âlbertsons based shopping
center on Tualatin Sherwood Road, cited his appreciation for the time and attention given to Medone
Geier. He commented that the article disftibuted by Brad I{ilby did a good job talking about the LUBA
case regarding the temoval of the sþal on Tualatin Sherwood Road. Mr. Wyman mentioned that the TSP
Update is fat beyond the traffic sþal, but the sþal was important to them. He said that Merlone Geier
was not going to ask for any revisions or additions to the ptoposed update, because the sþal is already in
the existing plan. Mt. \X/yman stated that Merlone Geier is invested in the Sherwood community and
intends to stay with or without the sþal. He expressed appteciation for time spent by Bob Galatt and
Brad l(lby with himself and his client about property issues and acknowledged that is was not an easy one.

Anthony Bevel, Sherwood resident said he has lived in Sherwood for sixteen years and told the
Commission that Sì7 Lynnly to S\)Ø Houston serves as cut thtough streets from Roy Rogers Road to Edy
Road. FIe commented that ddvers go very fast through the neighborhood and said he would like to see

traffic calming devices placed on the street. Mr. Bevel said that he has picked up dead animals and
described the difficulty in retrieving his mail at 5:30 pm, because of the danger. He asked the City to put
iuafftc calming devices on his street to correct the bad behavior. Mr. Bevel added that he had been told
the reason for not having úafftc calming devices was, because of the damzge caused to emergency vehicles
and he did not find it acceptable.

Mr. Bevel asked how a pedestdan u/as expected to get to the south side of Sherwood and commented that
twenty years fiom now he did not see it happening. FIe commented about living near the Ross Island
bridge thathad a pedesftian bridge âcross Powell Blvd.

Eugene Stewatt, Sherwood property owner said as a member of the Citizen's Advisory Committee he

felt that there was not sufficient time to discuss a number of topics and he felt as though the process was
rushed to satis$r Metto instead of looking at the needs of the citizens. He asked that the Planning
Commission continue the hearing and leave it open for public comment. Mr. Stewart commented
regarding a bypass around Sherwood and advised at that when the Dundee Newberg bypass is built,
Sherwood will see more truck trz-fftc. He said trucks currently cut over to Salem and when the bypass is

done it will cteate a better situation to drive up here instead of going through Salem.

Mr. Stewatt told of a property owner on Roy Rogets Road who may develop that was told by Washington
County planners that the road will be five lanes by 201,8 fuom Scholls Ferry Road to Hwy 99W. He asked

what would happen to the neighborhoods then and stressed the importance for Sherwood to look at a
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bypass around our core 
^re 

so tr:afftc that does not want to stop in Sherwood can get through without
causing tnfftc jams. He said that evening ftafftc can back up to the junkyard, which wâs unâcceptable, and

suggested tbat9}o/o of evening traffrc thtough Old Town does not stop. Mr. Stewart urged that Sherwood
look mote setiously at where is traffic coming from, where is it going, and how it can be handled. He
commented that Metro was pushing against single occupant vehicles and ttafftc counts done in the

evening when commetcial trucks were no longer on the road or ¿re from 2010. Mr. Stewart asked how the
tecession has affected truck trâffic and suggested that bicycle and pedestrian counts at major intersections

be completed. He commented that some counts showed only one bicycle to four pedestrians and asked

why plans to accommodate bicyclists were being moved forward when there is no demand. Mr. Stewart

commented that the plans show where the bicyclist could go, but not whete they were coming from. He
asked whete skate boatdets would go and said there were a number of things he would like discussed, but
four minutes was not enough time.

With no other public testimony, Chat Simson called for a tecess at 8:03 pm and reconvened at 8:12 prr'.
The letter from \X/ade Anderson (read by Commissioners during the break) was labeled Exhibit G in the

PA 14-01 frle.

Chair Simson advocated discussing the questions raised by public comment ftst and asked about the
process for getting trafftc calming implemented.

Bob Galati responded that the City receives complaints thtough eithet the Engineering or Police

Department. The Police Department determines, through an investigation of the complaint, what the

ttafftc conditions are like. He said they may fiin a ftafftc count scenario that collects datz such as speed,

number of cars, and determine if the aveîa.ge speed is it hitting the 85% or ate they exceeding it. If it is a
speed issue they will do enforcement, because it is a safety issue. Bob said that ttafftc volume was more â

quality of life issue and the City u/ill try to change the system to make the drivers go a route othet than

thtough the subdivision. He related that with Mr. Bevel's subdivision stop sþs were added àt every

intersection, but the City has not revisited to see if there has been a change. Bob explained that the

process is to go back and check if the change had a positive effect and if not, decide on the next
implementation; what least option works the best and then ratcheting it up.

Ch¿ir Simson summarized that the citizen has an opportunity aside ftom the TSP process to raise the level
of awateness through staff, Police and the City Council. Bob confrmed that there was an internal process

to address the issue. Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director, added that the City is developing a

more formal ttafftc calming progrâm. She set foth that the City plans to address concerns as they arise

and consider the impacts on the local toadways when money is allocated fot trafftc improvements on
major roadways through the capital improvement program.

Chair Simson commented that in the TSP there is a collector street from Roy Rogers Road to Sherwood

Blvd, D29, identified as a long term projecl Chris Maciejewski conftmed and said that the ptoject came

from collector grid spacing and Metro's tequirement fot having a complete grid. Chau Simson

commented that there could be potential relief for Lynnly/ Houston in the long term.

Chair Simson asked tegarding additional pedestrian crossings in the update. Mr. Maciejewski answeted

that crossings have been identified at the sþalized locations; for example crossings on both sides of Edy
Road ctossi.g H-y 99\X/. He added that the Cedar Creek Trail has a grade sepatated crossing in the long
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term. Chair Simson asked about a crossing on Langer Fatms Parkway between Century Drive and Oregon
Street for safety pulposes. Mr. Maciejewski tesponded that crossings were at the intersections and in order
to have a safe crossing at another location it may need more than stdping. He suggested that an enhanced

crossing might be added as a TSP project. The Commission was in favor of adding it.

Chair Simson addtessed Mr. Stewatt's request to continue the hearing and said in a quasi-judicial hearing
the body is obligated to keep the record open if a continuance is requested. She asked if this was true for a

legislative hearing. Chair Simson conrmented that the public could testify ¿t the City Council level. Chds
Crean, Ctty attotney, answered that it was not a legal requirement, because it was not in the statute. He
said it was required in a quasi-judicial, but not in a legislative context.

Chair Simson began the Commission's comments by turning to Volume 2 of the TSP documents, Section
4,, page 4. She noted the Tualatin Sherwood Industrial Arca and expressed a concern that the Tonquin
Employment Area GEA) was not called out and asked how the TEA was incorporated into the plan. Mr.
Maciejewski responded that Volume 2 was documentation of the context setting exercise for the project
where all of the currendy adopted plans were reviewed and said this particularlangtage came from Metro's
TSP plan. He said the land use and tlre ffansportation system from the concept planning for the TE,\
wete incorporated into the analysis. He suggested that a footnote could be added to clarrfy the reference,
but it would not change the analysis. The Commission was in favor of adding it.

Chair Simson referred to the footnote 11 on page 5 and asked that it show the Sherwood Town Center as

adopted instead of being considered for adoption.

Cbau Simson tutned to page 9 of the same section and asked how Mefto's Regional Transportation Plan

ßTP) regarding non-single occupancy vehicles târgets applied to Sherwood. She remarked that Sherwood
is outside of the Portland zrea and not covered well by tansit. Mr. Maciejewski answered that Metro
establishes the targets for the region and their targets vary by atea; o:utel neighborhoods have different
targets than inner neighborhoods, town centers, or employment areas. He expressed that the desþations
in Metro's 2040 Concept Plan fot Shetwood are equivalent to what would be seen for other suburban
areas around the tegion and not unique. He added that the City has to incorporate the targets into the TSP
and Sherwood is compliant with those tatgets or moving towards those targets in the twenty year plan,
The analysis in the plan shows that all areas of town, except the very northeastern portion off of Cipole
Road, arc ín compliance with the targets and no specific sttategies are needed to address shortcomings.

Chair Simson asked for confumation that Sherwood was already in compliance or moving towards
compliance with Metro's targets. Mr. Maciejewski conftmed and clarified that the Regional
Transportation Functional Plan ßTFP) had a series of development altetnatives the City needed to go
through statting with operational enhancements, pedestrian and bicycle ptojects and building up to major
capacity ptojects. He said that the process itself is one of the ways Metto dictates that communities move
towards those targets in the process of updating the plan.

Chair Simson expressed her concerns with apptying Metro's standatds to our unique community and said

we should try to preserve the small town community feeling when reviewing the document. She said she

has spoken with others in the community with the same concerns regarding Metro.
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Mt. Maciejewski discetned that if Sherwood was not meeting the tatgets and Metro was forcing action the
City did not want, then it would be a greater issue. He said the findings of the analysis were not used to
modi$t the project lists or the policies and advocated that the Commission address concerns with Metro in
the long term, if it becomes an issue. Chair Simson asked if that applied to the draft goals, strategies and
policies should the Commission change items in the draft TSP, because they did not meet the community
vision and if the Commission was in jeopardy of violating Metro standards that would cause funding to be

cut.

Darci Rudzinski responded that the changes in the document reflect the multi-modal goals and non-single
occupant vehicle (SOV] târgets which are flow in the document, because they were not strongly
emphasized in the policy language or needed clartficalj.on that Sherwood was part of regional planning
process. She said the recommended language could be modified to better reflect the community and it
was the appropriate time to do that. Ms. Rudzinski said the targets in the Regional Transportation
Functional Plan (RTFP), and Regional Transportation Plan @TP) ate high level and all-encompassing of
the region. She tematked that Sherwood has representation at Metro and is represented on the technical
advisory and policy advisory committees; and has a Metto councilot. Sherwood's plan should reflect the
community's goals and recognize tha;t Sherwood is patt of a region with regional aspirations.

On that point, Chair Simson tutned to page 72 of Section A under the heading Metro RTP Near-term
goals, which is within the next one to four years, where it says that alternatives analysis for high capaciqr

transit (HCÐ corddor should be completed. She enquired how th¿t would be integrated into our
community. Mr. Maciejewski tesponded that it was in reference to the ongoing Southwest Corridor
planning process underway that Metto was leading and not a new effort that Sherwood would undertake.

Julia Hajduk concured, suggesting that it could be clarified specifically as the Southwest Comidor project.
A ptocess that has decided not to bring high capacity transit (HCÐ to Sherwood, but that Sherwood is
part of the planning effort with local ftansit service connecting into the HCT in Portland, Tigard, and
Tualatin.

Chair Simson sought confirmation that the document was what Metro was requesting of us and by being
included in the Southwest Corridor study atea, even though Sherwood is not part of the HCT solution, it
is connected locally through enhanced transit sewice through Tualatin. Mr. Maciejewski confirmed that
the goal is reached by participatitg it the planning ptocessed which looks at the overall corridor strategies.

Discussion followed with a reference to the Southwest Corridor process being added to the draft
document.

Ms. Rudzinski commented that the Plan and Policy Summary was, a background policy document, done at
the beginning of the process to illustrate all of the planning documents that infotmed the transportation
planning process. It does not obligate the City to do ânything, but identifred anything that could be
relevant to developing the TSP update.

Chair Simson temarked that the only process she knew to teview the Draft TSP was to stârt at the
beginning and go thtough page by page. She turned to Volume 1 of the TSP documents, page v,Traffrc
Calming. She asked regarding tnffic calming and if the process needed to be called out in more detail; how
does a cittzen requests tnfftc calming per the TSP? Julia responded that it was not appropriate to have

that level of detail in the TSP and it was more of process of policy and the Community Development
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Depattment was working on a more comprehensive trz"ffic calming program. Even once that has been
completed it would be part of the Municipal Code not the TSP. Chair Simson asked if it should be part of
the goals, policies, or sttategies in the Comprehensive Plan. Julia concurred that it could be in the
Comptehensive Plan as a goal to have a lir.affic calming program, but it would not identi$r the process.

Mt. Maciejewski added that there are standards in Volume 2 aroand which types of trz;ffic calming
treatments ate Lppropriate on which types of facilities which came fiom Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue

(IVF&R). He explained that TVF&R went to zll. of their cities and counties in their service area and
cootdinated on what wâs âcceptable for their primary response routes based on safety and impacts on
travel time.

Ms. Rudzinski added that Goal 3, Policy 10 is an existing policy that discusses taffic calming: rhe ntJt wi//
esrablish and maintain a ser of gaidelines and standardsþr rrffic calning mearures to rerroft existing sTreets and a: þaú of
land ase reuiew. Chair Simson suggested a corresponding strategy to implement a úafftc calming plan.

Bob Galati, City Engineet, ptovided that there was language in the Ttafftc Calming section should change
fiom the Sherwood "Public'Sl'orks" department to the "Community Development" department

Chair Simson pointed to the Street Cross-Sections standard on page v and asked about the last sentence

which reads: In coruslrained siluaTions, a desþn exceplion na1 be allowed. rhrough a uariarce procedure. She said in the
development code a "variaÍtce" w^s 

^ 
term used in land use application and in this context the street cross

section would go through a "desþ exception". Bob agreed and explained that in the Engineering Desþ
Manual descdbed how to apply fot a desþ variation, the internal review process, and the appeal process
to City Council. Chzlr Simson requested to change the language from a uanation procedure, which is already

defined in the code, to a design exception process.

Chair Simson turned to Volume 7,page 3T,project D24, Sherwood Blvd Intersection ModificatioÍtsi rerzlnl)e

rhe ShenaoodBlud/L"a.ngerDriue rrffic signal (allow right-in, ngltt-out, and left-in moaemenT onþ), and install a rrffic
signal aî the S henaood Blud/ Centurjt Driae intersecrion (add eastboønd and westbound lefi tarn /anes). She commented
that this was a topic of the [written] testimony and expressed her concern. Chair Simson acknowledged
that technicaliy it was the correct project, but asked, as citizens of Sherwood, if it was politically and
emotionally coffect to remove the light. She atgued that the consultants and staff provided technically
coffect âftsweÍs ftom Metto, ODOT, and computer models, but just as Villa Road was removed from the
last TSP, did the Commission believe the sþal should be removed in the short term.

Commissioner Cooke indicated that she had concerns about removing the light and said she would like to
see the impact of the new road going in off of Tualatin Sherwood Road ftst. She acknowledged that the
temoval of the light may be an eventuality, but she was concerned of the impact on the tetall ateas nearby
that akeady had vacant issues. Discussion followed. Bob Galati clarified that the removal of the light
would make access nght-in/right-out only and the project tries to correct an existing deficiency in how
lrrafftc backs up ât the highway Iight through the intersection at peak times during the day. He added that
Dutch Btos was tequired to make improvements to prevent turning movement and lr:affic stacking onto
Century Ddve. Bob explained that the identified project solution is to move sþals around, but there is
no indication of whethet it will get worse. He commented that it was more appropriate to determine
whether it was a short term project, medium term, or long term project. Commissioner Cooke
commented on how long the I(ohl's location was empty and wanted to give them a chance to survive.
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\)7ith the Commission's agreement, Chair Simson requested that project D24be moved. She noted that the
project list can change at the desire of City Council.

Julia Hajduk added that when the City Engineer prepâres the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), a frve year
plan, the City looks at funds avaìlaltle, project costs, priorities, impacts, and need. She said the preparation
process for the CIP may become more publically inclusive. Julia stated that tf a project is listed as short
term, but there was no public support or dire need it would not be included in the CIP. If a project is

listed as long term and cíttzens ar.e e gef about getting the project done it might be moved up in priority.
Chair Simson said that it was a $900,000 ptoject and if it moved to an aspirattonal list it would free up
funds for more appealing projects.

Commissioner Griffin indicated that he would like to wait and see how the overall tnffic pattem is
affected by other sþaling changes and suggested the project be placed on the medium term list. He said

he did riot wânt to leave it on the short term list. Mt. Maciejewski reminded the Commission that there
wâs a major retail development on the east end of the corddor which showed the Century Drivef 1,2'6

Stteet as a key coridor.

Commissioner Cooke commented that she wâs not comfotable küling off an existing retail in favor of
another and she would like to see how it played out. Discussion followed.

Chair Simson stated that she could see the benefit of the light on Century Drive, but did not see it as a
short tetm project that needs to be done dght now without roads in place and suggested medium term.
The Commission was in agreement.

Chair Simson turned to Volume 1, page 39, Project P44, Oregon Street Sidewalk Infill Segment 1, and
asked if the project u/as supposed to be a short term project. Mr. Maciejewski confirmed that is was, but
was missed when 'r"he draft document was edited.

Chair Simson tutned to Volume 7,page 44, Fþre 74 and asked if the map was presented to the Technical
Advisory Committee or Citizen's Advisory Committee. Mr. Maciejewski responded that he did not think
the map had been presented, but that it was a graphic representation of the süategies discussed with the
committees with options for enhancing local ttansit service and providing connections to Tualatin. He
said they were routes where local service would be an option and if a local was study done regarding local
transit routes, these wete the prioritÞed locations. Commissionet Griffin questioned if it would be
TriMet, or alocal city service. Mr. Maciejewski said it could be either, but the mâp w¿s showed the larget,
arterial collectot roadways that might be appropriate for a transit service route.

Chair Simson asked how this impacted the developer when an apphcatton came nif a wider toad would
be required. Brad commented that he would point it out to TriMet when notifying them of the project
and see what kind of comment they provide. He said if TriMet was not going to provide transit service,
there would be no issues and until ttansit is within a, quarter of a mile of a site, the city does not generally
tequire anything of a developer and ask TriMet what they have planned for the area 99o/o of the time they
don't tespond. Chair Simson clarified that the existing blue colored line impacted current development
and provides an opportunity if TriMet decides to connect Sherwood to Tualatin. Brad responded that
there is talk in the Service Enhancement Plan of looking down Tualatin Sherwood road or to the YA{CA.
There may be opportunities on the blue line, but TdMet aheady stops where they want and the map was
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more of an indicator to the city staff. Maciejewski added regatding lr.afftc calming that if there was a

ptoposal to do any modification to any roads to narrow or put in "vertical deflection devices" speed

humps the ftansit routes should be cross referenced when making those decisions.

Chair Simson turned to Volume 1,, page 57, Truck Routes, where ODOT and \X/ashington County identify
Hu,y 99W and Tualatin Sherwood /Roy Rogets Road as truck routes and that the city cannot limit the
volume to capacity A/C) ratto. She explained that on page 55 it indicates that within the Sherwood
Town Center, which includes Hwy 99\Ø and Tualatin Sherwood /Roy Rogets Road, the traffic will be

allowed to be over capacity. She asked regatding this discrepancy. Mr. Maciejewski explained that the 1.1

v/c is part of metto's Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and should also match the Oregon Plan for that
area and is an overlay that would supersede the fieight route mobility standard for ODOT. He said that
Washington Count/, who manages Tualatin Sherwood Road, does not necessariþ comply with what Metro
has in the RTP and when doing something on Tualatin Sherwood Road, \X/ashington County standards

tïump. ì7hen doing something on the highway system, ODOT standards apply, but they are consistent
with Metto in the Town Center oveday. He said the freight routes outside of the Town Center Itave a

certain standard and roads inside the Town Centet apply a new Town Center standards.

Chair Simson asked if the City was setting up for failure. She went on the say that the standard for
\X/ashington County and ODOT was .99 and .90 and the City says it will allow 1.1 capacíty on our Town
Center which is over 100%. Mt. Maciejewski responded that it was being done on facilities that were not
Sherwood's and those agencies have said they want to plan fot that, because otherwise they would have to
spend a lot mote money that they do not have to avoid congestion issues. It is how the County chooses to
rî îa.ge their system and planning for mote than 7.7 vf c capaciry, which means is that they is anticipating
that demand will spread into multiple hours, people will change driving behavior; there will be more
congestion in those ateas, and lrraffic queues will get longer.

Commissionet Cooke asked if those agencies were planning fot more congestion in order to save money
that it would cost to relieve in our small town. Mt. Maciejewski conftmed that ít was not just for
Sherwood, but part of the statewide and regional policy. Ms. Rudzinski added that planning and building
for that type of congestion may give facilities that are larger and may destroy downtown as well. You can

try to build your way out of congestion, but the roadways you end up with are very wide.

Chair Simson said she was reading a conceln into it. Mt. Maciejewski expressed that it was a tough
balance. Commissioner Griffin added the plan mentions the effect of a dnange to the fooçrint of an

intersection several times. He said the intetsections were rated with possible solutions. He said some of
the solutions were tanked lowet than others, but were mote palatable, because it was less infrastructure
coming into the city. He said having 7.7 v/c was better than having eight lanes.

Chair Simson turned to Volume 1.,page 67-68, Transit Service Enhancements and said it was her two
greatest concerns about ptojects going forward and making sure the language allows ctttzen input. It talks

about high capacity tansit. In the last paragraph it says: If/hile ir haae been deTermine rhar high mpacifl TransiT

(HCT) will nor be prouided fron Portland to Sherwood through the carrent Southwest Corridor planning process, it is
possible rhar HCT ro Slteruood mal be reconsìdered in the long terrn. Chair Simson suggested language indicating
that HCT, in the long term, would go through anothet public process. Julia responded that HCT is not
coming to Sherwood and that was valid to acknowledge that if it is considered it would be through another
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tegional planning process not because there is a sentence about it in the TSP. Mr. Maciejewski concurred
and said the language was consistent with the Sherwood Town Center process. Discussion followed and
staff was directed add the language, suggested by Chair Simson, to the plan.

Chair Simson turned to Volume 7, page 67 and said the Brookman Road Concept Plan was mentioned in
the plan sevetal times that \üashington County wants to desþate Brookman Road and afienaI toad. She

explained that Brookman Road in the Concept PIan, as approved by City Council, as a collector route with
several streets connecting to it. Chair Simson said she could not support the TSP that calls Brookman
Road an afietial and inconsistent with the Brookman Road Concept Plan. She said the Concept Plan

should be revisited. The spacing for the collector was set at 100-400 spaced roads, if it is made an zrterial
it would have 600-1000 foot spacing and a lot of people would be driving through small neighbothoods to
get to a very big road and the plan did not intend this. Commissionet Gdffin commented that the
property was inside our Urban Growth Boundary, but not inside the City limits and the County's road. FIe

said he felt the County was mandating the road to be five lanes and he was not in favor of it. Chair
Simson asked if the City could desþate the road to be a collector and force the County to come before
the Planning Commission to change it to an artenal. Mr. Maciejewski answered that the County has

jurisdiction over the roadway so their road desþation trumps the City's desþation. He said if a land use

action fot the property was submitted, the County would make the decision. Chair Simson st¿ted that
scenario is okay so long as the area w^s in \Washington County, because the project will be completed to
County Standards, but if lhe area is annexed into our city the Comprehensive PIan and the Brookman Ârea
Concept plan will be in play and there would be a conflict.

Chris Crean commented that, absent aÍi. agreement between the County and the City, both comprehensive

plans can't apply zt the same time; it is one ot the othet. So long as the toad is outside of the city, the
County's comp plan applies. He teminded that Brookman Road is a County road and some roads

automatically transfer jurisdictions with an annexation while others are subject to a transfer process. Mr.
Crca¡ said that if the county ftansfers the road to the City then Sherwood's Comp Plan applies.

Julia specified that the zoning is not for a collector road, but the stteet spacing that was illusttated in the
concept plan shows spacing much closet together and it was envisioned that it was going to be a collector
toad. She said that if it comes in as an artenal road and the county standards apply the zontng does not
change, but thete would be wider spacing. That does not mean that we would not want to teview if the
planned zontng on an afierial road was still appropriate.

Chair Simson explained that she was part of the Brookman Road Concept planning and she was looking at
the zoning map that lays out all of the zontng and language in the Comprehensive Plan with the roads. In
thete is s ys a signficanr challenge lo deueloþment of the Brookman Road area is prouiding conneclions lo lhe sørrounding

sTreet network wirhour degrading liuabilitlt on residenTial sTreeTs. When created the plan anticþated light industrial,
neighborhood commetcial with a lot of density next to 99w anticipating that people would be able to
access it. She said that if they cânnot access Hwy 99W then they will use Middleton Road to get to Sunset

or down the toad 1000 feet to go through a residential neighborhood and she had great concetns that we
will be sending commetcialtrzfftc through neighborhoods to get to get to Hwy 99.

Bob interjected that in his discussions with the County they said it would not happen, County arterrLal

spacing standards cannot be maintained with that development and an akeady concept planned area wíth
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the spacing requirements. He explained that normally there could be a parallel collector status road that
would connect to the attetial at the appropriate spacing levels, but that is not going to work there, because

the spacing is too narrow, with topographic constraints, the vegetative corddot and presence of the
lailtç2f, that chops it up. Bob said there is no way to meet the County's spacing standards for an afterial
and be able to develop the area. He commented that the othet aspect is that the identified southern
connector is not set up, they want to go further south, but cannot, because of political ünes. It is a

toadway that has been overlaid for political expediency and even if the County indicated it would be

twenty years befote constructing the southern connector there was a question of what happens with all the
toad connections. The arez will develop and the propetties will have to have local toad connectors. Bob
said it will have to be a compromise, that is why it is a redefinement atez and the Concept Plan will have to
be looked at again.

Mr. Maciejewski added that it was importânt to'undetstand the context. This is the I-5 /99 coflnector
southern arterial that the County is talking about and they believe it is important. He said the City
supports a stlategy fot roads to bypass the city and the County carinot show the line south of Brookman
Road, because that would be outside the Urban Growth Boundary. The County needs to adopt their plan
with the connector shown on Brookman Road and they want to move aheadwith the aftertal shown there.

He said the County has suggested policy language acknowledging that thete is a functional need for both
types of toads in the atea; one to move regional tir:afftc and one to provide âccess to Brookman Road and
the County will have to look case by câse âs development comes in and cannot legally land lock properties
and say there is no access unless they buy the ptoperty. Mr. Maciejewski acknowledged that there will
have to be compromises until additional planning wotk is done and The County may have to apply for a

goal exception to move the arterial alignment south of Brookman Road.

Commissioner Griffin asked why the County was desþating only a portion of the road if they do not
have a plan for the southern extension of I-5. Mr. Maciejewski responded that fuom 1.24'h,{ve east they
do, from Ladd Hill to 99W is Brookman Road, and the pattin between goes through Clackamas County
and they do not have control over that area. He said The RTP has the entire corridor in the plan and
when the I-5/ 99 Connector Study was completed it showed a fatrly straight eâst to west alignment across

the area that would require major grading work to get thtough the hills.

Bob said the language in the TSP update wâs approximately three months of negotiation with County
Planning and it was the best compromise to provide âssurances for the developer's expectations, and s ;ll

give the city the flexibility to change the plan to meet needs as they occur. He said it is a difficult situation
to get both the city and county TSPs to align.

Commissioner Griffin asked if the city could show suppott a bypass route that would take traffic out of
populated arcas. Chair Simson exptessed her concern for the language that said the long leryx inlenl is To re-

eaaluaTe ilte Brookman Addition Concept Plan. She asked if long term meant after the arez is annexed in and
then change the plan for the property owners. She commented that it would be a staff level and a funding
issue to tevisit the concept plan to match the atterial.

Julia added that the reevaluation could happen àt 
^ny 

time; if funding can be obtained, concurrent with
annexation discussions, after annexation. She explained that re-planning and re-zoning happen often, it is
not unheard of to do aftet annexation and a convetsation to have with property owners.
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Commissioner Saþ Robinson said she would be more comfotable with language at the bottom of page

67 where it says In the interim To þrouide forfuture flexibilit1¡ Brookman Road has been designared as an arTerial with a

5-lanes of right awal needed rf it indicated that the County was identifying the road as an arterial.

Chair Simson asked regarding the County gtirg the toad to the City and reverting access spacing that
complies with the concept plan. Mr. Maciejewski advised that if the County was presewing the roadway
coridor for the southetn artenal they wete unlikely to hand the road over. Bob added that if the County
could build the coridor furthet south they may be amenable to if it the City wanted it. The Commission
requested to add "by Washington County" to the document. Julia reminded the Commission that the ciry
was required to have our TSP to be consistent with the County's TSP and Metto RTP. Julia indicated
that the City did discuss this with the county, regarding the artedal, but in the end the two documents have

to be consistent and we cânnot adopt something that is blatantly not. Chair Simson asked if the County
was willing to incorporate the Brookman Concept Plan into their document. Bob answered that the
County had worked the flexibility into the language that allows the concept plan to be looked at and the
need to be flexible in applying county standards for development in the area. Mr. Maciejewski
acknowledged that it was not the ideal and the desired function is to have no access except at a feut attenal
street connections based on the TSP language fot the eastern portion of the corridor fuom 724'h to I-5.
With the language ptoposed for Btookman Road the county shows that they realize they cannot have that
type of access control. The language in the County's TSP is "cut and pasted" into the City's. Bob added
that the language was what staff worked together with the County that was acceptable. Commissioner
Gdffin commented that it wâs â triumph considering that the City does not even own the road. Staff was

requested to add "desþated by \Øashington County" to the document.

Commissioner Robinson asked regarding Langer Farms Patkway near Home Depot. She referred to
project D72 on the project list which extends it to the othet side of 99ì? and asked if it was considered to
have Langer Farms Patkway wider to âccommodate the gtowth from the \Walmart coming in to town and
the other irzfftc that will be created by that. Mt. Maciejewski replied that the volume demand for the road
was ptojected for the next twenty years and when the concept plan fot the are w^s desþed the city took
into account all of the potential development in fhe atea and fotecast out twenty years to see if there was

enough demand to waffant a fout or five lane coridot. At the time there was not enough demand to use it
as ¿ shott cut route, but primadþ to provide access and the decision was to desþ it as a two to three lane

rozdway. Chair Simson asked if none of the modeling fot the road from Otegon Street to Home Depot
projected more than one lane each way. Mr. Maciejewski affrmed.

Commissioner Robinson expressed her surpdse and expressed that she thought it should be part of a long
term plan to expand the toadway if development warrants it. Chair Simson commented that desþaangit
as alatger road would require alarger nght of way than is currently required. Mr. Maciejewski confirmed
and said that by adopting the road as a larger corridor z nght of way dedication would be required ftom
future developments. He commented that there would be no technical basis for justifying alarger comidor
and questioned if that would cause issues. Bob related that staff could provide the technical basis for the
toad desþations and said to speculate on the future size of the road or the business development without
the technical support leaves the City open to being challenged at all levels the first of which would be an

appeal that the City would lose. Mr. Maciejewski telated that the study did not indicate a huge demand
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using the link from Tualatin Sherwood to 99W north towards Trgard; coming sourh from Tigard to
Tualatin was not a huge demand. The majot tegional demand is crossing the highway to Roy Rogers or
south to Newberg and of all those origins of destinations. Itis the least dominantûafftc stream. Aftera
comment ftom Commissionets \X/alker and Simson that they plan using the road, Mr. Maciejewski stated
that the road will be utilized by local traffic, but local llraffic generally 

^re 
not enough to trþer a multi-lane

roadway. Commissioner \ü/alker said she expected uafftc fiom Tigard turning left at the Home Depot to
cut thtough to Tualatin Sherwood Road to avoid the traffic stacking at the light at Tualatin Sherwood
Road and Hwy 99W. Mr. Maciejewski teminded the Commission to remember that SrùØ 124'h Ave going
south of Tualatin Sherwood down to Tonquin Road, into the north \lüilsonville area, so all the
Tigard/northern Tualatin demand will use ¡}re 724ù corridor to go north/south through the area, which
may explain the projections.

Commissioner Robinson asked regarding upgrades to Tonquin Road. Mr. Maciejewski indicated that the
Regional Transpottation Plan ßTP) and rX/ashington County's TSP have upgrades to Tonquin Road, not
to a five lane road, but a standard two lane road with upgrades to an urban standard east into Tualatin's
planning area with three lanes, sidewalks and bike lanes.

Bob read on page V of the Preface, Transportation Standards, Street Cross-Sections where it states lhat new

streeTs shall meet the design requirement in Sbenaoodl fngineering hesign and Standard tøai/s ll'lanua/per thefuncrional class

in the TSP was teferring to the stteet cross sections. He said the cross section requirements need to be part
of the TSP and the desþ marrual concurs with the TSP and may even show the same details. Bob
explained tl'nt, as the City Engineer, he was following the TSP as far as the standard for road sections;
desþation and physical standard. He stated that details (Figure B-2 to Fþre 8-6) needed to be in the

TSP documents. The language fngineering flesþn and Standard fietai/s /vlanual per rhe functional class in rhe TSP wzs
changed to ïransportatinn Systen F/an per Figures atached.

Chatt Simson moved to pâge 53 of the Planning Commission packet to the Proposed Transportation
Goals and Policies and asked for comments. Receiving norìe, she turned to page 57 and expressed that
she thought Strategy 4: Plan þr an al. aJ) of transportation assets and services to meel lhe needs of rhe rranEorTation -
disaduanlaged, wâs a duplicate of Goal 5: Proride reliable conuenienT lransil sensice lo Shenaood residenls and þusinesses

as we// as special transit options for the Ci4tI elderþ and disable residents. Darci Rudzinski responded that she did
not think the strategy was as flarrow as just planning for ftansit.

CJaa;r Simson tead Sttategy 5: Eualuate, identzþ, and map exisrzng and futher neighborhoods for porenfial small scale

commerrial bøsinesses ro prinanþ serue local residenls. She said this was an existing süategy and that the
commentatry suggested that the strategy be reevaluated to ensure that is continues to be relevant and match
the city's pdorities. She asked if there was ever a need to rezone from residential to commercial and if it
was â sttategy that was needed in the TSP. Ms. Rudzinski responded that the strategy was telated to Policy
4: The CitJ shall encourage the use of more energy fficient and enyironmenralþ sound alTernatiaes to îhe auTomobile fu: (ast
bullet) encoaraging rhe deuelopmenT of self-contained neighborhoods, prouiding a wide range of land use actiuities uithin a

single area. She said it was Iikely the City was looking at mixed use neighborhoods with a small commercial
serving the neighbothood through a convenience store or ha:n salon that would not 

^ttra;ct 
a lot of úaffic

but serve the needs of the immediate neighborhood. The strategy was there to ensure those uses were
allowed in the rþht places and not just everywhere. Commissioner Griffin commented thât it said
potential and that action was not tequired. He said it could apply to the edge between Btookman Road
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residential the cornmercial properties and the strategy was not itelevant yet. Chair Simson suggested that

it was more for the existing neighborhoods like the southeast Sherwood area. The strategy remained.

Chair Simson turned to page 60, Goal 2, Suategy 7: Adopr peformaftce meûsxlres lhal are consisTerut with regional

modal rargeß for non-sìngle nccuþan7t aehicles and Track the Ci[t's progrex with meeting adopred goals and policies each

søaes:iue TSP updaTe. Chair Simson suggested to add "based on local community goals" and said she did

not like having to adopt Metro's standards without applying community values. Ms. Rudzinski suggested

"consistent with community values", which wâs âccepted by the Commission.

Chair Simson turned to page 66, Goal 3, Strategy 1.2 ithas deleted language and with the new language that

says SupporT public or priuare deuelopmenr of the biqtck and pedesTrian improuements shown on Map 2 of the Town Center

Plaru. She said that through the Town Center Plan the City was ttyi"g to incorporate both sides of 99\X/

and ensure that opportunities were available throughout the Six Cornets atea. She commented that the

deleted language included Six Corners which had been identifred in the Comprehensive Plan as a regSonal

area developing on both sides of the highway to complement each other and not be completely different.

Note: The deleted langaage was "consider a mixed use ouerla1 qone ìn a rhe deuelopment code that wilÌ aPPb r0 the Six
Corners area. Incløde design aandards that will enczurage a uìbranl, pedesTrian friendþ environmenT thmugh the

inplementaüon of boaleuards, medians, mixed-ase deaelopment and sile desþn".

Commissioner Griffin commented that the strategy changes seem unrelated and changed from the Six

Corners àre to bicycle and pedestrian improvements.

Ms. Rudzinski responded that the Town Center Plan identified the City's concenffation zone where mixed

use would be the most appropriate and the Planning Commission's recommendation was flot to ignote

north of 99\W, but that there should be some integtation with similar policies. She said she was flot awa;r.e

that there was strong support for mixed use and she could see that what was recommended was not â one

for one replacement, but taking advantage of the space provided by a deleted policy. She indicated that if
the existing policy was s ;ll valid, and the Town Center Plan did not fulfill the desire then it could remain.

She said that she thought it was a placeholder for when Six Corners was considered the town center.

Chair Simson concurred that the mixed use oveday wâs not as relevant as when tl:'e area was the town
cerì.ter, but as was testified, the citizens on both sides of the highway need to have the sâme opportunity
for bicycle and pedestrian âvenues that connect to each other. She said the Commission fought during the

town center planning efforts to creâte cohesion; that Six Corners

, both north and south of Tualatin Sherwood Road and east and west of Hwy 99 be treated to get the

connectivity. Ms. Rudzinski replied that she did not thirik Map 2 would satisfy that for north of the Six

Corners language to the proposed language so that the suppott for public and private development of
bicycle and pedestrians without being confined the map that shows the town center. The Commission

was in favor of adding"andwithin the Six Corners areanorth and south of the highway".

Char Simson turned to page 73, GoaI 5, Policy 9: The cifli supports Transit seruice that serves lhe needs of the

residenls and businesses in and aQ'acenT To the Town Cenlery including maintaining a robusl local transiT service nelwork and

planning þr future local and htgh capadfl lransit seruice to neighboring cities. She asked if there wâs any concern

about the language. Commissioner Griffin commented that it did not tie the city down to anything.
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Chair Simson turned to page 75, Goal 5, Strategy 4: lØork with MeTro, as well as rhe ciries of Tualatin and Tigard,

ro explore feasible modes and localion to prouide high-caþaci$t transit seryice To the Towne Cenler and aQacenT areas. She

said that she was okay with this strategy and exptessed concern for Strategy 6: Continae lo explore opportaniries

to acbieaed long tenz transit supportiue densities in the Town Center in order lo increase the uiabilit1t of high-caþacitJt transit.

Chalr Simson said to her it meant an increase in density and expressed concern over that policy decision.
Commissioner Griffin commented that this concern not wanting to increase density was expressed during
the town center meetings. Chair Simson disclosed that the commission felt pressured during the Town
Center planning process to comply with metro requirements. She asked if the city was required through
this process or any other process to increase our densities.

Ms. Rudzinski responded that it was not required through this process, but as part of having a community
that can support transit is having enough people and businesses to do that. High Capacity Transit is very
destination oriented and there needs to be enough of those to support that type of investment. Ms.
Rudzinski reminded that thete wete also positive comments regarding having transit as an option, but
ridership drives demand and demand is provided by people and businesses and without one you cânnot
cost effectively have the othet. She said the focus has shifted since the development of the Town Cente¡
planning away from high capacity tansit because it has been deemed not feasible to come all the way to
Sherwood. She said Strategy 4 keeps the door open fot future planning and Strategy 6 is a question for the
PlanningCommission to ânswer.

Commissioner Griffin declated that it was too far in the wrong ditection to continue to explore to increase

the viability of high capactry ftansit; he did now think the city was in a position to be looking for that right
now and that the statement was not televant at the moment. He said Sherwood wanted connectivity with
TriMet and surounding cities, but the public has not shown interest in light rail or increasing density.
Chatt Simson commented that the buildings shown, in the town center planning process, over three stories
wete received poorþ. Commissioner Robinson suggested deleting Strategy 6 and keeping Strategy 4.

The Commission voiced their approval of the suggestion.

Chalr Simson said she was done with her suggestions for Goals and Policies. Commissioner Griffin
pointed to pâge 67, Goal3, Sttategy 1,9: The Citlt will reexamine local street standards and wi// explore aþroprian
localions within the Citl an rircamsTances under which a naffzwer slreel standards ma1 be perruitnd as part of new

deueÌoþnenr. He said he understood having less impervious surface and commented with words üke
teexamine, consider, explote, and if appropriate the strategy may be vague enough to be acceptable.

Commissioner Clifford commented on S\X/ Dewey Drive, a curved road with houses on either side, with
parking on one side and parking was horrible on Ftidays because of garbage cans on the street for
collection and the buses and car ttafftc. He asked how a situation like that could be ¿voided.
Commissioner Cooke concurred that the situation was unsafe. Mr. Maciejewski responded that the issues

were â lack of connectivity that forces all the tnffic onto one roadway and the desþ of the road itself.
He said the cross-sections in the Plan have 

^ 
fl^ffowet local street Q8) and a wider option; there are

volume thresholds for when each sfteet would be approptiate. In the update, a road like Dewey, that is a
higher local volume, would not be a 28 foot wide street and he thought it has already been addressed with
the ctoss-sections and the strategy may not be relevant by the work that has been done in the TSP.
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Commissioner Walker commented that when the road is built you mây not know how much ttzfftc it will
have. Mr. Maciejewski answeted that when development occuls a aaffrc study is done for the roadways

and should consider connectivity in the atea and what the TSP fotecast has indicated. Chair Simson

commented it was probably not envisioned that SW Lynnly and Flouston would be accessed the way they

are either and it is hard to think of using streets moïe flarrow than we already have. The commission
wanted to remove Strategy 19.

Chair Simson noted errors beginning with page 85, the frst reference to the TSP should be written out as

Transportation System Plan and page 88, second paragraph, the andf or should l:e and.

Chair Simson tutned to page 92, and expressed'concern for the existing code fot carpool and vanpool
parking spaces that tequires preferential spaces for development with twenty or more employees.

Commissioner Griffin added that the carpoolfvaàpool spâces would be required to be located closer to
the main entlance than all other spaces except for ,{.D,\ spâces and asked where that came from. Ms.

Rudzinski replied that the language was modified language from the model code for small cities and

commented that ít was not a lot of spaces, but a space or two next to the employee entrânce and was

intended to incentivize carpooling to increase the non-single occupant vehicle percentage. Commissionet
Simson asked how the twenty employees was detetmined. Ms. Rudzinski responded that it did not make

sense to provide carpool spaces for small businesses, the numbet is somewhat arï:.lt::ary and the intent was

to incentivize the behaviot in the larger businesses. Commissioner Walket asked if the employees were full
time or part time. Ms. Rudzinski answered that the determination would be at development review and

would not be monitored oveÍ time in a community this small. It would be a one-time deal; for a business

park, larger employet, ot industrial area. Commissioner lùØalker suggested increasing the number of
employees. Discussion followed regarding the correct number. Suggestions ranged from a hundred
employees when TDM requirements are required, forty five for when he¿lthcare is required.

Commissioner Walker suggested forty full time employees, which was accepted by the Commission.
Commissioner Clifford asked about local shopping centers that have fifteen minute patking stalls and

asked if the businesses were offering that or if it was an incentive by the developet. Ms. Rudzinski
indicated that she had not seen any code that required them. Btad l(ilby suggested it was a leasing

incentive and the City only tequired that a minimum number of patking spaces be provided and how the

parking is managed is up to the property owner. Ms. Rudzinski added that a parking management plan
should be part of development in the Town Center Pl¿n.

Chair Simson turned to pâges 100-101 and asked why the maps were being deleted. Ms. Rudzinski
explained it was so that information was not duplicated so that the development code does not have to be

updated when the TSP updates. She added that it was urìusual to have the maps in the code.

Chair Simson complimented staff for the article in the May edition of the Sherwood -Archet explaining that
the Capacity Allocation Program (CAP) would be removed. She indicated that if there were issues from
the development community, they would be at the hearing, but none were present. Chair Simson

explained that Bob Galati had explained why the CAP was no longer relevant in a wotk session and she

thoughtitwas 
^gre 

tidea. She said the citizens had enough notice and opportunity to raisea concernif
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they wanted the CÂP to remain and it gave her a comfott level that the Commission was doing something
outside of what citizens would be concerned about.

Chair Simson tutned to pages 96-99, Bicycle Patking and Facilities. She said the section seemed cost
prohibitive and needed a defined number of houts for short term and long term parking. Commissioner
Griffrn stated that the language says long term is de{ined as at least several hours which needed to be

cleatet. If it is long tetm racks, storage rooms, or lockers have to be provided located within one hundred
feet of the enttance ând covered. He said that could be expensive.

Chair Simson agreed and turned to the table on page 99. She said it was an existing table with use

categoties that she thought was in the code, because it was required by Metro in 2005. She said the use

categories listed in the table did not match the use categories in Sherwood's code and what was driving the
number of bicycle spaces required did not align with existing uses. Chair Simson asked what the City was

requited to put in the code pet Metto ot 
^ny 

other govetning agencies. Ms. Rudzinski answered that the
City needs to distinguish between long tetm and short term and the definition is by desþ. The Ctq mzy
identify people who will not only use a bike tack for a certain duration, but to look at it as a desþ issue in
providing space fot people to feel comfortable leaving the bicycle for a longer period of time.
Commissionet Griffin said the commission needed to come up with a more concrete way of measudng
long term parking.

Ms. Rudzinski answered that the city requires the desþ to have a certain amount to be long term bicycle
parking and must have at least one long term space and of the amount required a cettaín percentage of
those will be long tetm. Commissioner Griffin asked what the tacks, stotage rooms, or lockers were like
and if they were inside or outside. Ms. Rudzinski responded that there should be flexibility in the code in
this respect and examples can be found to guide developers; a plastic locker like the ones found at transit
centers, a closet area inside, anything as long as somebody feels like they can leave their bike thete for
longet than it takes to go into a convenience store. She explained that the long term parking is for the
cornmuter, student, or employee who will work a shift and does not wânt to leave their bike vul¡rerable to
the elements or to being taken. She recognized that it was a shift in thinking and was more difficult to
conceive how it would look in Sherwood, but everyone was struggling with this and figuring out what
makes sense for their communities. Regarding the table, Ms. Rudzinski said it was not unusual to roll up
uses, unlike parking requirements that are use oriented. She said the bicycle parking could be tacked on to
the parking requirements table, but the existing table would be the easiest way to go, because only the
desþ will change not the requirements. She suggested that looking at fhe appropriateness of specific
bicycle parking tequirements for specifi.c uses was a longer process.

Chait Simson pointed out that the last items on the list (colleges, schools, community service, parks and
open spâces, park and ride facilities) wete zoned Institutional Public and should be categorized as such.

She advocated changing Basic utilities to Industrial and asked what ddve up vehicle servicing was. She was

informed it was ltke a Jiffy Lube. She asked about Drive-thru restaurants and determined that they would
require bicycle parking with one long term space. This ptovided four categodes: Residential, Commercial,
lndustrial, and lnstitutional Public.

Chair Simson and Commissionet Gdffin declared that they were s :ll not hâppy with the long term
parking. Chair Simson tepeated her sentiment that it was cost ptohibitive. Brad commented that in 1.d of
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the section it requires that ar kasr 50% of the require birycle par'ëing spaces be long-rerm. He noted a ptoject he

wotked on in the private sector for a prtvate school that required 40 parking spâces and commented that
the 50o/o requirement would have been an issue. He said there wete different ways to cover the bicycle

parking and t¿lked about the cantilevered roof on the bathrooms at Stella Olsen Park to provide covered

bicycle patking. If cost is a concern the Commission could lower the percentage of required long term
spaces.

Chair Simson asked regarding long term parking in a park, where the parking has to been within one

hundred feet of the enftance and secured or with a security guard. Councilot Robyn Folsom revealed that
she was the council liaison to the patks board when the bathrooms were being built and this code

requirement was â concern. She said it almost stopped the bathtooms ftom being built.

Commissioner Cook added that she had a child who bikes around town and she was teaching him to lock
up his bicycle. She said she did not see vety m^rry bike commuters and did not see an increase in the next

twenty years. She said 5070 seemed aspirationaland a high thteshold to reach. Brad added that he rode
his bike to wotk at a previous iob and often the employer will make concessions for bicycle commuters.

Chair Simson and Commissioner Cooke said that their experience was that bicycle commuters would bring
theit bicycles inside the building for long term patking. Commissionet Cooke intimated that she would be

comfotable wtrla 25o/o.

Ms. Rudzinski reminded that the long term parking requirement was flexible and could be as little as a

bicycle hook on the wall in the ,rtility closet inside that building. She said it may be difficult at site desþ
apptoval without the building plans, but fot the smaller employet it would be easier to accommodate

inside. Ms. Rudzinski said there was a lot of flexibility for how to satisfy what secute means and the

language is not suggesting that Sherwood has to make sure every development has a security guard for one

bike commuter.

Chair Simsofl commented that it may be difficult for an applicant that has to meet all of the code

requirements with a code requiring racks in 
^fl 

àrea" that is secure or monitored, within a hundted feet of
the entrance. Commissioner Gdffin asked if the requirement was putting a burden on certain businesses

and said that he understood the concept of encouraging people to bicycle.

Commissioner SØalker suggested that if the requirement is more than fout or five long term spaces then
the code applies, and if the applicant meets a mirlimum threshold then the 25o/o of the parking must be

long term patking. Discussion followed with the following language being proposed. "If required to
ptovide eight or more bicycle parking spâces, 25o/o of those spaces must be long term". The commission
discussed how this would work with Target ãs at\ example. They decided that tf Target was a new
development they would be required to provide five long tetm bicycle parking spaces and that it was a

teasonable number.

Commissioner rù(/alker said she was more concerned for the burden placed on the small businesses. Brad

commented that he liked long term bike parking for his bike and he did flot v/ant to leave it out. Chau
Simson asked him that if long term bicycle parking was at City Hall and it met the code if he would park
his bike there or in his wotkspace. Brad responded that he would use the long term patking, because he
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did not have toom in his wotk spâce. He tevealed that when he does ¡ide his bike there is closet under the
stairs that is available.

Chris Crean added that when he was a bicycle corffnuter he used a fenced off arca in the pârking structure
that was secuted and he would not leave his bicycle outside all day. Bob Galati commented on bicycle
lockers that could be tented at alocal:.or. in Portland. Mr. Crean commented that they were expensive and
a secure, covered and fenced ate wàs good.

Commissioner Robinson asked if the cuffeflt schools in Sherwood were meeting the criteria being
discussed and was informed that they probably were not. She said she did not think much of the
population in Shetwood commuted and asked if anyone had researched how much of the population was
being served. Mr. Maciejewski said those numbers were not available. Ms. Rudzinski argued thatit wâs â

"Catch 22" and facilities need to be provided before people will commute by bicycle. It is a safety and
security issue and if you do not build it, people won't corrì.tnute by bicycle. Brad related that Sherwood is
on the scenic toute for Washington County and the Commission has discussed ways to do agro-tourism to
wineries and the city could àttra.ct that dynamic. The commission members confirmed the suggested
language.

Commissionet Clifford asked regarding the language requiring the long tetm spaces to be located within
one hundred feet of the entrance and asked if it could be changed to be more specific which entrance was
appropdate. Commissionet Gdffin said it specified that the language indicates that tt is the entrance
accessed by the intended users. He commented that it did not matter to him where it was located if it w¿s

inside the building, because it would be out of the øLtn. Cbatt Simson suggested that the space could be
anyplace inside the building orwithin 100 feet of the entrânce, if outside. Discussion followedwith the
language changed to "Locate outside spâces within a hundred feet of the enftance that will be accessed by
the intended users".

Chair Simson stated that she had no othet concerns or comments and asked the commission for any.

Commissioner Griffin commented tl'u;t at the dis¿rerion of the Citlt Engineerwas used several times in the code
and asked if that was how it was me ît to be. Bob responded that the TSP goes hand and hand with
desþ variations and íf an applicant comes up with something outside of the standards they will have to
justify it, but it will not be a granted for monetary motives. He said he needed some leeway to take into
account cettain desþ requirements that are unique; a property that does not f1t and development cannot
work without flexibility. Bob said it was a balancing act and he did not grant everything that comes in.
Commissioner Griffin asked if it would stand up at LUBA.

Chris Crean said he was less concerned about LUBA and mote concerned with statutes that allow
challenges to conditions that seem arbiúary. A decision that is exclusively at the discretion of a person
without standards and safeguards could be abused and become arbittary and capricious decision making.
He said in this case the way the code and the manual work out, the desþ exception process allows for
variations ftom desþ standards that are administered by the City Engrneer with its own internal standards
and safeguatds to protect against arbitary decision making by the City Engineedng. Bob added that the
desþ standards manual is written in a mannet that tequires the City Engineer to document decisions,
with background infotmation and wdtten justification why the exceptions àr.e accepted with limitations
being placed on them. He said he liked having the option of trying to make something work, but was very
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rigid when it came to the applicability of making a change to a standatd and if there is a very good reason

for it that can be supported.

lü/ith no other comments, the following motion was received.

Motion: From Commissioner Lisa Walket to forward a recommendation of apptoval to the City
Council for PA l4-0tTnnsportation System Plan Update based on the applicant testimonyr public
testimony teceived, and the analysis, findings and conditions in the staff tepot with the
modifications as discussed. Seconded by CommissionetJohn Cliffotd.

Julia Hajduk asked if the recommendation could be to a "date certain" so the public hearing with the City
Council did not have to be noticed. Discussion followed regatding when the Council would be available,

noticing procedures, deadlines fot the grant contract and who pays for the consultants. The Commission
decided to re-notice and the vote was taken.

All present Planning Commissioners voted in favor (Vice ChairJames Copfet was absent).

8. Adioutn

Chair Simson adjourned the meeting at 10:35 pm.

¡
Submitred bv:th^t É\x,\r,.^-

I(irsten,{,llen

Planning Department Program Cootdinator

Approval Date:
l.{ 0\
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